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Abstract 

The main purpose of this study is to determine the 

function of no and its place in Japanese Grammar in order 

to resolve heretofore unsolved problems concerning no. 

Initiated with this purpose, this dissertation presents an 

analysis of Words in Japanese with the idea of linguistic 

analysis based on functors and arguments within the frame
/' 

work largely drawn from steele (1986), (1987), and (1988). 

For the formation of Words, we propose a set of rules 

which is defined in terms of a set of syntactic features 

which diverges considerably from previous works. Features 

in our work are not associated with such terms as N or V, 

but with finite closed-class elements such as particles and 

tense, from which features it is possible to predict the 

semantic generalization. 

Further, it is demonstrated that finite closed-class 

elements have an important syntactic function associated 

with them. Case particles are now considered as occupying 

a position which prenominal determiners have been taking, 

in the sense that they are a necessary element in an NP. 

However, they are not considered as a Word; but as part of 

the morphology of a Word, like other particles. This 

involves the idea that a Word is determined purely on 

IX 
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phonological grounds as a pitch unit. 

On the base of these fundamental assumptions, our new 

approach to no enables·, us to account for every occurrence 

of no simply and elegantly. 



Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Goal 

The purpose of this dissertation is twofold: one is to 

propose, on the basis of their function in the formation of 
1 

Words, two distinct nos in Japanese, exhausting every 

occurrence of no; the other is to present an analysis of 

Japanese Words in order to clarify the place of nos in 

Japanese grammar. Thus, our initial task in this study is 

to formalize the functions of bound morphemes, including 

tenses and particles, by analyzing the internal structure 

of Words. But the most important idea underlying our work 

on the formation of a Word has to do with the character of 

Japanese categories which diverge considerably from 

previous studies. This work, thus, is intended as a 

contribution to the development of the theory of categories 

which' is both responsive to language-particular properties 

and applicable to all natural languages. 

1. The term Word is used differently from the one 
usually used, and its definition is given in section 1.5 in 
this chapter and in section 3.3 in chapter 3. 

1 
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Before presenting theoretical background and proposals, we 

discuss certain facts about Japanese which are crucial to 

the framework adopted here and the analysis of Japanese 

syntax. 

1.2 The Internal structure of NPs 

Consider the following examples including a prenominal 

determiner and a possessive. 

(1) Ano hon-wa omosiro-i 
that book interesting-non-past 

'That book is interesting' 

(2) Ken-no hon-wa omosiro-i 

'Ken's book is interesting' 

Generally it is assumed that determiners like ano 'that' in 

(1) and possessives such as Ken-no 'Ken's' in (2) are 

required in an NP. This observation is not, however, 

adequate, as can be seen in the following examples. 

(3) Hon-wa kawa-na-katta 
book buy-not 

'(I) did not buy a book' 

(4) Syoonen-ga nai-te-i-ru 
boy cry -being 

'A boy is crying' 
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(3) and (4), where a noun is used without a prenominal 

determiner or a possessive, are perfectly acceptable, 

indicating that prenominal determiners or possessives in 

Japanese are not required in an NP. In fact, they may 

appear even before proper nouns and pronouns, which are 

considered to be an NP themselves. Some examples are given 

below. 

(5) Ano Ken-ga sin-da 
that die-past 

'Ken died' (lit., 'That Ken died') 

(6) Kono watasi-ga ik-u 
this I go 

'I go' (lit., 'This I goes') 

Given these facts, the issue is determing whether 

there is a necessary element for the syntactic unit NP 

other than N. Notice (i) that every NP presented above has 

a particle attached to it (i.e., wa in (1)-(3) and gg in 

(4)-(6», and (ii) that, without a particle, the resulting 

sentences are acceptable only in very casual conversation. 

Thus, 

(7)* Ano hon omosiro-i 

(8)* Ken-no hon omosiro-i 

(9)* Hon kawa-na-katta 

(10)* Syoonen nai-te-i-ru 



(11)* Ano Ken sin-da 

(12)* Kono watasi ik-u 

Based on the above observation, it is reasonable to con-

clude that the necessary element in an NP in Japanese is a 

particle, not a prenominal determiner or a possessive. 

1.3 Nouns as Predicate 

In the previous works on Japanese syntax, clauses and 

sentences have been invariably analyzed as comprising a 

verb. Thus, in the previous work, the so-called copula as 

in (13) is a verb. 

(13) Ken-wa gakusei-da 
student is 

'Ken is a student' 

Further, the copula has been treated as being deleted in 

certain cases. For example, consider the following: 

(14)a. Bill wa John 0 tensai da to omotte iru 
genius is believe 

'Bill believes John to be a genius' 

b. Bill wa John 0 tensai to omotte iru 

'Bill believes John a genius' 

(from Tomoda 1979:310) 

(to in the above examples is a quotative) 

4 
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Tomoda notes that "I assume that da-deletion which relates 

(5)a (=(14)a here) to (5)b (=(14)b here) corresponds to 

English be-deletion" (ibid.) However, it is not clear why 

da in (14)a. is deleted, and why we have two ways (i.e., 

one 'tvith da and the other without da) to express lithe 

same idea". In fact, the observation that (14)a and (14)b 

are semantically identical is dubious, tempting us to 

assume that (14)b is not the result of the da-deletion, 

i.e., (14)b does not contain da in its source. The fact 

that da never appears in certain context as in (15) below 

supports the implausibility of da-deletion, although in 

transformation grammar, this fact has been accounted for by 

the obligatory application of da-deletion. 

(15)a. John wa oya 0 oya to omotte inai 
parents think not 

'John does not think that his parents are his 
parents' 

b.* John wa oya 0 oya da to omotte inai 

(from Tomoda 1979:312) 

There exist many other cases where the occurence of da is 

impossible as presented in (16) and (17) below. 

(16)a. Ken-wa nihonzin-ka 
Japanese-Q 

'Is Ken Japanese' 



b.* Ken-wa nihonzin-da-ka 
Japanese-Copula 

(17)a. Ken-wa sinsetu-ka 
kind 

\Is Ken kind?' 

b.* Ken-wa sinsetu-da-ka 

6 

sentences a. in (16) and (17), where da does not occur, are 

acceptable while sentences b. in (16) and (17), where da 

appears, are not. Based on the fact illustrated in (15)-

(17), we argue against da-deletion and analyze ova before 

to in (15)b, nihonzin in (16)a, and sinsetu in (17)b, as a 

noun predicate. That is, in Japanese predicational 

function is not performed exclusively by verbs: nouns can 

be predicates. 

There has long been universal accord within the field 

of generative syntax that category symbols are associated 

with complex symbols--i.e., syntactic feature bundles. But 

the precise nature of such notions as category and feature 

remains a matter of vigorous debate. In "Remarks on 

Nominalization" Chomsky analyzes the major categories N, 

Adj, and V into the features ± Nand ± V. Jackendoff 

(1977) offers such features as + Subj, ± Obj, and ± Compo 

The theory developed in GBSG (cf. Gazdar, Klein, Pullum, 

and Sag (1985» includes more features such as [BAR], 
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[CASE], [FOOT], [SBJ], [OBJ] , and [AUX] , besides [± N] and 

[± V]. One thing common among these works is that features 

are defined on the basis of the traditional division such 

as Nand V. However, the situation in the case of the 

Japanese predicate discussed above has introduced the 

problem that if N and V are associated with the intuitively 

right lexical items, the syntactic functions of these items 

are not necessarily distinct, suggesting a difficulty for a 

theory of sUbstantive universals, which claims "that 

certain fixed syntactic categories (Noun, Verb, etc.) can 

be found in the syntactic representations of the sentences 

of any language, and that these provide the general 

underlying syntactic structure"of each language." (Chomsky 

1965:28) Thus, our alternative is precisely an attempt to 

resolve the problems stemming from the use of the common 

labels such as ± Nand ± V. 

1.4 Theoretical Back Ground 

We presuppose the hypothesis that sentences are 

decomposable into parts and they are built from the bottom 

up in terms of a functor and an argument. Our framevlOrk is 

identified as Categorial Grammar, which is in contrast to 

the approach to linguistic analysis based on phrase 

structure grammar. The basic idea underlying categorial 
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Grammar is found in the following statement by Ajdukiewicz 

(1967:212-3) : 

In every significant composite expression the 
relations of functors to their arguments have to be 
such that the entire expression may be divided into 
parts, of which one is a functor (possibly itself a 
composite expression) and the others are its 
arguments. This functor we call the main functor of 
the expression .... When it is possible to divide a 
composite expression into a main functor and its 
arguments, we call such an expression well articu
lated. The main functor of an expression and its 
arguments we call first-order parts of this 
expression. If the first-order parts of an expression 
A either consist of single words, or, being composite, 
are themselves well articulated; and if, descending to 
the parts of parts, and to the parts of parts of 
parts, etc., i.e., to n-th order parts, we always meet 
with single words or well articulated expressions, we 
call the expression A well articulated throughout. 

The point of this proposal can be taken as: Every coherent 

expression can be represented as the compositional product 

of a functor and appropriate arguments. Therefore, what is 

most important from a grammatical standpoint in composing a 

word/a sentence is identifying the functors and the 

arguments and providing the rules which combine them. In 

this respect, we adopt for the analysis of Japanese words 

the framework proposed by Steele. 

Among ideas which distinguish Steele's framework from 

other frameworks, the most important for the purpose of our 

study has to do with the system of categories in terms of 

which the compositional rules are stated. In her frarne-
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work, the categorial identification is associated with a 

combination of three values-- phonological, formal, and 

semantic value. If we focus on the formal value, i.e., 

formal category, the terms adopted are not N and V, but a 

set of syntactic features referring to the properties of 

closed-class elements, the organization of which varies 

from categorial identification to categorial identifica

tion. For example, the lexical categories are based on the 

combinatory possibilities of a lexical item with closed

class elements, the formal category to which coherent 

semantic groupings correspond. Moreover, it has been 

argued that the entire syntactic structure can be manipu

lated in a .function/argument structure with respect to 

closed-class elements. 

1.5 Proposals and Consequences 

With fundamental assumptions outlined above, we 

attempt to achieve the analysis of Japanese Words. It is 

proposed in chapter 3 that the formal category of Japanese 

is associated with a set of features referring to such 

properties as tense and particles. Regarding the lexical 

categories, we propose in section 3.2.3 in chapter 3 that 

they are distinguished in terms of the combinatory 

possibilities of a lexical element (what we call a Proto 
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Root) with tense and case particles and a specification 

of an honorific value. It is through the use of these 

features that we effect the composition of Japanese Words 

and eventually sentences. 

Turning to the rules for the formation of Words, 

functors are identified as bound morphemes including tenses 

and particles. So, the particles wa and g£ discussed above 

are each treated as a functor which yields a syntactic unit 

NP. In other words, the essential element in forming NP 

from N is a particle in our analysis, while it is either a 

prenominal determiner or a possessive in previous works on 
2 

Japanese. But are par~icles a Word? Previously, they have 

been generally treated as a constituent (in the ususal 

sense) of a sentence, appearing as a syntactic node in 

phrase markers, and thus, being subject to transformational 
3 

rules. In contrast, we argue they are part of the 

morphology of a Word. This has to do with our approach to 

the notion of Word. The definition of Word has been 

completely omitted in the previous works on Japanese syntax 

in a common framework. Intimately related to this issue is 

the question of how to define Word. We take Word as a 

2. cf. Inoue (1976), Nakau (1973), and Kuno (1973) 

3. cf. Block (1947), Teramura (1982), Kuroda (1965) 
and Kuno (1973). 



phonological notion and propose in chapter 3 that Word in 

Japanese is a pitch unit where one high pitch occurs. It 

11 

is on this fundamental approach to the notion of Word that 

we attempt to define the function of various bound mor

phemes, providing insights into the relationship between 

syntax and phonology that are not provided by trans for-

mational grammar. 

The consequence of our approach to a Word leads us to 

various interesting results. First, as mentioned above, 

particles are all characterized as being merely part of a 

Word, since they do not have the phonological status of a 

Word. Accordingly, particles wa and g£ are part of a Word 

although they play an important syntactic role in the 

formation of Words. Additionally, particles hitherto 

generally called conjunctive (e.g. noni 'although', node 

'because') and sentence/terminal (e.g. ka) have been 
4 

treated as attaching to a clause/sentence. However, there 

is no evidence to support this position. In our analysis, 

they are considered as part of a Word on phonological 

grounds. So, for example, noni 'although' in (18) below is 

taken as attaching to the verb ku-ru 'corne' not to the 

clause moo sugu syatyoo-ga ku-ru 'the president comes 

soon'. 

4. cf. Akmajian and Kitagawa (1981) among others. 
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(18) moo sugu syatyoo-ga ku-ru-noni ...... . 
now soon president come-non past-although 

'Although the president comes soon, .... , 

Concerning no, in view of the difficulties of previous 

works presented in chapter 2, the so-called pronominal no 

is discarded from Japanese Grammar as we will see in 

chapter 4 where we propose two types of no, both of which 

are treated as part of a Word for the same reason discussed 

above. 

Second, another consequence has to do with the so-

called copula da that has been treated as an independent 

word, thus being subject to a transformational rule of da-

deletion. However, it too is treated as merely part of a 

Word in our work, for it does not bear its own pitch 

pattern as will be illustrated in chapter 3. 

Third, previously, it has been widely accepted that 

tenses attach to a sentence, not to a word, appearing as a 
5 

syntactic node in phrase markers. According to Akmajian 

and Kitagawa (1981), Japanese has the following phrase 

structure rules: 

5. cf. for example, Nakau (1973), Kuno (1973), 
Inoue (1976), Akmajian and Kitagawa (1981), and Teramura 
(1982) • 



2 
(19)a. S ---> 

1 
b. S ---> 

Where 

1 2 
(Adv) S Affix 

1 
(Adv) S Affix 

1 
Affix [Tense] . 1.tlY 'present' . 

tao 'past' 
2 

Affix [Modality] :daroo 
mai 
sooda 
etc. 

'presume' 
'presume not' 
'so I hear' 

13 

(Akmajian & Kitagawa :98) 

In example (20) below, Akmajian and Kitagawa remark that 

"it-te and yon-de are 'continuative form', which we have 

translated with the gerund in English .... In the final 

conjunct .... we do find a tensed verb, kaet-ta: the tense-

less verbs in the previous conjuncts are semantically 

interpreted as past tense, in 'agreement' with the final 

past tense". (Akmajian & Kitagawa: 100-101) 

(20) Naomi 
Naomi 

yon-de, 
READING 

wa 
topic 

tosyokan-e 
library -to 

it-te, 
GOING 

uti-e kaet-ta. 
horne-to return-past 

hon-o 
book-acc 

'Naomi went to the library, read a book, 
and returned horne.' 

(Akmajian & Kitagawa: 100) 

The structure of example (20) is represented within the 

layered-S system: 
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(21 ) 1 
S 

r 1 
NP S Affix 

Naomi-wa tosyokan-e it-te hon 0 yon-de uti-e kaet- ta 

(Akmajian & Kitagawa: 101) 

However, notice that it is impossible to have a pause 

between a verb stern and tense, and verbs never stand alone 

without tense (or continuative markers). Thus, examples 

(22)a. and (23)a. are fine, but those in (22)b. and (23)b. 

are not. 

(22)a. ku-ru , ki-ta 

'come' 'carne' 

b.* ku-{pause)-ru, 

(23)a. 

b.* 

mi-ru, 
non-past 

'see' 

mi- * mi-

ki-{pause)-ta 

mi-ta 
past 

'saw' 

Moreover, in (22)a. it is shown that strings preceding non-

past and past are different from each other (-ku for non-

past and ki for past). This phonological interaction 

between verb and tense is not obviously predicted in the 

analysis in (21). Based on these facts and the phonological 



fact discussed in detail in chapter 3, tenses are in this 

study treated as part of a Word in contrast to previous 

works. 

Finally, in previous studies, (i) there has been 

15 

no uniform characterization of particles in regard to what 

function they have in the syntax of Japanese, and (ii) 

there has been a complete omission of describing how each 

particle is ordered among other particles. Our work, with 

the assumptions outlined above, provides not only uniform 

analysis of particles in terms of their function in the 

formation of Words, but also a simple account of puzzling 

particle-order, so readers do not have to assume it any 

more. In short, the framework adopted here leads us to 

greater simplicity and elegance providing linguistically 

significant generalization, playing a role in explaining 

the learnability of Japanese easily and quickly. 

Our analysis of Japanese syntax diverges tremendously 

from previous works in many ways as discussed above. In 

particular, we dispense with the universal categories such 

as Nand V. But, we would like to emphasize that this work 

does not mean to preclude language universals. Rather, we 

orient our work toward the theory which "argues for a far 

more abstract relationship between the grammar of a 

particular language and 'universal grammar' than is 



commonly presumed" (Steele 1986:1), with the idea that 

"the basis upon which categories are determined does not 

vary from language to language .... when a sufficiently 

abstract characterization of the basis is proposed" 

(Ibid:29) . 

1.6 Organization 

.. The organization of this dissertation is as follows. 

16 

Chapter 2 discusses the previous works on nos and the 

problems therein. Chapter 3 proposes an analysis of Words. 

In this chapter, the function of particles, tenses, the so

called copula da, and honorific markers are explicated in 

the formation of Words. In chapter 4, we postulate the 

analysis of no and provide a brief comparison of previous 

accounts and ours. Finally, chapter 5 concludes our work 

on the analysis of Words in Japanese, presenting some 

implications made by this dissertation. 



Chapter 2 

A Review of Previous Accounts of NO 

2.0 Introduction 

Japanese no appears in various kinds of structures as 

illustrated below. 

(24) Hanako-no kaban-wa huru-i 
bag old 

'Hanako's bag is old' 

(25) Hanako-DQ-wa huru-i 

'Hanako's is old' 

(26) Kangohu-no Hanako-ni at-ta 
nurse see-past 

'I saw Hanako, who is a nurse' 

(27) Ame-DQ hur-u hi-wa iya-da 
rain fall day unpleasant-is 

'I don't like a rainy day' 

(28) Tom-ga nihongo -0 hanas-u no-o 
nom Japanese ace speak 

sira-na-katta 
know-not 

'(I) didn't knmJ that Torn speaks Japanese' 
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(29) Asokoni tat-te-i-ru-no-wa 
there stand -being 

Tom-da 
is 

'The one who is standing there is Tom' 
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In transformational grammars (cf. Ueda (1966), Okutsu 

(1964, 1965, 1978), Makino (1968, 1980), and Martin 

(1975», the nos as in the above examples have been assumed 

to be different from one another; (i) the no in (24), and 

(25) being the so-called particle no, (ii) the DQ in (26) 

being the attributive form of da, (iii) the no in (27) 

being an option of g£, (iv) the no in (28) being a so-

called nominalizer, and (v) the no in (29) being a 

(pro) noun. This chapter reviews the previous accounts on 

nQs, and discusses the problems therein in order to clarify 

the status of no. Questions concerning da-no, da-na, 

and g£-DQ conversion rules and the definition of nominals 

will receive particular attention. 

The first section 2.1 deals with the proposal that 

there is a verbal no which is an allomorph of da. In the 

second section 2.2, the g£-no conversion rule and the 

problems stemming from this rule are discussed. Finally, 

section 2.3 questions the standard position that Japanese 

has a nominal no, together with a discussion of what 

nominals are. 
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2.1 No and Da 

Consider the following examples: 

(30) Kodomo dear-u Ken 'Ken, who is a child' 
child 

no 'Ken, who is a child' 

( 31) Kodomo datta Ken 'Ken, who was a child' 

no 'Ken, who is a child' 

*da 

Example (30) shows that dear-u (the formal/writing form of 

da) and no are interchangeable. In (31) it is indicated 

that although datta (past tense of da) can occur before the 

noun Ken, da cannot. Instend no can occur. Based on this 

fact that there is a distributional similarity between no 

and dear-u and no and datta, some grammarians and linguists 

such as Tokieda (1951), Miller (1967), Makino (1968, 1980), 

Martin (1975), Kuno (1973), and Okutsu (1964, 1978) have 

proposed that there exists one kind of no which is the 

copula. 

Before going on, let us briefly discuss the distribu-

tional properties of the copula and no. As illustrated in 

(32) below, at the end of a sentence, both da and dear-u 

and their past tense are equally good, but sentence-final 

no is not possible. 



(32)a. Ken-wa kodomo da 
child 

dear-u 

'Ken is a child' 

b. Ken-wa kodomo datta 

deat-ta 

'Ken was a child' 

However, as discussed above, no is possible before a noun 

like some members of the copula (dear-u in (30) and datta 
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in (31», but da is not. So, there is a commonly believed 

idea that no is the attributive form of da although the 

treatment of llQ differs from scholar to scholar. Upon 

closer examination, however, this proposal turns out to be 

seriously flawed. 

First, some linguists claim that in Japanese there is 

a kind of no which is derived from the underlying copula 

dear-u. Makino (1968), for example, proposes the following 

rule which converts the copula dear-u before a noun (or 

"in nominalized constructions" to use his term) into no: 

(Top) [+ cp] -----> no! [- AV] 

cp=copula (Makino:108) 

(where "Top" means optional transformational rule, "- AV" 
means a noun) 
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At first glance, this rule seems not entirely implausible 

since in most cases, dear-u and no appear practically 

interchangeable. There is, however, a distinct difference 

between them. Consider the following: 

(33) syuusai a. no 
bright 

b. dear-u 

'Ken, who is a bright 

(34) Syuusai a. no 
{ 

b. ?? dear-u 

'Ken, who is a bright 

(35) syuusai a. no 
{ 

b. dear-u 

urayamasigar-are-ta 
envy passive 

Ken 

man' 

Ken-ga ki-ta 
corne 

man, carne' 

Ken-wa minna-kara 
everyone-from 

'Ken, who is a bright man, was envied by everyone' 

In isolated phrases as in (33), both no and dear-u are 

perfectly good. However, things change when we consider 

the phrase in a sentence. Sentence (34)a. with no is good, 

but not (34)b. with dear-u (which is, minimally, most 

awkward), while both no and dear-u are acceptable in (35). 

The lack of interchangeability between dear-u and no 

becomes clearer especially in conversation, as Dick Oehrle 



has suggested to me. Observe the following examples: 

(36) A: Oare-ni kore-o tanon-dara 
who -Oat. this-Acc. ask -if 

'Whom should I ask to do this?' 

i-i-ka 
good-Q 
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B: Butyoo -no Satoo-san-ni tanon-dara i-i 
section chief { 

*dear-u 

'you should ask it of section chief Satoo' 

(37) A: Ken-ni at-ta 
see 

'I saw Ken' 

B: Ootti-no Ken 

'Which Ken' 

A: Nihonzin 
Japanese { 

'Japanese Ken' 

Ken 

* dear-u 

In conversations (36) and (37), dear-u is not appropriate 

at all. These facts clearly suggest that while no and 

dear-u intersect, they are not identical, indicating the 

implausibility of Makino's rule. 

Okutsu (1978), assuming that no is an attributive form 

of da, claims that no is converted from da which has 

undergone a sUbstitution operation. Like Makino, Okutsu 

hypothesizes that no does not exist as such in deep 



structure, but unlike Makino he postulates that no is 

converted from da which replaces the underlying predicate 

through the operation of a transformation. According to 
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Okutsu, there are two kinds of da in Japanese Grammar. One 

is the so-called copula da, and the other, the predicate 

sUbstitution da. In his framework, most nos are derived 

from the predicate sUbstitution da. Example (38) which 

involves the predicate sUbstitution da has the following 

derivational steps: 

(38) unagi no boku 
eel I 

'I will eat eels' 

a. Deep structure: 

Boku-wa 
I 

unagi-o 
eel 

'I will eat eels' 

, ( Lit.) I, an eel' 

tabe-ru 
eat 

b. Predicate Replacement and Case Particle Deletion: 

Boku-wa unagi-da 

c. Nominalization 

Unagi-da baku 

d. Morphological rule of da ------> no 

Unagi-no boku 

Observe now the following example which is derivationally 

distinct from (38): 
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(39) Nihon-no syuto-no Tokyo 
Japan capital 

'Tokyo, the capital of Japan' 

According to Okutsu, no following Syuto 'capital' in (39) 

is derived from the copulative (or linking) da and has the 

following derivational steps: 

(40)a. Deep structure 

Tokyo-wa nihon-no 
Japan 

syuto da 
capital 

'Tokyo is the capital of Japan' 

b. Nominalization 

Nihon-no syuto-da Tokyo 

c. Mophological rule of da -----> no 

Nihon-no syuto-no Tokyo 

In either case (38) or (39), no is taken as a verbal, but 

not. a particle. 

Okutsu's argument that no is the attributive form of 

da is based mainly on the following observation., First, 

not only is there a semantic similarity between no and da 

in that interpn~tations of both d§. and DQ are quite diverse 

but also there is a distributional similarity between no 

and datta (the past tense of da) as shown in (41) and 

(42) • 



(41)a. 10 -zi 
o'clock 

-kara -no 
from 

kaigi 
meeting 

'The meeting starting at 10 o'clock' 

b. Kaigi-wa 
meeting 

10 - zi 
o'clock 

-kara -da 
from 

'The meeting starts at 10 o,clock' 

(42)a. Isya -no ozi 
doctor uncle 

'Doctor uncle' 

b. Isya-datta ozi 

'My uncle who was a doctor' 

(41) shows that both no and da appear after a noun plus 
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particle (i.e., 10-zi-kara), and (42) suggests no appears 

where datta appears. 

His second reason for his claim has to do with the no 

appearing in a clause as in (43). 

(43) Sessyuu-ga kodomo-no 
child 

toki 
time 

'When Sessyuu was a child' 

According to Okutsu; the no in (43) is an allophone of the 

copula da since the complement of toki 'when/time' is a 

clause ("dependent sentence" in his term) and the clause 

consists of a verb predicate of the copula da. This 
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position stems from the view that clauses always contain 

verbs. 

Finally, he provides cases where no and na are inter-

changeable, assuming the common idea that na is the 

attributive form of da. 

(44) Iroiro na moyoosi 
various { ceremony 

no 

'various ceremonies' 

(45 ) Tokubetu na motenasi 
special { } treatment 

no 

'Special treatment' 

His reasonings are not strong enough to support his 

proposal, however. 

First, his first observation that the interpretations 

of no and da are quite diverse does not necessarily support 

his claim that no and da are semantically similar. 

Second, how a distributional similarity between no and 

da/datta is related to the specifics of Okutsu's analysis 

that no is converted from da which is derived from the 

underlying verbs is not clear at all. 

Moreover, it is ill-conceived to try to find a source 

for each occurrence of no, in association with da, since 

the semantic range of the occurrences of no looks quite 
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diverse and unlimited. For instance, the authoritative 

Gendaigo no Joshi Jodoshi 'Particles and Auxiliaries in 

Modern Japanese' (Kokuritsu kokugo kenkyujo 1951) lists as 

many as 21 different ways in which no is used as a case 

particle. 

The meaning and usage of no 

(i) Syoyuu 

ex. Boku-no kuruma 

(ii) Sakusei-sya 

ex. Masamune-no mei 
famous 

'possession' 

'My car' 

'fabricator' 

-too 
sword 

'Masamune's famous sword' 

(iii) syozoku no dantai 'a group one belongs to' 
belong group 

ex. Nagoya-Daigaku 
university 

K-kyoozyu 
professor 

'Professor K of the University of Nagoya' 

(iv) Kankei no kiten 

(v) 

relation reference point 

ex. Kuruma-no mae 
car in front 

Sonzai no 
existence 

basyo 
place 

ex. Makura-moto-no 
pillow by 

obon 
tray 

'A tray by one's bedside' 

'Reference point' 

'in front of a car' 

'Existence place' 
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(vi) Tyuusyooteki na basyo 'Abstract place' 
abstract place 

ex. Seioo-to Soren -to-no aida 
The West Soviet between 

-no koosyoo 
negotiation 

'Negotiations between the West and the soviet Union' 

(vii) Sentaku no hani 'Limits of choice' 

(viii) 

choice scope 

ex. sinsei tyuugaku sotsugyoo-sei-no taihan 
new system junior high graduate majority 

'The majority of junior high school graduates' 

sonzai no 
existence 

ex. Myoosyun 
next spring 

zikoku 
time 

'Existence time' 

-no sangiin 
House of Councillors 

senkyo 
election 

'An election for the House of councillors next 
spring' 

(ix) seisitu, seikaku, zyootai 'Character and condition' 
character condition 

ex. 20-sai -no seinen 
year old young man 

'A young man who is 20 years old' 

(x) ,Zairyoo 'Material' 

ex. Momen -no kimono 
cotton 

'Kimono made of cotton' 

(xi) Suuryoo ~ zyunzyo 

ex. shoosuu 
minority 

-no dai 
great 

. 
'Quantity . sequence' 

-shihon 
capitalist 

-ka 

'A minority of great capitalists' 
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(xii) Sa-hen Doosi-no gokan-ga meisi-ni tuzuku 
verb stem noun to follow 

'Sino-Japanese ('action noun') followed by a noun' 

ex. Honsya -DQ kokusai marason 
Our company 

kooen 
support international marathon 

'The international marathon supported by our 
company' 

(xiii) Keiyoo-doosi zunzu-ru mono 
follow 

(xiv) 

(xv) 

nominal adjectives 

'What follows nominal adjectives' 

ex. Akusitsu-no 
vicious 

inhure 
inflation 

'vicious inflation' 

Koozoku 
following 

taigen 
sUbstantive 

no hani 
scope 

'Range of the following noun' 

ryooiki 
range 

ex. Bonyuu 
Mother's milk 

igai 
except 

-DQ tabemono 
food 

'Food except mother's milk' 

Mokuteki no zibutu 
purpose things 

. kanyoobutu 
participate-thing 

'Things concerned with a p~rpose' 

ex. Kyakuyose 
customer-call 

-no aikyoo 
charm 

'Charm of a tout' 

(xvi) Dookaku 'Apposition' 

ex. Gosyuzin-no 
master 

Taylor gunsoo 
sergeant 

'Sergeant Taylor, who is my master' 



(xvii) Keisiki 
formal 

meisi-e-no setuzoku 
noun to connection 

'Juncture with a formal noun' 

ex. Kokumin zentai-no 
people entire 

tame-no 
for 

'Education for all the people' 

kyooiku 
education 
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(xviii) Koozoku su-ru sa-hen doosi no doosa no syugo 
follow do verb action subject 

'Subject of the following Sino-Japanese 
'verbal-noun" 

ex. Kanai-no 
wife 

osan 'My wife's delivery' 
delivery 

(xix) Koozoku su-ru sa-hen doosi no mokutekigo 

(xx) 

(xxi) 

'object of the following Sino-Japanese 'verbal-noun" 

ex. Kookyoo doboku 
public construction 

zigyoo-hi 
work funds 

-no sakugen 
cutback 

'cut back in funds for public construction work' 

"Yooda" 
looks like 

"Gotosi" 
like 

de 
by 

uke-ru 
receive/modified 

'DQ followed by yooda and gotosi' 

ex. Risu -no yoona 
like squirrel 
, 

'As swift as squirrels' 

Keiyoo 
modification 

II - no yoona" 
looks like 

subaya-sa 
swiftness 

'Modifier of the following noun' 

ex. Yume -no yononaka 
dream world 

'The dream-like world' 



Additionally, Okutsu's observation that predicates 

always include a verb is false. Reconsider examples (16) 

repeated here. 

(16)a. Ken-wa nihonzin ka 
Japanese Q 

'Is Ken Japanese?' 

b.* Ken-wa nihonzin-da ka 

Additionally observe the following: 

(46) Ken-wa kasyu kamosirena-i 
may/might 

'Ken may be a singer' 

(47)* Ken-wa kasyu-da kamosirena-i 
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The fact that (16)a., where ka follows immediately after a 

noun (i.e., nihonzin 'Japanese'), and (46), where 

kamosirena-i 'may/might' directly follows a noun (i.e., 

kasyu 'singer') are acceptable supports the proposal that 
1 

the predicate does not a~ways consist of a verb. 

Finally, regarding the interchangeability between no 

and na, the reason why n~ is·an attributive form of da has 

1. One might claim that the sources of (16)a. and (46) 
consist of the verbal da which is deleted later, based on 
the fact that datta, the past tense of da, occurs before 
ka or kamosirenai. 

(i) Ken-wa nihonzin datta ka 
'Was Ken Japanese?' 
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not been discussed, except that he notes that it is 

commonly agreed. What if na is not a copula, but a suffix 
2 

as observed by Henderson, who says the following: 

When -na is added to foreign words and to certain 
Japanese nouns, adverbs, and adjective roots, it forms 
adjectives ..... It is used primarily for the purpose 
of bringing Chinese and other foreign words into the 
language. Thus: shojiki, which is the original 
Chinese could mean "honesty", "honest", "honestly", 
"be honest", etc., by the addition of -na is 
definitely marked as an adjective meaning "honest", 
"simple", "straightforward", etc. 

(Henderson 1948:179) 

Moreover, there is a case which shows that na is not 

always related to da. Consider the following: 

(48 ) Sizuka -na mati 'a quiet town' 
quiet town 

-dear-u 

-datta 'a town which was quiet' 

( 49) Ooki na mati 'a big town' 

*dear-u 
\ 

*datta 

(ii) Ken-wa kasyu datta kamosirenai 
'Ken might have been a singer' 

However, there is no strong evidence which shows that da 
is deleted, except for the distributional fact of datta. 
So, we argue that da does not exist even in the source as 
noted in chapter 1. 

2. For further information, see Henderson (1943, 1948) 
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While (48) indicates that the idea that na is a copula is 

not entirely wrong for its distributional similarity with 

the members of the copula, (49) suggests the difficulity of 

this position: in (49) na is fine, but neither dear-u nor 

datta is ac"t:eptable. Al though examples as in (49) are not 

many, there certainly exist some as: 

(50)a. Tiisa na inu 'a small dog' 
small dog 

*dear-u 

*datta 

b. Okasi na hanasi 'an odd story' 
odd story 

*dear-u 

*datta 

c. metta na koto 'a reckless thing' 
reckless *dear-u thing 

*datta 

This fact cannot be accounted for naturally unless we 

assume the na in (49) and (50) is distinct from the na in 

(48), if we take the position that Japanese has the copula 

The above discussion has demonstrated that the 

relationship between da/dear and no and, in addition, the 

relationship between da/dear and na have numerous 

difficulties. Our approach to na is presented in chapter 

3. In chapter 4, we propose an alternative in which there 
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is no copulative llQ. The differences between no and da 

noted here are incorporated in this analysis. 

2.2 No and Ga 

This section discusses the particles no and g£ and the 

difference lying between them, so as to demonstrate the 

difficulties of g£-no conversion. 

First, consider the following which have g£ and no: 

(51)a. Los Angeles-ni-wa hanzai-g£ oo-i 
in crime many 

'There are many crimes in Los Angeles' 

b.* Los Ange1es-ni-wa hanzai-no 
in crime 

oo-i 
many 

(52)a. Hanzai-g£ oo-i Los Angeles-ni-wa sumi-taku-na-i 
crime many in live want 

'(I) don't want to live in Los Angeles where there 
are many crimes' 

b. Hanzai-no oo-i Los Angeles-ni-wa sumi-taku-na-i 
crime , many live want not 

'(I) don't want to live in Los Angeles where there 
are many crimes' 

Regarding (51), while a. is acceptable, b. is unacceptable, 

a fact which must be the result of the llQ in the sentence. 

However, (52)b., where no appears in the dependent clause, 
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is acceptable. Based on this phenomenon and the observa-

tion that (52)a. and b. are paraphrases of each other, 

linguists such as Makino (1970, 1980), Harada (1971, 1976), 

Martin (1975), Inoue (1976), and Shibatani (1978) have 

agreed upon the observation that Japanese has a syntactic 

rule which optionally converts the particle g£ into the 

particle no in certain types of embedded clauses, typically 

in relative clauses. They also have recognized that there 

exist many cases in which a g£-no conversion rule does not 

apply. The issue at present on this topic concerns the 

conditions for g£-no conversion. For example, Harada 

(1971) gives the following outline of the necessary charac-

terization of the rule: 

(i) the g£ phrase that undergoes conversion by this 

rule need not be a subject noun phrase, as: 

(53)a. Okane-g£ ar-u hito 
money have person 

'A peJ:;son who has money' 

b. Okane-no ar-u hito 
money have 

'A person who has money' (Harada 1971:27) 

(ii) g£-no conversion can't apply to embedded 

"sentences" with infinite main verbs. Therefore, (54)b. is 

not good. 
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(54)a. watasi-wa otooto-ga ki-te-hosi-i 
I brother come want 

'I want my brother to come' 

b.* watasi-wa otooto-no ki-te-hosi-i 
I brother come want (ibid. ) 

(iii) g£-no conversion does not apply to all clausal 

embedded "sentences", but only to "sentences" embedded 

within noun phrases (irrespective of whether they are 

embedded as relative clauses or as complements.) 

(55) Taroo-wa kinoo Ziroo a. g£ ki-ta koto-o 
come that yesterday { } 

sira-na-katta 
know not 

b. no 

'Taroo did not know that Ziroo came yesterday' 

(ibid.) 

(56) Taroo-wa kinoo Ziroo- a. g£ sin-da-no-ni 
die 

(57) 

odoroi-ta 
surprised 

yesterday { } 
b. no 

'Taroo was surprised at the fact that Ziroo died 
yesterday' 

Taroo-wa kinoo Ziroo a. g£ kita-to 
yesterday } come 

b.* no 
omot-ta 
think 

'Taroo thought that Ziroo came yesterday' 
(ibid., 28) 
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In the above examples, only (57)b. is unacceptable since to 

is not a noun. According to Harada, no after sin-da 

'die' in (56) is also a noun as is koto in (55). The 

problem with this observation will be discussed later in 

section 2.3. We are concerned here only with g£-no 

conversion. 

Shibatani (1978) proposes that the g£-no conversion 

rule does not apply when the output structure contains an 

NP-no-NP sequence which is likely to be grouped together 

wrongly as a single NP. Therefore, while (58) below is 

acceptable, (59) below is unacceptable because there is a 

danger of grouping the sequence Ziroo-no uso 'a lie by 
lie 

ziroo' into a single NP. 

(58) Daremo-ga 
everyone 

Ziroo-ga uso-o tui-te-i-ru koto-o 
lie tell that 

sit-te-i-ru 
know being 

'Everyone knows that Ziroo is lying' 

(59)* Daremo-ga Ziroo-no uso-o 
everyone lie 

sitte-i-ru 
know being 

tui-te-i-ru-koto-o 
tell that 

(ibid.) 

Contrarily, (60) below is not unacceptable because Taroo-

no America 'Taroo's America' is not likely to be grouped 

together on semantic grounds. 



(60) Daremo 
nobody 

sira-na-i 
know not 

Taroo-no Amerika-e 
to 

ki-ta-koto-o 
corne that 

'Nobody knows that Taroo carne to America' 
(ibid.) 

Makino (1980), besides the constraint proposed by 

Shibatani, claiming that the more 'interveners' there are 
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between no and the verbal the worse the resulting sentence, 

presents the following examples: 

(61)a. Taroo-wa Hanako-no ototosi kai-ta 

ronbun-ni 
dissertation 

me-o 
eye 

the year before last write 

toosi-ta 
look over 

'Taroo ran through the dissertation Hanako wrote the 
year before last' 

b.? Taroo-wa Hanako-no ototosi Amerika-de 
in 

kai-ta ronbun-ni me-o toosi-ta 

'Taroo ran through the dissertation Hanako wrote in 
America the year before last' 

c.?? Taroo-wa Hanako-no ototosi Amerika-no 

Illinois-daigaku -de kai-ta ronbun-ni 
university 

me-o toosi-ta 

'Taroo ran through the dissertation Hanako wrote 
at the University of Illinois in America the 
year before last' 



d.* Taroo-wa Hanako-no ototosi Amerika-no 

Illinois-daigaku-de gengogaku 
linguistics 

hakase-goo-no 
Ph.D. degree 

tame-ni kai-ta ronbun-ni me-o toosi-ta 
for 
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'Taroo ran through the dissertation Hanako wrote for 
the Ph.D. degree in linguistics at the University 
of Illinois in America the year before last' 

(Makino 1980: 183) 

The above are some of constraints on 9£-no conversion 

proposed so far. Conditions have been added whenever new 

counter examples are found. Ultimately, the issue is the 

assumption that no is derived from 9£. 

First of all, there has been no attempt to give 

explanations of substance for 9£-no conversion. That is, 

proposing the 9£-no conversion rule and conditions for the 

rule may povide a mechanism which accounts for how this 

alternation takes place, but do not provide an explanation 

as to why it occurs. On the other hand, there are 

important facts and evidence which show that no is distinct 

from g£, suggesting that no should not be considered as 

being derived from 9£. 

First, observe the following examples. 

(62) Kimi-D..Q 
you 

iki-tai kimoti-wa 
go -want feeling 

wakar-u 
understand 

'I understand your feeling of wanting to go' 
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(63) kimi-gg iki-tai kimoti-wa wakar-u 

'I understand (the) feeling that you want to go' 

Both (62) and (63) are equally well-formed, suggesting 

ga-no conversion is not entirely wrong. However, the 

plausibility of this approach diminishes when we notice the 

difference illustrated in (64) and (65). 

(64) Kimi-no sono iki-tai kimoti-wa wakar-u 
that 

'I understand that wanting-to-go feeling of yours' 

(65)* Kimi-g£ sono iki-tai kimoti-wa wakar-u 

Example (64), where the determiner sono occurs after kimi-

no is acceptable while example (65), where the determiner 

appears after kimi-gg is not. This fact presents a 

difficulty for the gg-no conversion theory. One might 

argue that the TIQ in (64) is distinct from the one in (62), 

claiming that the no in (62) is derived from gg, while the 

TIQ in (64) is not. But evidence that examples (62) and 

(64) are different from each other is hard to corne by. 

More examples which support our position follow: 

(66)a. Ken-no ano kawaigat-te-i-ta inu-ga sin-da 
that love dog die 

'The dog that ken was fond of died' 

b.* Ken-gg ano kawaigatte-i-ta inu-ga shinda 



(67)a. Aiko-DQ sono Amerika-de kai-ta hon-ga urete-i-ru 
that America-in write book sell 

'The book Aiko wrote in America is selling well' 

b.* Aiko-g£ §QllQ Amerika-de kai-ta hon-ga urete-i-ru 

Additionally, Henderson (1943, 1948) observes that 

there is a slight difference between no and g£, offering 

the following examples: 

(68)a. Koorin-no kai-ta byoobu desu ka 
paint screen is Q 

'Is it a screen painted by Korin?' 

b. Koorin-g£ kai-ta byoobu desu ka 

'Is it the screen painted by Korin?' 

(Henderson 1943:216) 
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The acceptability of both (68)a. and (68)b. might be taken 

to be evidence of g£-no alteration. Henderson notes, 

however, that there is a slight difference between them in 

terms of emphasis as shown in his English translations: 

"In (1) (= our (68)a.), Koorin-no connects with and 

characterizes the sUbstantive byoobu; in (2) (= our (68)b.) 

g£ lays stress on Koorin and links it closely with kai-ta, 

so that byoobu is characterized by Koorin-ga kai-ta as a 

whole" (Henderson 1943:216). Accordingly, (69)a. and 



(69)b. represent the internal relationship for (68)a and 

(68)b, respectively. 

(69)a. 

b. 

[ [Koorin-no] [kai-ta] [byoobu] ] ] desu ka 

[ [[Koorin-ga] [kai-ta]] [byoobu] ] desu ka 

Indeed, there is a phonological fact supporting the 

structural analysis in (69): there is a pause between 

koorin-no and kaita in (68)a. while there is no pause 

between Koorin-ga and kai-ta in (68)b. 

To conclude, in this section we have discussed the 

problems for 9£-no conversion. The issues are in essence 

identical to those for da-no conversion: while there are 

acceptable sentence pairs distinguished only by the 

presence of 9£ or the presence of DQ, there are other 

sentence pairs where no alone is acceptable. 

2.3 The Nominalizer NO ar.d The Pronominal NO 
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In this section, we are concerned with the no 

generally called a nominalizer and the no commonly called a 

pronominal. We argue against the pronominal analysis of 

no. Observe, first, examples below which contain these 

nos. 
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(70) Ken-ga it-ta-no-wa zizitu-da 
go fact 

'It is true that Ken went (there) , 

(71) Nihon-ni it-ta-no-wa Ken-da 
Japan go 

'The one who went to Japan is Ken' 

Transformational grammarians, such as Makino (1968, 1980), 

Kuno (1973), and Okutsu (1978), consider that the no in 

(71) differs from the one in (70): the no in (70) being a 

nominalizer and the one in (71) being a (pro) noun. And, 

according to Makino (1968), the ambiguity of (72) is 

accounted for naturally only when we have two distinct 

nos: one is a nominalizeri and the other is a pronoun. 

(72) Ano hon-wa John-ga yon-da no da 
that book read 

The two interpretation for (72) are: 

(73) (i) That book is the one John has read. 

(ii) It is a fact that John has read the book. 

The deep structures in (74)a. and b. are proposed in Makino 

(1968) for (73) (i) and (ii), respectively. 

(74) a. [ [ ano-hon] [ [ John-ga 
S NP NP VP S 
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ano-hon-o yom-ta] hon] dear-ru] ] 
S NP VP S 

2 1 

b. [ [ [ John-ga ano-hon-o yom-ta ] 
S NP S S 

2 
no] dear-ru] 

NP S 
1 (Makino 1968:48) 

(75) provides the rough transformational processes for 

(74)a. 

(75) (i) Relativizing nominalization of S (i.e.,[John hon 
2 

yom-ta] ------>[ John yom-ta hon] 
S S 

2 2 

(ii) Equi NP - deletion (i.e., in S , the deletion of 
2 

hon): [John yom-ta hon] 
S 

2 

hon dear-u -------> 

[John yom-ta 0] hon dear-ru 
S 

2 

(iii) The forward pronominalization of the second hon, 

replacing it by no: 

[ [ano hon] [ [John-ga yom-ta] hon] dear-ru] ---> 
NP S NP S 

2 1 

[ [ana hon] [ [John-ga yom-ta] no] dear-ru] 
NP S NP S 

2 1 
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As for (74)b., he considers two possibilities in (76), 

although he prefers the transfonnational version. 

(76) (i) Nominalization insertion rule 

x - s - Y ------> 1, 2-Nom + 3 
1 2 3 (Makino:70) 

or (ii) Base rule 

NP ------> S NOM (Makino:69) 

However, it is not clear that the ambiguity of (72) 

necessarily calls for two disticnt nos; it is possible to 

account for the ambiguity, in association with the 

structural difference preceding the no as we will see in 

chapter 4. 

Further, the above observation leads to an argument 

against the pronominal analysis of no as mentioned in 

Kitagawa and Ross (1982). Nakau (1973) questions the 

pronominal analysis of no, opting for the no as a 

nominalizer, based on a sentence like (77). 

(77) Boku-ga kimi-no inu-o mituketa no wa kooen no naka DE 
I you dog found park inside 

desu 

'Where I found your dog was in the park' 

(from Kitagawa and Ross 1982:36) 

Kitagawa and Ross agree with Nakau, saying that in (77), 
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the interpretation of no is not an NP, but a locative 

phrase consisting of an NP and de 'at'. Therefore, (78), 

where no in (77) is replaced by a noun, is not well-formed 

although (79) is. 

(78)* Boku ga kimi no inu 0 mituketa 
I you dog found 

tokoro-wa kooen no naka DE 
place park inside at 

desu 
be 

('The place where I found your dog was in the park') 

(79) Boku ga kimi no inu 0 mituketa tokoro wa 

kooen no naka desu 

'The place where I found your dog was in the park' 

(from Kitagawa and Ross : 36-37) 

The argument by Kitagawa and Ross is not strong enough to 

support their position, however. It is not entirely clear 

why in (77), the llQ itself is interpreted as kooen no naka 

de or why the difference between (78) and (79) argues that 

no is not a pronominal: the difference merely indicates 

that the noun tokoro cannot be interpreted as kooen no naka 

de. However, we agree with Kitagawa and Ross in that the 

llQ in (77) is not a pronominal because of the unaccept-

ability of (78) i if no is a pronominal, then it should be 

replaceable with a noun, although it is also true that the 

interchangeability of no with a noun does not in itself 
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necessarily indicate that no is a pronominal. 

In addition to the above discussion against the 

pronominal analysis of no, we should notice the fact that 

no is different from all other members of the class 

generally termed pronoun in Japanese: while other pronouns 

can stand alone no never stands alone. 

Thus: 

(80)a. Kare-wa 
He 

gakusei-da 
student 

'He is a student' 

b.* No-wa gakusei-da 

(81)a. Sore-o yom-u 
it read 

'I read it' 

b.* No-o yom-u 

To summarize this section, we have presented previous 

accounts of pronominal and nominalizing no and questioned 

the existence of no as a pronominal. 

2.4 Conclusion 

To conclude, in this chapter we have discussed 

the problems within transformational approaches to Japanese 

llQs, casting doubt on the conversion rules concerning no 

and the analysis of the pronominal no. In chapter 3 to 
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follow, we will present an analysis of Japanese Words. We 

attempt there to formalize the function of bound morphemes 

in the composition of Words. Then, in chapter 4, two 

distinct nos are proposed, drawing conclusions about the 

place of no in Japanese Grammar. 



Chapter 3 

Proposal: An Analysis of Words 

3.0 Introduction 

Having considered previous treatments of no and the 

associated problems, we turn to the main purpose of this 

study, an analysis of nos. In this chapter we consider the 

analysis of the internal structure of Words, setting a 

stage for the discussion of the place of no in Japanese 

Grammar in the next chapter. We attempt here to achieve 

explicit productive rules for Japanese words. The crucial 

aspect of this analysis is the place of closed-class 

elements such as particles, tense, copulas, and affixes 

(including honorific suffixes and plural markers). 

Since our goal is to provide as full and systematic an 

account of Japanese syntax as possible, we want the 

simplest system. The framework adopted here is extended 

categorial grammar. Before proposing the analysis, a brief 

summary of the framework is provided. We will limit 

ourselves to making explicit only those basic assumptions 

and notions which are relevant to the analysis proposed in 

this study. 

The organization of this chapter is as follows. 

49 
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section 3.1 provides the framework adopted here. In 

section 3.2 the basic parts which we take to be crucial to 

the analysis of Japanese syntax are presented. Our 

proposal for the formation of Words is offered in section 

3.3. Section 3.4 is concerned with one of these parts 

which does not involve a functor, Proto Roots, whose 

definition will be given in section 3.3. section 3.5 

defines and analyzes a Root. In section 3.6, we are 

concerned with the analysis of a Word. section 3.7 

briefly touches on the system of composition above the Word 

level. Finally, section 8 concludes the analysis of Words. 

3.1 Framework 

The framework adopted here is drawn largely from 

Steele (1986), (1987), and (1988). Although it depends on 

a small set of assumptions, it does not use PS rules or 

transformational rules, nor does it require the traditional 

notions of Noun, Verb, Adjective, Adverb, and Determiner. 

The basic idea underlying the framework is very simple: 

a functor takes an argument, associated (minimally) 
with a categorial identification and yields a result, 
also associated (minimally) with a categorial 
identification. (Steele 1986:4) 

This is schematized as follows: 



(82) "Functor: argument -----------> 

result 
categorial identification 

categorial identification" 

(Ibid. ) 
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All the rules which will be proposed for Japanese are of 

this form. The framework is identified as categorial 

Grammar based on the work of Ajdukiewicz (1935, 1967). 

But, categorial grammar adopted here differs from the 

categorial grammar generally assumed (cf. Bach (1983 a and 

b, 1984, 1986), Flynn (1983), Steedman (1985». 

First, standard categorial grammar developed by 

Steedman, for example, consists of two separate components: 

one is a categorial lexicon where each lexical element is 

assigned a category; and the other consists of a set of 

combination rules. So, for example, the categories of the 

form Y and X/Yare included in a categorial lexicon, and a 

combination rule as in (83) which specifies that Y occurs 

to the right of X/Y is included in another component of a 

grammar. 

(83) Forward Combination 

X/Y Y ------> X 

But notice that the rule in (82) includes the distinctions 

Steedman ascribes to separate component. 



Second, one characteristic of steedman's combination 

rules is that they simply state the relationship between 

otherwise compatible categories, but do not add anything. 

In contrast, many rules proposed in this study are not so 

characterized as we will see. Moreover, the combinatory 

conditions in the framework adopted here have to do not 

with linear order but with "agreement". 
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Third, more importantly for the purpose of our study, 

the characterization of ca~egories is far different from 

any other theory. Generally, in categorial Grammar, a 

small set of primitive categories and a set of derived 

categories are assumed. Primitive categories usually 

include n corresponding to NP and § corresponding to 

sentence; derived categories are functors, identifying the 

kind of categories with which the expression in question 

can combine the result. For example, an intransitive verb 

is a functor whose category is sin identifying the 

expression as taking n as an argument to yield §. 

Therefore, in standard categorial grammar, functors are 

limited to expressions assigned to derived categories. But 

in the framework by Steele, functors need not be 

expressions; they can be conditions. However, every 

functor necessarily applies to expressions and the 

results necessarily involve expressions. Thus, there is 
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still the question of the categories. The categorial 

identification in the framework is more complicated than a 

label like N. Labels like "Word" are shorthand for a 

combination of three values (a semantic value, a formal 

value, and a phonological value). And, if we focus on the 

formal value, the terms adopted are not Noun or Verb, but a 

set of "syntactic features". The syntactic features are 

not represented by such term as [+ N] and [+ V] (cf. 

Chomsky (1970»), or [+ Subject], [+ Object], etc., (cf. 

Jackedoff (1976», based on the observation that cross

linguistic identity among categories in different languages 

cannot simplY be presumed. Instead, they are associated 

with closed-class elements, the organization of which 

varies from categorial identification to categorial 

identification, and from language to language. In its 

automization of categories, the notion adopted here is 

comparable to other recent proposals in Generalized Phrase 

Structure Grammar (cf. Gazdar, Pullum, and Sag (1985» and 

in Bach (1983), but there are differences. First, the 

"features" in this framework are the only distinctions; 

they are not divisions internal to other major divisions 

unlike those in the works cited above. Additionally, 

binary features ± used in this study are intended to 

identify the combinatorial properties of lexical items: [±J 



is not used to mean 'has' or 'is'. So, for example, the 

category <- tns;+ case> means the category can be 

combined with case particles, but not with tenses. 

Finally, underlying the framework here, following 

Steele, is the idea that a finite number of closed-class 

elements play a crucial role not only in distinguishing 

categories, but also in building up syntactic structures. 

3.2 The Parts 

Consider the sentence in (84): 

(84) Syatyoo-wa ringo-o tabe-ta 
president apple eat 

'The president ate an apple' 
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(84) contains three phrases (i.e., syatyoo-wa, ringo-o, 

and tabe-ta). Syatyoo 'president', ringo 'apple', and 

tabe 'eat' are free morphemes while wa, Q, and ta are 

bound morphemes. We take these morphemes as two distinct 

parts: one is labelled Proto Root (e.g. syatyoo, ringo, and 

tabe) and the other, Suffix (e.g. wa, Q, and ta). Each of ' 

these labels subsumes a number of elements. However, while 

the members of the class Proto Root are infinite, those of 

the class Suffix are listed easily. These parts are 

crucial in analyzing Japanese structure. 

There is, in addition, another set of expressions we 

will term Affix. Observe the following: 



(85) syatyoo-wa ringo-o Q-tabe-ninat-ta 

'The president ate an apple' 
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In (85), the honorific marker Q ~ ninar occurs, wrapping 

around the Proto Root tabe. This is an instance of Affix, 

which is considered an essential part of Japanese, too. 

Then, we have presented three distinct parts, Proto 

Root, Suffix, and Affix. with these three parts, we can 

eXhaustively characterize the compositional structure of 

Japanese Words. In this dissertation, accordingly, we are 

concerned with how these three parts combine and with why 

this is interesting. 

3.3 Proposal 

We begin with the notion of Word underlying our work. 

It is difficult to provide the defintion of a Word. 

Therefore, Word is generally a primitive notion. We claim, 

like Schmerling (1983), that a Word is associated with 

purely phonological definition: a Word in Japanese is a 

pitch unit, where one high pitch occurs. Before going on, 

let us first sketch the character of the accent in 

Japanese. 

The ~ccent of Japanese is an accent of pitch rather 

than one of stress. In a word, only one high pitch is 
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expected, and it may be associated with a single mora or an 

uninterrupted series of moras. Some words are accented and 

others are unaccented. A word is said to be accented if it 

contains a single high-pitched mora or an uninterrupted 

series of high-pitched moras, followed by an abrupt drop to 

a low-pitched mora. For example, hasi 'edge' is 

unaccented, but hasi 'bridge' is-accented, as illustrated 

in (86)a. and b., respectively, where a high pitch has been 

indicated by a line ' ____ _ 'placed above a mora. 

(86)a. h £1'Si 

b. h £Is il 

'edge' 

'bridge' 

Let us now turn to the definition of a Word. 

According to Arisaka (1969), the pitch unit is a unit 

sometimes called "phrase" (e.g. Ken-ga, not just Ken). 

This proposal is based on the view that particles 

themselves do not have their own pitch pattern. We take 

this phonological word as a syntactic unit and call'it a 

Word. The consequence of this approach to Words leads us 

to many interesting results. 

In general, morphemes are divided into bound 

morphemes (i.e., morphemes which do not occur alone and 

which do not usually have lexical content) and free 

morphemes (i.e., morphemes which have lexical content). 
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Among bound morphemes, tenses are commonly considered an 

immediate constituent (in the usual sense) of sentences, 

having a node in a phrase structure rule. (cf. Teramura 

(1982), Akmajian and Kitagawa (1981), Inoue (1976), Nakau 

(1973». Similarly, most linguists consider particles like 

g@, Q, ni, and no to be immediate constituents of 

sentences, not of Words, treating them as elements which 

are subject to such transformational rules as a case 

marking rule and a conversion rule. (cf. Kuno (1973), 

Kuroda (1965, 1978), Harada (1971, 1976), Inoue (1976), 

Bedell (1972), Okutsu (1976), Teramura (1982» (87), where 

items irrelevant to our discussion are omitted, illustrates 

these points. 

(87) 

compo 
stem 

I 

case 

N particle 

I I 
oziisan 
old man 

compo 
stem 

I 

case 

N particle 

I 
yama 
mountain 

I 
de 

S 

/ 
/ 

compo 

compo 
stem 

I 
siba 

case 

particle 

I 
Q 

firewood 

pied. 

v 

I 
kar 
cut 

-g 
{ 
-tta 

'An old man gathers/gathered firewood on a mountain' 

(From Teramura 1982:55) 



where koto refers to "zyozyutu naiyoo" in Watanabe 
(1971)/"Proposition ll in Fillmore (1968), and mood 
refers to "tinzyutu" in Watanabe/ IIModality" in 
Fillmore; and compo stands for complement and pred. 
for predicate. 

In contrast to previous accounts, we argue that all 

bound morphemes, including particles and tenses, are part 
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of a Word, not of a sentence, on the observation that they 

do not have lexical content unlike free morphemes. This is 

supported by the fact that bound morphemes lack the 

phonological status of an independent Word. First, as 

noted in chapter 1, in terms of tense it is impossible to 

have a pause between a free morpheme and a bound morpheme, 

suggesting that they, creating a phonological unit, cannot 

be separated from each other. No pause is possible before 

tense or a particle in the following strings: 

(88)a. Atu-i 'hot' 

b. Wakat-ta 'understood' 

c. Ken-ni 'to Ken' 

Next, observe examples below: 

(89) a. -e-I ·-ga 'picture' 

b. e -ga 'handle' 

*Atu-(pause)-i 

*Wakat-(pause)-ta 

*Ken-(pause)-ni 

(Okuda 1975) 

In (89), it is shown (i) that a high pitch does not always 
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occur within a free morpheme (a "word" in the usual sense), 

and (ii) that if a high pitch does not occur within a free 

morpheme, it occurs on a bound morpheme, suggesting the 

minimal unit of a pitch is not a free morphemei thus, in 

(89)b. a high pitch occurs on the particle 9£, since it 

does not occur on the word g. Further, observe the 

following. 

(90)a. k a I k e I -ru 'hang' 
----- -----

b. k a I k e ta 'hung' 
-------------

(Shinmeikai Kokugo ziten 1982) 

In (90), it is clearly shown that tenses lack the 

phonological status of an independent word: the verb in the 

non-past in (90)a. takes high pitch on kei the verb in the 

past in (90)b. takes high pitch on ka, but never on tense 

ru or tao 

Additionally, the fact that while the noun 9£ 'self' 

is not nasalized, the particle 9£ is almost always 

nasalized indicates that the particle does not have the 

phonological status of an independent word, thus supporting 

our proposal. 

Our approach to particles resembles the proposal by 

the traditional grammarian Hashimoto (1948), who suggests 

that a constituent of a sentence is Bunsetsu 'phrase', and 
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Go 'word' is part of Bunsetsu 'Phrase'. (Hashimoto's 

Bunsetsu 'phrase' is equivalent to our Word, and his Go 

'word'is equivalent to our Proto Root as will be shown in 

detail later.) In other words, Hashimoto suggests that 

particles are never an immediate constituent (in the usual 

sense) of a sentence. Regarding case particles, Bach also 

takes the position that they are not constituents of a 

sentence. He states "Case is expressed as a suffix on the 

noun ..... They must be considered integral parts of the 

final word from a phonological point of view" (Bach 

1983:71) 

We now turn to the formation of Words. The rules 

proposed in this work are listed in (91) below, where a 

functor is presented to the left of the colon, its 

argument, before arrow, and the result of the application 

of the former to the latter, to the right of the arrow. 

The terms employed in these rules may not be entirely 

obvious. All will be defined in the body of this chapter. 

(91)a. Affix: Proto Root --------------> Proto Root 

b. Root Functor: Proto Root -------> Root 

c. X: Root ------------------------> Root 

d. Right Boundary Effect: Root ----> Word 



The basic idea underlying the above rules is seen in (82) 

presented earlier. 
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Functors are divided into different types. On the 

basis of their obligatoriness to the expression type in 

which they occur, they are divided into obligatory functor 

(domain-defining functor in steele's term) and non

obligatory functor (non-domain-defining functor), which is 

related to the difference between exocentric and 

endocentoric functor in Bach (1983). For example, Japanese 

case particles are obligatory functors; they are functors 

that take a Root and yield a Word. We will refer to these 

functors as in (91)d., as the Right Boundary Effect. The 

Right Boundary Effect is obligatory to the result: there is 

no Word which does not include a Right Boundary Effect. On 

the other hand, there is a set of expressions which are not 

necessary to the category. Japanese prefixes such as 0 and 

gQ, and honorific markers are examples of non-obligatory 

functor; they are functors that take a Proto Root and yield 

a modified expression of the same type, i.e., a Proto Root. 

We will refer to these functors, as in (91)a, as the Affix. 

Based on the functor type discussed above, the rules 

proposed in (91) are divided into two: 



(92)a. Rules with obligatory functors 

i) Root Functor: Proto Root --------> Root 

ii) Right Boundary Effect: Root -----> Word 

b. Rules with non-obligatory functors 

i) Affix: Proto Root ---------------> Proto Root 

ii) X: Root -------------------------> Root 
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We stated above that an argument to a functor is 

associated with a categorial identification, as is the 

result of the application of a functor to an argument. And 

the categorial identification is triple, comprising a 

semantic value (a meaning), a formal value (a formal type), 

and a phonological value (a phonological form). All the 

categorial identifications in (91) are the result of the 

operation of some rule, except for one, the one that does 

not include a functor. It should be obvious that, since 

there has to be a beginning point to the analysis, there 

must be one unit lacking a functor. The one in the 

analysis sketched in (91) that does not,obligatorily 

include a functor is a Proto Root. Hence, the set of rules 

in (91) begins with the rule in (91)a. repeated here. 

(91)a. Affix: Proto Root ---------> Proto Root 

The following sections 3.3.1 - 3.3.3 consider the 

definition of Proto Roots, as well as that of the Affixes 
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and Suffixes. Then, we turn to the discussion of analysis 

of the rule presented in (91). 

3.3.1 The Class Suffix 

We begin with the set of expressions we call the 

Suffix. In (84), we have seen three different Suffixes -

wa, Q, and tao These don't exhaust the membership of the 

class Suffix. A number of other expressions are included 

in the class Suffix, and they are put into several subsets 

based on their related value. For example, those suffixes 

marking tense/aspect value are grouped together under the 

set of suffixes what we will label Tense/Aspect. (93) 

provides a list of Tense/Aspect suffixes with their various 

values specified. 

(93) (i) Tense/Aspect 

a. Tense 

ru/Y/i non-past 

ta/da/katta .... pas-= 

b. Aspect 

te/de .... continuative 

As might be expected, the members of the Tense/Aspect 

suffixes are mutually exclusive, since each has a distinct 

value. No expression, for example, which contains ta 
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'past' can contain ru 'non-past'. Thus, in (93) is a set 

all of whose members have related values and each member of 

which is mutually exclusive with any other member. 

Similarly, we subcategorize other suffixes into the 

following groups based on their related values: 

(93) (ii) Adverbial Particles 

dake 'only', bakari 'only, about', made 'even', 
kurai/gurai 'about', hodo 'about', nado 'etc.' 

(iii) Case Particles 

9.,2., Q 

(iv) Implicative Particles 

wa, sae 'even', sika 'only', mo 'also', 
demo 'or something, even', koso (emphasis) 

(v) Modifying Particles 

DQ, na 

(vi) conjunctive Particles 

keredo 'but', noni 'although', node 'because' 
to 'when, if', 9£ 'but' 

(vii) Quasi-Conjunctive Particles 

kara 'because' 

(viii) Terminal Particles 

YQ (informative), ne (confirnation), 
ka (question) 

(ix) Nominalizing Particles 

no, kara 'after' 



(x) Location/Time Particles 

kara 'from', made 
g 'to', de 'at, 

1 
(xi) Copulas 

da, datta 

'up to, till', yori 'from' 
in' 

Most of the above labels are traditional terms, except 
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Nominalizing particles, Modifying particles, Location/Time 

particles, and a Quasi-Conjunctive particle. We have 

simply followed traditional terms here since they are 

reasonably descriptive. The term Nominalizing is used for 

kara and no, whose complete discussion is presented in 

chapter 4, simply because they put a preceding string into 
2 

a string belonging to the category noun. The term 

Modifying particle is used for both no which has been 

generally called a possessive, and for na which has been 

generally assumed to be an at~ributive form of da. In the 

case of no this is based on the observation that there are 

1. The 
because it is 
in this study 
studies. For 
3.5.5 in this 

term copula is used in this study only 
used commonly. However, the analysis of da 
hardly coincides with those in previous 
a complete discussion on da, see section 
chapter. 

2. However, the Nominalizing particle no should not 
be equated with the nominalizer no used in previous studies 
(cf. Makino (1968, 1980) and Kuno (1973)). The difference 
is clarified in chapter 4. 



many cases where the term possessive turns out to be 

problematic as in (94) below. 

(94)a. Gakusei-no Ken 
student 

'Ken, a student' 

b. Sayoonara-no koe 
good-by voice 

'A voice saying "good-by" 
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Expressions such as kara 'from', g 'to', and the like 

have been usually called case particles. However, we 

distinguish them from the case particles 9£ and Q and 

label them Location/Time, since (i) they behave differently 

from case particles as we will see, and (ii) they are 

generally related to Location/time. Finally, kara 

'because' labeled a Quasi-Conjunctive is distinguished from 

conjunctive particles of previous treatments, since it 

behaves differently from other members of conjunctive 

particles, as illustrated in (95). 

(95)a. Aiko-ga ki-ta-no-wa hima-datta-kara-da 
leisure because 

'That Aiko came (here) is because she was free' 

b. * Aiko-ga ki-ta-no-v;a hima-datta-node-da 
because 

c. * ................ * keredo-da 
* to 
* noni 
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(95) indicates that while kara can be followed by da, none 

of the expressions labeled Conjunctive particle can. 

The list in (93) does not exhaust the meillbers of each 

label, the subset, but it should not require significant 

expansion. After all they may be listed easily, since they 

are grammatical (functional morphemes for Carlson (1983», 

being closed and finite. We call the set of members in 

list (93) the class Suffix, and define it as in (96). 

(96) The Class Suffix: the class Suffix includes the 

members of Tense/Aspect, Adverbial particles, Case 

particles, Implicative particles, Modifying 

par'ticles, conjunctive particles, Terminal Particles, 

Nominalizing Particles, Quasi-Conjunctive particle 

(hereafter Quasi-conj particle), Location/Time 

Particles (hereafter Loc/Time particles), and Copula. 

The following present some examples of subsets of the class 

Suffix. 

(97)a. Keeki-wa musuko-g£ 
cake Implicative 

kyoo 
today son Case 

tabe-ta 
eat Tns 

-~ 

Terminal 

'My son ate the cake today' 

b. Benkyoo-Q 
study Case 

sukosi -bakari 
a little Adverbial 



si-te 
do Tns/Asp. 

-kara 
Nominalizing 

ne 
sleep 

-ru 
Tns/Asp. 

'I go to bed after I study for a while' 

c. sizuka-na heya-de 
quiet Modifying room Location/Time 

ne-ta-no-wa kinoo -da 
sleep Nominalizing yesterday Copula 

'It was yesterday that I slept in a quiet room' 

3.3.2 The Class Proto Root 

We have discussed the members of the class Suffix, 

which are closed and finite. On the other hand, there is 

another set of morphemes ---- lexical morphemes/content 
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morphemes which is considerably large (possibly unlimited) 

and open to expansion. This section handles the lexical 

semantic content expressions and defines the Proto Root. 

First, reconsider exmaples (97). In (97)a.- c. there are 

four Words as provided in (98)a.- c., respectively. 

(98)a. Keeki-wa ..... X - Implicative 

Kyoo ......... X 

Musuko-gg .... X - Case 

Tabe-ta-YQ ... X - Tns/Asp - Terminal 

b. Benkyoo-Q ........ X - Case 

Sukosi-bakari ... X - Adverbial 

si-te-kara x - Tns/Asp -!Jominalizing 



Ne-ru ........... X - Tns/Asp 

c. Sizuka-na .......... X-Modifying 

Heya-de ............ X-Loc/Time 

Ne-ta-no-wa ........ X-Tns/Asp - Nom - Imp 

Kinoo-da X-Copula 

Every Word in (98)a.- c. can be subsumed under the 

following schema: 

* 
(99) X + Suffix 
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Where X is meant to refer to the lexical expression 
called Proto Root, the expression which has a meaning 
in itself; and * refers to any number including o. 

Based on the examination of the Words and the schema 

in (99), at first approximation, to be revised later, we 

define a Proto Root as: 

(100) Proto Root: 

Any lexical expression which is compatible with a 

member of the class Suffix. 

However, this definition is not yet sufficient. While this 

definition correctly identifies the part of the examples in 

(97), it also identifies both, for example, si and si-te in 

(97)b. as Proto Root: si is a Proto Root because it is 
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compatible with the suffix te, and si-te is a Proto Root 

because it is compatible with the Suffix kara. Something 

similar can be said of the string tabe-ta:ro in (97)a. and 

the string ne-ta-no-wa in (97)c. Thus, we revise the 

definition in (100) as follows: 

(101) Proto Root: 

Any lexical expression which is compatible with a 

member of the class Suffix and which does not itself 

include any member of the class Suffix. 

By this definition, such expressions as si-te in (97)b. 

which allows the Suffix kara is excluded from being a 

member of Proto Root, since it contains the Suffix teo 

Similarly, tabe-ta in (97)a. and ne-ta and ne-ta-no in 

(97)c. are excluded from membership in Proto Root. 

Furthermore, (101) identifies expressions which in a 

particular occurrence are not accompanied by a Suffix as a 

Proto Root, since the definition in .. (101) says simply that 
, 

every Proto Root is pompatible with a member of the class 

Suffix; it does not say every Proto Root entails the 

presence of an Suffix. Consider, for example, the 

expression kyoo 'today' in (97)a. Kyoo 'today' occurs in 

(97)a. without a Suffix, but it is a Proto Root by the 

definition in (101), because it allows a Suffix as 



illustrated in (102). 

(102) Kyoo-wa hon-o 
today book 

yon-da 
read 

'As for today, I read a book' 

The Proto Root is formally characterized in terms of it~ 

compatibility with the members of the class Suffix. Some 

Proto Roots take the Suffix of tense, and others do not. 

These and other matters related to a Proto Root are all 

discussed in section 3.4. 

3.3.3 The Class Affix 

In the previous sections we have discussed the two 
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parts -- Suffix and Proto Root. Consider now examples (84) 

and (85) repeated here. 

(84) Syatyoo-wa 
president 

ringo-o 
apple 

tabe-ta 
eat 

'The president ate an apple' 

(85) Syatyoo-wa ringo-o Q-tabe-ninat-ta 

'The president ate an apple' 

The expression tabe-ta in (84) is analyzed as comprising 

the Proto Root tabe and the Suffix tao On the other hand, 

Q-tabe-ninat-ta in (85) comprises, in addition to the 

Proto Root tabe and the Suffix ta, a third part we Hill 
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term Affix 0 .... ninat. This section handles the class 

Affix forming a complex Proto Root. The complex Proto 

Root is analyzed into parts as: 

(103) [Proto Root + Affix] 
Proto Root 

(103) simply indicates that Affixes occur internal to a 

Proto Root. In other words, Proto Roots containing an 

Affix are, also compatible with a member of the class of 

Suffixes. The expressions belonging to the Honorific Affix 

are listed below, with their various values specified. 

(104) The Class Affix 

Honorific 

Q, gQ. (prefix) marking polite 

san, sarna (suffix) ....... marking polite 

domo (suffix) marking humble 

me (suffix) ............. marking impolite 

o ... ninar honorific 

o ... su humble 

yagar (suffix) ............ impolite 

The Honorific affix does not exhaust the membership of the 

class Affix. The members of two additional groupings, what 

we will label Plural Affix and Adjectivizing Affix, are 

also characterized as Affix, since they occur internal to a 
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Proto Root. (105) below offers examples of these Affixes. 

(105)a. Plural 

tati, gata (polite), ra (impolite/humble) 

b. Adjectivizing 

gati 'is likely' 

The list in (104) and (105) is still not exhaustive, but 

does not require any significant expansion. Thus, we 

define the class of Affixes as follows: 

(106) The Class Affix 

The members of the group including Honorific, Plural, 

and Ajectivizing which occur internal to the Proto 

Root. 

(107) through (109) provide examples of subtypes of the 

class Affix. 

(107) Affix + V R 

a. Q + V R 
polite 

Q -tya-g£ 'tea' 
tea Suffix 

b. 9..Q + V R 
polite 

9..Q -zyuusyo-wa 'address' 
address Suffix 



(108) V R + Affix 

a. V R + 
san 
polite 

Tanaka - { - g£ 'Mr. Tanaka' 
Suffix 

b. V R + domo 
humble 

Watasi-domo -Q 'I/We' 
I Suffix 

c. V R + me 
impolite 

Tanaka-me -Q 'Tanaka' 

d. V R + 

anata - { 

Suffix 

tati 
ra 
gata 
Plural 

you gata 
- wa 

Suffix 

kimi-.t:£ 
you 

e. V R + gati 
Adjectivizing 

'you' 

'you' 

koware-gati 
break 

-da 
Suffix 

'is likely to break' 
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(109) Affix + v R + Affix 

a. Q + V R + ninar 

1- _I 
Q 

Honorific 

-tabe 
eat 

-ninar - y 
Suffix 

Honorific 

b. 1 __ +-
V R _-r 
Humble 

o - kake -su 1_ hang_I 

Humble 

-ru 
Suffix 

'eat' 

'hang' 

To summarize this section, we have identified three 
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different parts --- Suffix, Proto Root, and Affix --- which 

are essential to Japanese syntax. We turn, now, to the 

question of composition of Japanese Words. 

3.4 The Proto Root 

A Proto Root is defined in (101) as an element which 

is compatible with, but does not itself include a member of 

the class Suffix. Crucially, it is viewed as an element 

with semantic content. The structure of Japanese is built 
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on this part with semantic content: that is, this is a 

starting point to the analysis, thus lacking a functor. 

This section is concerned with the analysis of Proto Roots. 

As mentioned before, every Proto Root is associated 

with a triple value, i.e., phonological, formal, and 

semantic. The phonological value of a Proto Root is 

simply its phonological form. The semantic value is 

lexical content only, the representation of which we will 

essentially ignore, except insofar as the English gloss can 

be taken to be fair representation of a meaning. The 

formal value of a Proto Root indicates its combinatory 

possibilities and a specification for Honorific. The value 

triple of the Proto Root, for example, hon, is as in 

(110). 

(110) <hon> 
< - tns 
<book> 

+ case - - > 

where - - is meant to indicate unspecified or the 
absence of the property. 

As this representation might suggest we devote our effort 

only to the analysis of the formal value of a Proto Root in 

this section and through the rest of this dissertation, 

since the formal value is the one that is crucial to the 

goal of our study. 
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As a consequence, the analysis of the phonological and the 

semantic values receive minimal attention. 

3.4.1 The Formal Value of Proto Roots 

We argue that the set of Proto Roots can be divided 

into semantically coherent subsets based on the idea that 

Proto Roots are elements with semantic content. Moreover, 

like Steele, we propose that the semantic groupings, i.e., 

the class based on the semantic generalization possible 

across related elements, correspond to the formal values of 

Proto Roots. That is, it is possible to predict from the 

semantic class to the formal value or vice versa. The 

formal value of Proto Roots is equivalent to the 

combinatory possibilities with two Suffixes tense and 

case particles and a specification of the Affix Honorific. 

The scheme of combinatory possibilities is based on the 

hypothesis that tense and case particles have different 

relationships with Proto Roots than do other Suffix types 

(i.e., Averbial Particles, Implicative Particles, Modifying 

Particles, conjunctive Particles, Terminal Particles, 

Nominalizing Particles, Quasi-Conj Particles, Loc/Time 

Particles, and Copula). We turn now to the discussion of 

the distributional properties of these eleven Suffix types 

relative to Proto Roots. 



The eleven Suffixes can be initially divided into 

three types-- those which are always immediately right-

adjacent to a Proto Root edge, those which are always 

separated from a Proto Root edge by another suffix, and 

those which may have a Proto Root edge to their immediate 

left or may occur separated from this edge by another 
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Suffix. The Tns/Asp Suffix set is the only one that always 

has a Proto Root edge to its immediate left. The examples 

in (Ill) are illustrative. 

(lll)a. Ne -te 'sleeping' 
sleep continuative 

b. Yom -g 'read' 
read non-past 

c. Omo -1 'is heavy' 
heavy non-past 

On the other hand, Conjunctive particles, Quasi-Conj 

particles, and Nominalizing kara are always separated from 

a Proto Root edge by another Suffix, specifically Tns/Asp. 

Examples in (112) are illustrative., 

(112)a. V R 

mi-ta
past 

Tns 

noni 
9E. 
keredo 

Conjunctive 

'although (I) 

although 

saw (it)' 

Ku -ru -node 'because (he) comes' 
come non-past 
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Ku-ru -to 'when (he) comes' 
non-past when 

b. V R Tns - Quasi-Conj 

Ne -ta -kara -da 'is because (he) slept' 
sleep past because 

c. V R - Asp - Nominalizing kara 

Ne-te 
cont 

-kara ':'da 
after 

'is after (he) slept' 

The last type of Suffixes are those which mayor may 

not be immediately right-adjacent to a Proto Root, and 

include the following eight: Adverbial, Case, Implicative, 

Modifying, Terminal, Nominalizing no, Loc/Time Particle, 

and Copula. (113) provides examples where these Suffixes 

are immediately right-adjacent to a Proto Root edge. 

(113)a. V R 

Yasai 
vegetable 

Adverbial 

-dake 
only 

Niku-bakari 
meat only 

Kodomo-made-wa 
child even 

Dono 
how many 

-gurai 
about 

1-zikan-hodo -da 
hour about 

Ringo -nado -ga 
apple etc. 

'vegetables only' 

'meat only' 

'as for even children' 

'about how many' 

'is about one hour' 

'apples, and etc.' 



b. V R - Case 

Ken -9..9. ' Ken' , hon -Q 
book acc nom 

c. V R Implicative 

Ken-wa 'as for Ken', hon -mo 
top book too 
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'book' 

'books, too' 

kudamono-sika 
only 

'fruit only', Ken-sae 'even Ken' 
even 

Ken-demo 'even Ken', 
even 

d. V R - Modifying 

kyoo -koso 'today' 
today emphasis 

Ken-no 'Ken's', sizuka-na 
quiet 

'quiet' 

e. V R Terminal 

kinoo -YQ '(it's) yesterday' 
yesterday informative 

kyoo -ng 
today conformation 

hana -ka 
flower question 

'(it's) today, isn't it?' 

'(is it) a flower?' 

f. VR Nominalizing no 

Ken-no-wa 

g. V R Loc/Time 

Tokyo-kara 
from 

'as for Ken's' 

'from Tokyo' 



yonaka -made-mo 
midnight till also 

tuki-yori 
moon from 

tuki-g -mo 
to too 

Tokyo-de-wa 
in 

h. V R Copula 

Ken-da/datta-ga 

'even till midnight' 

'from the moon' 

'to the moon, too' 

'as for in Tokyo' 

, is/was ken, but' 

(114) offers examples which show that the eight Suffixes 
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above are not always immediately right-adjacent to a Proto 

Root edge. 

(114)a. V R Suffix Adverbial 

hatarak-y 
work non-past 

kak 
write 

-y 
non-past 

-bakari-ga 'working only' 
only Nominative 

-gurai-wa 
about 

'As for something like writing' 

(similarly, other adverbial particles dake, made, nado, and 

hodo occur separated from a Proto Root edge by another 

Suffix) 

b. V R - Suffix - Case 

ik-y -9£ 'going' 
go non-past 



Ken-bakari-Q 
only 

'only Ken' 

c. V R - Suffix - Implicative 

it-j:a -wa 
go past 

(i- i-ga .... ) 

'As for having gone (it was O~, but .... )' 

ahurika-kara-sae 
Africa from even 

'Even from Africa' 

(similarly, other implicative particles mo, sika, demo, 

koso appear to be separated from a Proto Root edge.) 

d. V R - Suffix - Modifying 

Nihon-kara-no 
Japan from 

tabi 

kodomo-dake-na-no-da 
child only 

'travel from Japan' 

'It is that (there are) children only' 

e. V R 

Ne 
sleep 

- Suffix - Terminal 

-ta -ka 
past 

'Did (he) sleep?' 

(YQ and ng too have the same distributional property as 

that of ka.) 

... 
f. V R - Suffix - Nominaliiing 
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Haha -kara-no-wa 
mother from 

'As for the one from Mother' 



g. V R - Suffix - Location/Time 

Nihon-dake-de 
Japan only in 

'in Japan only' 
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(Similarly, kara, made, yori, and g occur separated from a 

Proto Root edge.) 

h. V R 

kuzu 
rabble 

- Suffix - Copula 

-bakari-da-kara 
only because 

'Because (they) are rabble only' 

Each of these three types of Suffixes (those which are 

always immediately adjacent to a Proto Root, those which 

are always separated from a Proto Root edge, and those 

which mayor may not be right-adjacent to a Proto Root 

edge) can be further subcategorized, as the above examples 

suggest. Those Suffixes which are always separated from a 

Proto Root edge (i.e., Conjunctive, Quasi-conj, and 

Nominalizing kara ) include a subset whose members are 

never followed by another Suffix 'and another whose members 

may be followed by another Suffix. The first includes 

Conjunctive (cf. (112)a.) and the second, Quasi-Conj (cf. 

(112)b.) and Nominalizing kara (cf. (112)c.). The same 

internal division applies to those Suffixes which mayor 

may not be right-adjacent to a Proto Root edge (i.e., 
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Adverbial, Case, Implicative, Modifying, Loe/Time, and 

Copula). Case (cf. (113}b.), Implicative (cf. (113)c.), 

Modifying no (cf. (113)d.), and Terminal (cf. (113)e.) are 

never followed by another Suffix. However, Adverbial (cf. 

(113}a., (114)a. and (114)d.), Modifying na (cf. (114)d.), 

Loe/Time (cf. (113)g. and (114)c.) and Copula (cf. (114)h.) 

can be followed by another Suffix. Regarding the members 

of Tns/Asp, they can all be followed by another Suffix (cf. 

(112)). Therefore, there is a gap in the case of the 

Suffixes which are always immediately right-adjacent to a 

Proto Root and never followed by another Suffix. (115) 

summarizes these divisions internal to the class Suffix. 

(115)A. Necessarily immediately right-adjacent to a Proto 

Root edge 

(i) Unfollowed by another Suffix 

(ii) can be followed by another Suffix 

Tense: ru/y, ta/da, i, katta 

Aspect: te/de 

B. Always separated from a Proto Root edge 

(i) Unfollowed by another Suffix 

Conjunctive particle: keredo, noni, node, to, 9.£ 
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(ii) Can be followed by another Suffix 

Quasi-Conj Particle: 

Nominalizing particle: kara 

C. Not necessarily immediately right-adjacent 

(i) Unfollowed by another suffix 

Case particle 9..9., Q 

Implicative particle: wa, sae, sika, mo, demo, 
koso 

Modifying particle: no 

Terminal particle: ne, YQ, ka 

(ii) Can be followed by another Suffix 

Adverbial particle: 

Modifying particle: 

bakari, made, kurai/gurai, 
nado, dake, hodo 

Nominalizing particle: no 

Loc/Time particle: 

Copula: da, datta 

Having considered the'distributional properties of 

suffix~s, we turn to the discussion of the special 

character of tense and case particles for the division of 

Proto Roots. Recall that the members of Tns/Asp are the 

only suffixes that are always immediately adjacent to a 

Proto Root, thus distinguishing them from other Suffixes. 
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Based on this fact, we divi~? Japanese Proto Root initially 

into two classes: Those that are compatible with <+ tns> 

and those that are not <- tns> (For convenience, we use the 

term <tns> to mean Tns/Asp.) (116) provides examples of 

each subtype of Proto Roots. 

(116) (i) Proto Roots which are compatible with tense <+tns> 

tabe-ta, 
eat past 

ik-u - -, 
go non-past 

waka -1 
young non-past 

yasu 
cheap 

-katta, 
past 

ne 
sleep 

-te 
continuative 

(ii) Proto Roots which are not compatible with tense 
<-tns> 

Ken, to, kangae 
Ken door idea 

sizuka, 
quiet 

san -satu, 
three (books) 

kitto 
certainly 

As (116) might suggest, <± tns> is not entirely adequate 

to the division required; the semantic generalization is 

not entirely clear from <± tns> alone. Thus, we now 
. 

attempt to find a member of the class Suffix which plays a 

role in providing a second division internal to the set of 

Proto Roots with <± tns>. Notice that Proto Roots which 

are not compatible with tense are followed immediatly by 

one of the Suffixes which may be immediately adjacent to a 

Proto Root edge (i.e. Case, Implicative, Modifying, 
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Adverbial, Nominalizing no, Terminal, Loc/Time, and 

Copula.) Consider (117)-(124), which provide the 

distributional properties of these Suffixes with respect to 

a Proto Root with <- tns> presented in (116) (ii) . 

(117) V R Case 

a. Ken 
b. to 'door' 
c. kangae 'idea' 
d.* sizuka 'quiet' 
e.* san-satu 'three' 
f.* kitto 'certainly' 

(118) V R Implicative 

(119) 

(i) 

a. Ken 
b. to 
c. kangae 
d.* sizuka 
e. san-satu 
f.* kitto 

V R Modifying 

a. Ken 
b. to 
c. kangae 

---------

d.* sizuka -----------------
e. san-satu 
f.* kitto 

, 

(ii) a. Ken 
b. to 
c. kangae 
d. sizuka 
e. san-satu 
f. kitto 

9E. 

Q 

wa 
sae 
sika 
mo 
demo 
koso 

no 
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(125) summarizes the distributional properties presented 

above. 

(125) 

====================================================== 
suffix c I Modif. A N T L C 

a m ----------- d 0 e 0 0 

s p no na v m r c p 
e I e i m / u 

i r n i T I 
V R c b a n i a 

a i I a m 
t a i I 
i I z 
v i 
e n 

g 
============ --- --- ----- ----- --- --- --- --- -------- -----
a. Ken 

x x x x x x x x x 
------------ ----- -----
b. to 

'door' x x x x x x x x x 
------------ ----- -----
c. kangae 

'idea' x x x x x x x x x 
------------ ----- -----
d. sizuka 

'quiet' * * * x * * x * x 
------------ ----- -----
e. san-satu 

'three' * x x x x x x x x 
------------ ----- ----- \-

f. kitto 

* * * x * * x * x 
'certainly' 

====================================================== 

Table 3.1 Distribution of Suffixes 

A close examination of a list in (125) reveals that the 

Proto Root members in (a)-(c) are the only Proto Roots with 

<- tns> which are compatible with all Suffixes, suggesting 
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that they behave differently from other Proto Roots with 

<- tns>. And this fact is made clear by the combinatory 

possibility with case particles, i.e., case particles are 

all right with Proto Roots <- tns> in (a)-(c) only. Thus, 

we consider case particles as crucial in the internal 

division of Proto Roots <± tns>. 

Then, we have two features <± tns> and <± case>. 

Logically, this gives four major classes for Proto Roots as 

in (126): 

(126) i) Those which are compatible with both tense and a 

case particle ........... <+ tns; + case> 

ii) Those which are compatible with tense, but tiot 

with a case particle .... <+ tns; - case> 

iii) Those which are compatible with a case particle, 

but not with tense ...... <- tns; +case> 

iv) Those which are compatible with neither 

<- tns; -case> 

However, the feature <+ tns> implies <- case>. Therefore, 

there are only three members of the classification, one 

cell <+ tns;+ case> being empty. In fact, expressions 

which are compatible with tense cannot themselves be 

combined with a case particle, although they are combined 

with a case particle if they contain tense as: 



(127)a. Nige -ru -gg 
escape-non-past-Nom 

'To run away is to win' 

b.* Nige-gg kati-da 

kati-da 
win 

(128)a. Aisu-ru-gg amari yat-ta 
love exceed do 

'(I) did it because (I) love (her) very much' 

b.* Aisu-gg amari yat-ta 

Examples of each class of Proto Roots are listed in (129) 

below. 

(129) i) Proto Roots with <+ tnsi +case> 

ii) Proto Roots with <+ tns, -case> 

a. kak-u, hur-u, ku-ru, sun-de-i-ru 
'write' 'fall(rain) 'come' 'is living' 

b. atarasi-i, huru-i, kura-i, omo-i 
'is new' 'is old' 'is dark' 'is heavy' 

iii) Proto Roots with <-tns; +case> 

a. Ken, inu, ringo, pen 
'Ken' 'dog' 'apple' 'pen' 

b. haru, geizyutu, iken, zyuusyo 
'spring' 'art' 'opinion' 'address' 

iv) Proto Roots with <-tnsi -case> 

a. takusan, 3-ko, sukosi 
'many' 'three' 'a few' 

b. sugu, too too, mad a 
'soon' 'finally' 'yet' 
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c. suki, 
'favorite' 

tokui, 
'good at' 

iziwaru, 
'mean' 

namaiki 
'conceited' 
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We claimed at the beginning of this section that there is a 

match between the semantic generalization possible across 

Proto Roots and the formal categories. The semantic 

generalizations possible across Proto Roots are limited 

only by our imagination. Below we propose that the 

categorial subtypes established in terms of the formal 

value <± tns; ± case> correspond to certain coherent 

semantic groupings. 

A consideration of the list of examples in (129) 

suggests an obvious semantic coherence. All Proto Roots 

with <+tns> refer to events, both activities such as kak-u 

'write' and non-activities such as hur-u 'fall (rain)', or 

states, both properties which are defined by a time span 

such as atarasi-i 'is new' and non-properties such as sun-

de-i-ru 'is living'. All Proto Roots with <+ case> refer 

to objects, both animates as in Ken 'Ken', and inanimates 

as'in pen 'pen', or concept, both those belonging to an 

individual as iken, 'opinion' and those not belonging to an 

individual as haru 'spring'. And all Proto Roots with 

<-tns; -case> refer to quality such as takusan 'many', or 

manner such as sugu 'soon', or states of properti~s which 

are not defined by a time span such as suki 'favorite'. 



(130) summarizes the match between formal and semantic 

classes just discussed. 

(130) 

formal class 

i) <+tns i ••• > 

ii) < ... i +case> 

iii) <-tnsi -case> 

semantic class 

= <events (both activities and 
non-activities) or states 
(both properties defined by a 
time span and non-properties» 

= <objects (both animates and 
inanimates) or concepts (both 
belonging to an individual 
and not belonging to an 
individual» 

= <manner, quality, or states of 
properties which are not 
defined by a time span> 

However, the formal categories divided by <±tnsi 
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±case> may still not be entirely adequate, as the 

semantic generalizations presented in (130) might suggest. 

We add a specification for the Honorific value to the 

division <+tnsi ±case>. As noted before, the Honorific 

Affix occurs internal to a Proto Root like other members of 

Affixes (i.e., Plural and Adjectivizing), producing a 

complex Proto Root. The proposal of the Honorific value 

for the formal value is based on the assumption that the 

specification of Honorific is important for the analysis of 

syntax, unlike other Affixes (i.e., Plural and Adjecti-



vizing). To mention a few, consider the agreement 

phenomena illustrated in (131) and (132). 

(131)a. Yamada-~ 
polite 

-ga 

'Mr. Yamada waits' 

1_ -mati -ninar-u 
wait _I 

honorific 

b.* Yamada-me -ga 1_ -mati-ninar-u 
impolite 

(132)a. Kanozyo-wa 
she 

'She goes' 

b. Kanozyo-tati -wa 
she -plural 

'They go' 

ik-u 
go 

ik-u 
go 

honorific 

I 
_I 

In (131) it is shown that the agreement in terms of 

honorific is important for Japanese sentences. (131)a. 

where the subject is marked polite and the predicate, 

honorific, is acceptable while (131)b., where the subject 
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is marked impolite and the predicate, honorific, is not. On 

the other hand, (132) indicates that agreement in number 

does not exist in Japanese sentences: the same form ik-u is 

fine for both the singular kanozyo in (132)a. and the 

plural kanozyo-tati in (132)b. 



Regarding the compatibility of Proto Roots with 

Honorific, not all Proto Roots are compatible with the 

Honorific member as shown in (133) and (134) below. 

(133) tokui 'be good at' 

o-tokui 'be good at' 
polite 

(134)a. takusan 'many' 

* o-takusan 

b. tootoo 'finally' 

* o-tootoo 

Given this fact, the primary contrast is between those 

which mayor may not have an Honorific value and those 

which always lack an Honorific value. This can be 
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schematized as in (135), where means unspecified or the 

absence of Honorific, No Honorific means its obligatory 

absence, and Honorific ranges over honorific, polite, 

impolite, and humble (cf. (104». 

(135) 

The addition of the Honorific possibilities yields the six 

classes in (136). 
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Honorific 
( 136) i) < +tns -case } > 

ii) < +tns -case No Honorific > 

Honorific 
iii) < -tns +case } > 

iv) < -tns +case No Honorific > 

Honorific 
v) < -tns -case } > 

vi) < -tns -case No Honorific > 

Every Proto Root will be assigned one of the above formal 

values. For example, the Proto Root tokui and Q-tokui 'be 

good at' in (133) will be assigned formal value in (137). 

(137) tokui: < - tns ; - case ; - - > 

o-tokui: < - tns - case polite > 

On the other hand, takusan 'many' and tootoo 'finally' have 

the formal value in (138), given the facts in (134). 

(138) takusan, tootoo: < - tns ; - case ; No Honorific> 

Some lexical expressions have an inherent honorific 

value. For example, irassyar-g 'come/go/be' is the 

honorific equivalent of kur-u 'corne', ik-u 'go', and i-ru 
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'be'; kisama 'you' is the impolite equivalent of anata 

'you'. These Proto Roots will be assigned the formal value 

as in (139) below. 

(139)a. irassyar-u: < + tns - case honorific > 

b. kisama: < - tns + case impolite > 

Thus, these expressions are considered as an example of 

Hon 
Proto Roots which are < ••. { >. (140) 

offers examples for each class of Proto Roots established 

in (136). 

Honorific 
(140) i) Proto Roots with <+ tns ; ... ; { } > 

a. yob-u, huk-u, irassyar-u 
'call' 'blow (wind)' 'corne/go/be' 

b. waka-i, tukut-te-i-ru 
'is young' 'is making' 

ii) Proto Root with <+ tns ; ... ; No Honorific> 

siro-i, 
'is white' 

ama-i, 
'is sweet' 

iii) Proto Roots with < ••• 

huka-i 
'is deep' 

+ case ; { 

a. hon, 
'book' 

asi, 
'foot' 

sensei, 
'teacher' 

kisama 
'you' 

b. tii, 
'position' 

tosi 
'age' 

Honorific 
} > 



iv) Proto Roots with < ... +case ; No Honorific> 

asa, 
'morning' 

ondo, oto 
'temperature' 'sound' 

v) Proto Roots with <- tns - case 
Honorific 

{ 
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} 

namake-gati, 
'is likely to be lazy' 

kirai, soomei, 
'hate' 'wisdom' 

byoozyaku 
'sickly' 

vi) Proto Roots with <- tns - case No Honorific> 

a. ippai, 
'a lot' 

b. kitto, 
'surely' 

tyotto 
'a little' 

doositemo 
'by all means' 

Clearly the addition of a specificatin of Honorific value 

yields refinements of the semantic generalizations offered 

with respect to the divisions in (130). Given the list of 

examples in (140), we propose the following semantic type 

associated with the formal type introduced in (136): i) 

Hon 
all Proto Roots which are < + tns . , ... { > refer to 

events, both activities such as yob-u 'call'and non-

activities such as huk-y 'blow (wind)', or states, 

both human properties which are defined by a time span 

such as waka-i 'young' and non-properties such as tukut-te-

i-ru 'is making; (ii) all Proto Roots which are <+ tns; 

... ; No Hon> refer to non-human states of properties which 
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are defined by a time span such as siro-i 'is white'; (iii) 

Hon 
all Proto Roots which are < ••• +case > refer to 

objects, both animates such as sensei 'teacher' or 

inanimates such as han 'book', or concepts belonging to an 

individual such as tosi 'age~; (iv) all Proto Roots with 

< ... ; +case ; No Hon> refer to concepts not belonging to 

an individual such as asa 'morning'; (v) all Proto Roots 

Hon 
with <- tns; -case; { > refer to states of properties 

which are not defined by a time span such as soomei 

'wisdom'; and (vi) all Proto Roots with <- tns; - case; No 

Hon> refer to quality such as ippai 'a lot' or manner such 

as kitto 'surely'. Thus, the division among the semantic 

types of states of properties is the most particular. 

There may be better semantic generalizations for them than 

those proposed here. But the crucial point for our purpose 

is to show that the divisions established by the formal 

value proposed here correspond to coherent semantic 

groupings. (141) summarizes the match between the formal 

class and the semantic class just discussed. 

(141) 
formal class semantic class 
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Hon <events (both activities and 
i) <+ tns; ... ; { > = non-activities) or states 

(both properties of human 
which are defined by a time 
span and non-properties» 

ii) <+ tns; ... ; No Hon> = <non-human states of 
properties which are defined 
by a time span> 

Hon 
iii) < ... ; +case; { }> = <objects (both animates or 

inanimates) or concepts 
belonging to an individual> 

vi) < ... ; +case; No Hon> = <concept not belonging to an 
individual> 

Hon 
v) <-tns; -case;{ }> = <states of properties which 

are not defined by a time 
span> 

vi) <-tns;-case; No Hon> = <manner or quality> 

The association with each formal type of semantic 

classification makes certain facts about Japanese more 

perspicuous. Consider, for example, the Proto Roots found 

in nige-gati 'is likely to escape'. It is analyzed as 

consisting of the Proto Root nigg 'escape' and the Affix 

gati. Thus, the nige may otherwise occur in a word which 

refers to an event. The Affix gati, clearly changes the 

formal value of the nige from <+ tns; ... ; - - > to <- tns; 

-case; - - > as we will see in more discussion on gati in 



the next section. And the new Proto Root, i.e., the 

complex Proto Root nige-gati is semantically 
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classified as <states of properties which are not defined 

by a time span>, in accordance with the relationship 

between the formal and the semantic classes established in 

Hon 
(141): i.e., the formal class <-tns; -case; { > = 

<states of properties which are not defined by a time span> 

In short, whether or not a Proto Root is a simple, in the 

system in (141) it is necessary only to ascribe a Proto 

Root a meaning and its formal properties follow automat-

ically or vice versa. 

To summarize this section, we have first considered 

the formal values available to Proto Roots and next the 

semantic generalizations across Proto Roots. It has been 

shown that while the type of semantic generalizations 

across a set of lexical items has no priori limits, simple 

and elegant generalizations arise when we consider certain 

fixed properties of Proto Roots, i.e., their formal value. 

To conclude, formal categories proposed in (141) are 

certainly not standardly used categories (e.g. Noun and 

Verb, or <+N, -V> and <-N, +V» for lexical items. However, 

the standardly used categories can be viewed as equivalent 

to the formal categories in (141) as far as they are 
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intended to identify the combinatorial properties and the 

specification of an Honorific value, as schematized below. 

(142) Verb --------------------- <+tns 

Non-Nominal Adjective ---- <+tns ; ... 

Noun --------------------- < ... ; +case 

Hon 
{ > 

> 

> 

Adverb ------------------- <-tns ; -case ; No Hon > 

Hon 
Nominal Adjective -------- <-tns -case ; { > 

However, critical differences exist between our categorial 

labels and the more common labels: (i) the categorial 

labels proposed here are well-defined for Japanese, while 

more common labels are not, i.e., they are not given a 

definition which allows language internal application to 

Japanese; and (ii) our categorial labels together with 

semantic generalizations in (141) afford easy access to 

the analysis of Japanese syntax while the more common 

labels do not, as we will see later (e.g. the cases of 

copula and na) . 

3.4.2 The Affix Functor 

We have noted before that some Proto Roots include 

a member of Affixes and others do not, analyzing the 

complex Proto Root as follows: 
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(143) [ Proto Root + Affix] (=106) 
Proto Root 

We consider the members of the class Affix as a functor 

taking a Proto Root to another Proto Root, and state the 

rule in its most general form in (144). 

(144) Affix Proto Root -----> Proto Root 

Clearly, Honorific, Plural, and Adjectivizing Affixes are 

subsumed under this rule. The various Affixes in this rule 

require different kinds of arguments, i.e., different kinds 

of Proto Roots, and yield different results. Our task, 

then, is to define the relationship between the functor and 

its argument and between the functor and the result in the 

rule in (144). 

3.4.2.1 Honorific 

We begin with the discussion of Honorific, since the 

discussion of 3.4.2 has covered essentially all the points 

at issue. Given (141), the argument types available to 

Honorific are straightforwardly stated. This Affix 

requires its argument, a Proto Root, not to have <No 

Honorific>. That is, the Affix Honorific occurs only on 

Honorific 
the Proto Root of the class < { }>. As for the 
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character of the result Proto Root, obviously it has a 

specific Honorific value. The semantic value of the result 

Proto Root follows relatively straightforwardly from the 

semantic value of the Proto Root which it contains. This 

is based on the observation that the functor Honorific has 

grammatical, but not semantic, content. The rule for 

Honorific is stated as in (145). 

< ... > \ < ••• > \ 
Hon 

(145) Honorific: < ••• i ••• i{ > ------> < .•. i ••• iHon> 

< •.. > < •.• > 
IV R IV R 

The rule in (145) ignores two types of interaction between 

the functor and its argument. First, as noted before 

Honorific is a label for a set of Affixes ... Q, gQ, 

san/sarna, me, domo, o ... ninar, o ... su and yagar. Second, 

the Proto Roots arguments to each of these functors are 

distinct. 

Consider the following for the formal value, in 

light of the distributional properties of the Honorific 

o ... ninar. 

(146)· kake-ru 'hang' 
< +tns i - - > 

o-kake-ninar-u 'hang' 
< +tns i ••• i honorific> 



(147) ter-u 
< +tns ; - - > 

* o-teri-ninar 

(148) huru-i 
< +tns; - - > 

* o-huru-ninar 

(149) hon 
< ... ; +case 

* o-hon-ninar-u 

(150) kirei 
<-tns -case 

3 
* o-kirei-ninar-u 

- - > 

- - > 

'shine' 

'old' 

'book' 

'pretty' 

In the above examples, it is indicated that Proto Roots 
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with <+tns> can be the argument of o ... ninar if they refer 

to actions as in (146), but not otherwise (cf. (147) and 

(148». Proto Roots of the class <-tns> can not be the 

argument as shown in (149) and (150). Concerning the formal 

value of the result Proto Root, obviously it includes the 

specification of the Honorific value. Hence, we state the 

rule for o ... ninar as in (151) incorporating the above 

3. (150) is acceptable if it is to mean 'become 
pretty', having the following analysis. 

(Q) -kirei-ninar -u 
polite become 

However, o ... ninar 'honorific' at issue is different from 
(0) ••• ninar 'become' whose part Q is optional. 
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observations, by employing the semantic generalizations we 

have proposed as an abbreviation for a range of semantic 

value for an individual expression. 

(151) \ \ 
< ... > <0 ... ninar> 

0 ... ninar: Hon 
<+tns i ••• i { > ---> <+tnsi ... ihonorific> 

<action> < ... > 
IV R IV R 

This rule reads that o ... ninar wraps arround its argument 

and changes its phonological and formal value. No change is 

made on the semantic value. (152) offers an example of the 

rule in (151). 

(152) 
<kake> 

o ... ninar: <+tns; ... i- -> 
<hang> 

\ 
<o-kake-ninar> 

---> <+tns; ... ;honorific> 
<hang> 

IV R 

\ 

/VR 

The o ... sur 'humble' behaves exactly like o ... ninar 

'honorific'. Thus, we have the rule in (153) for o ... sur 

in more specific form than the rule in (145). 

(153) \ \ 
< ... > <0 ... sur> 

Hon 
o ... sur: <+tns i ••• i { > ---> <+tnsi ... ;humble> 

< ..• > 
<action> 

IV R /VR 
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As for the prefix Q 'polite', consider the following. 

(154)a. waka-i 
<+tnsi ... i- -> 

b. o-waka-i 
<+tnsi ... ipolite> 

(155)a. tya 
< ... i +case i - -> . 

b. o-tya 
< ... i+caseiPolite> 

(156)a. zyoozu 
<-tnsi-casei- -> 

b. o-zyoozu 
<-tns;-case;polite> 

'young' 

'tea' 

'be good at' 

The above examples indicate that Proto Roots of the classes 

both <+tns> and <-tns> can be the argument of 0 if they 

refer to states of properties as in (154) and (156) or 

objects which do not belong to an individual as in 

(155). In other words, Proto Roots which refer to events as 

in (157) and (158) below or concepts belonging to an 

individual as in (159) below cannot be the argument of Q. 

(157)a. sute-ru 'throw' 
<+tns; ... i- -> 

b.* o-sute-ru 

(158)a. kie-ru 'be extinguished' 
<+tns; ... ;- -> 

b. * o-kie-ru 
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(159)a. iken 'opinion' 
< ... i+casei- -> 

b.* o-iken 

The rule for Q, then, is as in (160), incorporating these 

observations, by generalizing across the semantic value. 

(160) 
\ 

< ... > <0 ••• > 
Hon 

Q: < ... i ••• i{ > ---> < ... i ... ipolite> 

<states of properties or 
objects not belonging 
to an individual> 

IV R 

Examples of (160) are found in (161). 

(161) 
\ 

<yasu> <o-yasu> 

< •.. > 

Q: <+tnsi ... i--> 
<cheap> 

---> <+tnsi ... ipolite> 
<cheap> 

\ 

IV R IV R 

<tya> 
0: < ... i+caSej--> 

<tea> 

\ 
<o-tya> 

---> < ... i+caseiPolite> 
<tea> 

IV R 

\ 

IV R 

\ 

IVR 

Similarly, the rules for other members of Honorific 

are proposed in (162) on the par with the analysis of 

o ... ninar, o ... sur, and Q. 
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(162) 

\ \ 
( 1') Nno·. ~ < ... > ---> <gQ ... > 

< ... i+casei- -> < ... i+caseiPolite> 
<objects belonging < ... > 
to an individual> 

/V R /V R 

(ii) san! \ 
.§.ill!l.£ : < ... > ---> < ... san/sama> 

< ... i+case i- -> < ... i+caseiPolite> 
<animate> < ... > 

/V R 

\ 
( iii) domo: < ... > ---> < ... domo> 

< ... i+casei- -> < ... i+caseihumble> 
<animate> < ... > 

/V R 

\ 
(iv) me: < ... > ---> < ... me> 

< ... i+casei- -> < ... i+caseiimpolite> 
< ... > < ... > --/V R 

\ 
(v) yagar: < ... > ---> < ... yagar> 

<+tnsi ... i- -> 
<no states of 
properties> 

/V R 

<+tnsi ... iimpolite> 
< •.• > 

Hence, (145) minimally subsumes the eight distinct 

\ 

/V R 

\ 

/V R 

\ 

/V R 

\ 

/V R 

possibilities in (151), (153), (160), and (162). The rule 

in (145) states only the properties which all instances of 

Honorific share, but once we break the general rule in 
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(145) into more particular rules, some refinements are 

required. However, such refinements are easily 

incorporated in terms of the category of Proto Roots as the 

above examples suggest. By and large, the general rule in 

(145) will suffice for our purpose. 

3.4.2.2 Plural 

Unsurprisingly, the Plural takes only the Proto Roots 

of the class <+case> as its argument. (163)-(165) 

illustrate this point. 

(163)a. kodomo 
< ... ; +case ; ... > 

b. kodomo- { 

(164)a. aruk-u 

ra 
plural 

<+tns; ... i ••• > 

b.* aruk- { 

(165)a. 3-biki 
three (animals) 
<- -i- -i ... > 

b.* 3-biki-{ 

'child' 

'children' 

'walk' 

'three' 
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The argument possibilities for plural are, therefore, 

easily stated. 

\ 
(166) Plural < ••• > 

< ••• i +case i ••• > ------> V R 
< ••. > 

IV R 

However, this rule is not entirely adequate as examples 

below suggest. 

(167)a. tukue 'desk' 
< •.• i +case i ••• > 

* tukue- { 

b. tii 'position' 
< •.• i +case i ••• > 

* tii- { 

c. geizyutu 'art' 
. < ••• i +case i ••• > 

* geizyutu- { 

The above examples indicate that Proto Roots referring to 

inanimate objects as in (167)a. or concepts as in b. 
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and c. cannot be the argument of Plural while those 

referring to animate objects can, as in (163). Hence, 

ignoring the character of the result we state the rule for 

Plural as in (168) incorporating these observations, by 

generalizing across the semantic value. 

\ 
(168) Plural: < ... > 

< ... i+casei ... > ------> V R 
<object of animate> 

IV R 

The rule in (168), of course, is a generalization across 

the members of Plural. It ignores details that some 

instantiations of Plural have inherent honorific value and 

they are good only with Proto Roots with compatible 

Honorific value. Consider the following: 

(169) Proto Roots with < ... i+caseiPolite> 

a. Tanaka-san -gata 'Mr. Tanaka and others' 
polite PI.<polite> 

b. Tanaka-san-tati 'Mr. Tanaka and others' 
Pl. 

c.* Tanaka-san-ra 
Pl. <impolite/humble> 

(170) Proto Roots with < ... i+caseihonorific> 

a. sensei-gata 'teachers' 

b. sensei-tati 'teachers' 

c.* sensei-ra 'teachers' 



(171) Proto Roots with < ... ;+case;impolite> 

a.* kisama-gata 

b. kisama-tati 

c. kisama-ra 

\you' 

'you' 

'you' 

(172) Proto Roots with < ... ;+case;- -> 

a.* gakusei-gata 

b. gakusei-tati 

c. gakusei~ra 

\students' 

'students' 

'students' 
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Example b. in (169) - (172) shows tati take as its argument 

a Proto Root regardless of its Honorific value. On the 

other hand, gat a which has inherent Honorific <polite> 

is good with only either a Proto Root with <polite> as in 

(169)a. or with <honorific> as in (170)a., but not with 

<impolite> value as in (171)a. or with <- -> as in (172)a. 

Example c. in (169) and (170) illustrates that ra which has 

inherent Honorific <impolite/humble> value does not take as 

its argument a Proto Root with <polite> or <honorific> 

while it does take a Proto Root with <impolite> as in 

(171)c. or <- -> value as in (172)c. Thus we assume that 

gata requires its argument to have the value <polite> or 

<honorific>, ra requires its argument to have the value 
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<impolite> or <- ->, and tati does not require any thing in 

terms of Honorific value. 

Concerning the character of the result Proto Root, we 

propose that the honorific value of the argument is 

unaffected by the inherent honorific value of the functor, 

but if the argument does not itself have a particular 

honorific value, the inherent honorific value of the 

functor is reflected in the formal value of the result. 

Accordingly, no change is made on the formal value by 

attaching gata, since gat a attaches to Proto Roots with 

<polite> or <honorific> value, or by tati, since it does 

not have an inherent honorific value. On the other hand, 

the honorific value <impolite> is added by the attachment 

of ra to a Proto Root which is <- -> as in (172)C .. No 

difference on the semantic value of the result is made, for 

the same reason described for Honorific functor. (173 ) 

contains rules subsumed under (168), incorporating 

refinements just discussed. 

(173) 

\ \ 
a. tati: < ... > < ... tati> 

< ... ; +case ; ... > ---> < ... ; +case ; ... > 
<animate objects> < ••• > 

IV R IV R 



b. 

gata: < ... > 
< ... i+caseiPolite or 

honorific> 
<animate objects> 

c. 

ra: < .•• > 
< ... i+caseiimpolite or 

- - > 

\ < ... gata> 
---> < ... i+caseiPolite or> 

honorific 
< ... > 

IV R 

\ 
< ... gata> 

--> < ... i+caseiimpolite> 

<animate objects> < ... > 
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\ 

IV R 

\ 

IV R/V-R 

Examples of gat a and ra are given in (174). 

(174) 

a. 

gata: 
\ 

<sensei> 
< ... i+caseihonorific> --> 
<teacher> 

\ 

I
V R 

<sensei-gata> 
< ... i+caseihonorific> 
<teacher> 

\ 
b. ra: <gakusei> <gakusei-ra> 

< ••• i+casei- -> ----> < ... i+caseiimpolite> 
<student> <student> 

\ 

I 
V R 

IV R , IV R 

3.4.2.3 Adjectivizing gati 

The argument available to gati is easily statable 

given the examples in (175) - (177) below. 



(175) Proto Roots with <+ tns> 

a. oki-ru 

oki-gati 

b. kumor-u 

kumori-gati 

c. kawai-i 

* kawai-gati 

d. yasu-i 

* yasu-gati 

e. nai-te-i-ru 

naite-i-gati 

'vJake' 

'is likely to wake' 

'become cloudy' 

'is likely to be cloudy' 

'cute' 

'cheap' 

'is crying' 

(176) Proto Roots with <+case> 

a. pen 

* pen-gati 

b. kanzyoo 

* kanzyoo-gati 

c. kuuki 

* kuuki-gati 

'pen' 

'feeling' 

'air' 

(177) Proto Roots with <-tns;-case> 

a. 

b. 

hen 

* hen-gati 

hakkiri 

* hakkiri-gati 

'strange' 

'clearly' 
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The above examples suggest that gati takes as its argument 

Proto Roots with <+tns> which refer to events as in (175)a. 

and b. or states of non-properties as in (175)e., but not 

those with <+tns> referring to states of properties as in 

(175)c. and d. or those which are <-tns> as in (176) and 

(177). The rule for gati, incorporating the requirements 

on the argument is, as in (178). 

\ 
(178) gati: < ... > 

<+tnsi ... i • •• > ---> V R 
<events or states of properties> 

IV R 

Turning to the category of the result Proto Root in 

(178), its formal value is <-tnsi-case> as illustrated 

below. 

(179) a.* oki-gati - { 

b.* oki-gati - { 
Q 

Regarding Honorific value, we assume that it follows from 

the Honorific value of its argument. Thus, the examples in 

(180) have the Honorific value provided under them. 

(180)a. oki-gati 
<-tnsi-casei- -> 

b. o-oki-ninari-gati 
<-tnsi-caseihonorific> 



(181) completes the rule in (178) for gati. 

(181) 

gati: < ... > 

<+tns; ... ; ... > 

<events or states> 
of properties 

\ 
< ... gati> 

---> 
<-tns;-case;{ 

< ... > 

IV R 
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\ 

Hon 
> 

IV R 

To summarize this section, we have attempted to sketch 

(i) the set of rules yielding complex Proto Roots, (ii) the 

character of the argument Proto Root, and (iii) the 

resultant Proto Root involving these rules whose formal 

value is one of the categorial subtypes already established 

for Proto Roots in section 3.4.1. All of the rules 

proposed here are subsumed under the rule in (144) repeated 

here. 

(144) Affix: Proto Root ----> Proto Root 

Important to note is the fact that Proto Roots which result 

from this rule offer the same set of formal values as their 

arguments Proto Root. 

3.5 The Root 

We postulate that there exists a category we call a 

Root intervening between a Proto Root and a Word as 



schematized in (182). 

(182) 'Proto Root ---> Root ---> Word 

The analysis of Roots is the topic of this section. 

3.5.1 Identification of Roots 

First, consider the following examples: 

-to (183)a. Tadaima 
I'm home -quote 

i -g-g£ 
say 

(nikai -e 
up stair -to 

agat-ta) 
go up 

haya-i-ka 
fast 

'No sooner had he said "I'm home" (than he went 
upstairs) , 

b.* Tadaima-to i-g£ haya-i-ka 

(nikai-e agar-ta) 
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Example (183)a., where the Proto Root i has two Suffixes 

the non-past g and the case particle g£ --- attached to 

it, is well-formed while (183)b., where it has only the 

case particle g£, is not. If we propose that these two 

suffixes tense and a case particle attach to different 

types of element, the difference between (183)a. and 

(183)b. is easily captured; tense attaches to a Proto Root, 

and the case particle attaches to the combination of the 

Proto Root plus tense, what we call Root, yielding another 

category we call a Word. This claim can be schematized as 



in (184) and (18S): 

(184) Tense: Proto Root ----> Root 

(18S) Case Particle: Root ----> Word 
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Tense is one example of the functors mapping from a Proto 

Root to a Rooti the case particle is one example of the 

functors (named Right Boundary Effect) mapping from a Root 

to a Wrod. According to this proposal, (183}b. is not 

acceptable, since g£ is attached directly to the Proto Root 

i. The structural analysis of i-g-g£ in (183}a. is given 

in (186). 

(186) [ [ [ i ]_ - u] - ga ] 
V R R W 

3.5.2 The Functor from Proto Root to Root 

We call the functor mapping from Proto Roots to Roots 

the Root Functor. 

(187) Root Functor: Proto Root --~-> Root 

As noted above, tense including ta, da, katta, i, ru and g 

is one example of the Root Functor mapping from a Proto 

Root to a Root. Aspect including te and de can also be the 

Root Functor. 

(188) Aspect: Proto Root ----> Root 
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Clearly, the Proto Root which has the formal value 

<- tns> cannot occur with either tense or aspect. . " 
(189)a. V R <-tns; ... ; ... > 

* hon ---------------------- ta 
'book' ru 

te 

b. V R <-tns;-case; ... > 

* sizuka ------------------- ta 
'quiet' ru 

i 
te 

* sidaini ------------------ ta 
'gradually' ru 

te 

A Proto Root such as the above is directly mapped to a 

Root through an identity function. 

(190) Identity: Proto Root -----> Root 

This proposal is based on the observation that 9£ in i-g-gg 

in (183) and gg in hon-gg in (191) below are identical. 

(191) Hon -gE ar-u 'There is a book' 
book exist 
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The analysis of hon-gs in (191) is presented in (192) as an 

instance of the rule in (190). 

(192) [ [ [ hon ] _ (identity) ] ga] 'book (Nom.)' 
V R R W 

Thus, we have proposed three rules in (184), (188), and 

(190) for the rule in (187). 

The formal value of the argument to Root Functor is 

obvious. Tense and aspect take as their argument a Proto 

Root with <+ tns>. 

(193) Tns/Asp: <+tns> ___ --------> Root 
V R 

And Identity takes as its argument a Proto Root with 

<- tns>. 

(194) Identity: <-tns> ---------> Root 
V R 

3.5.3 The Analysis of Roots 

In this section, we are concerned with the analysis of 

Roots, the result of the application of the rule in (187). 

A Root has a phonological value, a semantic value, and a 

formal value. As in the discussion of Proto Roots, we will 

have little to say about the first two values. The 

phonological value is given by its symbolic representation. 

The semantic value of a Root follows relatively straight-



forwardly from the semantic value of the Proto Root 

contained in the Root, based on the observation that 

functor (Tns/Asp) added to the Proto Root to yield the 

Root has no semantic content. Accordingly, semantic 
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generalization available across Roots is supplied by that 

of Proto Roots. The formal value will receive our primary 

attention. We postulate that the formal value of a Root is 

a specification for Tns/Asp or their absence. This is 

represented as in (195). 

(195) Tns/Asp 
< { } > 

The Tns/Asp value ranges over (i) non-past, (ii) past, 

(iii) continuous, and - - is meant to indicate unspecified 

or the absence of the property. So, for example, the 

expression Q-hanasi-ninat-ta 'spoke' has the formal value 

in (196). 

(196) <past> 

And, the expression i-y 'say' has the formal value in 

(197) . 

(197) <non-past> 

The reason for treating the Tns/Asp value as one of 

properties of the formal value of Roots is that the Tense 
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and Aspect suffixes are instances of the functor producing 

a Root from a Proto Root. And the specification' of Tns/Asp 

in the formal value removes half of the modality inherent 

in the formal value of Proto Roots (i.e., ± tns ; ± case) 

distinguishing Roots from Proto Roots. The plausibility of 

the choice of this property is evident in the fact that 

Tns/Asp identifies subsets 'of Roots. 

3.5.4. Words and Roots 

We have illustrated a sequence to which the term Root 

applies. l-g in i-g-gg 'say' in (183)a. is one example of 

Roots. The identification of the Root string i-g, as 

distinct from a Proto Root on the one hand and from a Word 

on the other is relatively straightforward as (186) 

repeated here indicates. 

(186) [ [ [ i ] _ 
V R 

- u ] 
R 

- ga ] 
W 

There are, however,'problematic strings which have a 

sequence of Suffixes to the right of a Proto Root as in 

(198) and (199) below. . 

(198) Hatarak-g-dake-ga 
work only 

noo-de-wa 
all 

na-i 
not 

'Working only is not all we should do' 



(199) sensei-ga 
teacher 

ki -te-kara -ga 
come after 

taihen-datta 
awful 
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'(We) had a terrible time after the teacher came' 
(lit. After the teacher came was awful) 

One question arises: are dake in (198) and kara in (199) 

part of a Root or part of a Word? 

In order to define the status of dake, let us now 

clarify the category Word. As mentioned before, we take 

the phonological Word as observed by Arisaka as the syn-

tactic Word and propose the rule in (200). 

(200) Right Boundary Effect: Root -----> Word 

That is, the Right Boundary Effect takes a Root and yeilds 

a Word. A Right Boundary Effect is the rightmost single 

analytical unit in a string including a Proto Root and at 

least one of the set of Suffixes. Recall, then, the 

classification of Suffix types introduced in (115) in 

section 3.4.1 repeated here. 

(115)A. Necessarily immediately right-adjacent to a Proto 
Root edge 

(i) Unfollowed by another Suffix 

(ii) Can be followed by another suffix 

Tense: ru/y, ta/da, i, katta 

Aspect: te/de 
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B. Always separated from a Proto Root edge 

(i) Unfollowed by another Suffix 

Conjunctive particle: keredo, noni, node, to, gQ 

(ii) Can be followed by another Suffix 

Quasi-Conj. particle: kara 

Nominalizing particle: kara 

Co Not necessarily immediately right-adjacent 

(i) Unfollowed by another suffix 

Case particle gQ, Q 

Implicative particle: wa, sae, sika, mo, demo, 
koso 

Modifying particle no 

Terminal particle: 

(ii) Can be follwed by another Suffix 

Adverbial particle: bakari, made, gurai/kurai 

Modifying particle: na 

Nominalizing particle: no 

Lqc/Time particle: kara, made, yori, g, de 

Copula: da, datta 

Given the definition above, some Suffixes can be 

nothing other than a Right Boundary Effect. First, 

Conjunctive is entirely non-problematic for being the Right 

Boundary Effect, from the view point of the rule proposed 
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in (200), since it always occurs immediately right of the 

string comprising a Proto Root plus Tns/Asp, i.e., a Root, 

and it is not followed by any other Suffix. The Word in 

(201) has the structure in (202). 

(201) ne -ru -keredo # 
sleep Tns although 

(202 ) 

'although (he) sleep' 

[ [ [ ne ] _ 
V R 

-ru ] 
R 

-keredo ] 
W 

Clearly, other members of Conjunctive are characterized 

exactly like keredo. 

Next, given the classification of Suffix type, the 

members of Case, Implicative, and Terminal can be 

necessarily part of a Right Boundary Effect since they 
4 

always occur rightmost in a string. However, the situation 

is more complicated than the case with Conjunctive. 

Consider (198) repeated here . 

. 
(198) Hataraku-dake-gg 

work only 
noo-de-Ha 
all 

na-i 
not 

'Working only is not the all we should do' 

The question is whether the case particle gg alone in 'the 

4. Let us put aside Modifying no and Nominalyzing 
no for a moment since they are handled fully in chapter 4. 
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sequence hatarak-u-dake-ga in (198) is a Right Boundary 

Effect, the rightmost single analytical unit, or whether it 

is part of a larger unit including other Suffixes, i.e., 

bakari-ga. There seem to be two choices here. One is to 

analyze all occurrences of the case particle 9£ as an 

instance of Right Boundary Effect, because there are 

examples where this is clearly the case. (cf. (183)a. and 

(203)) 

(203) Ken-9£ kat-ta 
win 

'Ken won' 

A second is to analyze the case particle sometimes as an 

instance of Right Boundary Effect as in (203) and 

sometimes as part of Right Boundary Effect as in (198), 

where this is clearly the case. We take the first position 

based on the following argument. 

(204) 

First, consider the following example. 

kodomo-dake-ga 
child 

keeki-dake-o tabe-ta 
cake eat 

'Only the children ate 'only cake' 

Although both kodomo-dake-ga and keeki-dake-o contain 

dake, they syntactically contrast with each other in 

terms of the case particles 9£ and Qi therefore, the 
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presence of these case particle precludes access (at least 

for some purpose, syntax, here) to the specification of the 

Adverbial particle dake, which precedes it in the string. 

Given this fact, we propose that in (198) the case particle 

ill! alone is a rightmost single analytical unit, a Right 

Boundary Effect, attached to the right of a Root. Accord-

ingly, dake is taken as part of a Root and the structure of 

the string at issue in (198) is analyzed as in (205). 

(205) [ [ [ hatarak ] _ -u-dake] -ga] 
V R R W 

We consider Implicative, too, to be a Right Boundary 

Effect in its own right, for each of its members contrasts 

with each of the others for some purpose. (206) offers the 

examples illustrating this point. 

(206) Tokyo-kara
from 

'as for from Tokyo' 
'from Tokyo too' 
'only from Tokyo' 

The'sequences Tokyo-kara-wa, Tokyo-kara-mo, and Tokyo-kara-

sika contrast with each other in terms of the Implicative 

particles li£, mo, and sika; therefore, the presence of 

Implicative precludes access, at least for some purpose, to 

the specification of the Lac/Time particle kara. Thus, 

Implicative can be taken as a Right Boundary Effect in its 



own right. Accordingly, Loc/Time is taken to be part of 

Roots. 

Similarly, we consider Terminal as being a Right 

Boundary Effect in its own right. The examples in (207) 

are illustrative. 

(207) Ken-dake
only 

'It is Ken only, isn't it' 
'It is Ken only (I declare)' 
'Is it Ken only' 
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Then we have found four instantiations for the functor 

for Words (i.e., for the Right Boundary Effect) Case, 

Imperative, Terminal, and Conjunctive. The forms in (208) 

exemplify each of the possibilities for Right Boundary 

Effects. 

(208)a. Root - Case # 

[ i-u ] - £@ # 'saying' 
R 

[ hon ] - Q # 'book' 
R 

b. Root - Implicative # 

[ mi-te ] -wa .u 'as for seeing' 7T 

R 
sae .u 'even seeing' 7T 

sika # 'only by seeing' 
demo .u 'even by seeing' 7T 

koso .u 'seeing (emphatic) , 7T 

[ ik-u ] -mo # 'going too' 
R 



c. Root - Conjunctive # 

[tabe-ru] keredo # 
eat R 

noni 
node 
to 
9.3. 

d. Root - Terminal # 

# 
# 
# 
# 

'although I eat' 

'although I eat' 
'because I eat' 
'when I eat' 
'although I eat' 
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[tabe-ta] 
R 

'(you) ate, didn't you ?' 

Y..Q# 
ka # 

'(I) ate' 
'Did (you) eat ?' 

There is more to say, however, about the functor for 

Words. Some Roots either cannot or need not occur with 

one of the functors discussed above as in (209). 

(209) Ken-wa niku-bakari 
meat only 

'Ken eats meat only' 

tabe-ru 
eat 

In (209), niku-bakari 'only meat' and tabe-ru 'eat' are not 

associated with any of Right Boundary Effects presented in 

(208). For such strings to be a Word, they must have a 
, 

rightmost analytical unit. We propose that if there is no 

Suffix attached to a Root string in question, the rightmost 

single analytical unit is the rightmost fixed part of the 

available string. So, bakari in niku-bakari and ru in 

tabe-ru are not themselves added in the formation of a 

Word, but are identified (in the absence of a Right 
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Boundary Effect in (209» as the rightmost analytical unit, 

i.e., the Right Boundary Effect. (210) and (211) present 

the analysis of niku-bakari and tabe-ru adopted here, 

respectively. 

(210) [[ niku-bakari ] 
Right Boundary Effect R W 

(211) [[ tabe-ru ] 
Right Boundary Effect R W 

The effect of the addition of the above proposal is to 

make a distinction among Right Boundary Effects. There are 

additive Right Boundary Effects, what we will label Right 

Parts; a Right Part is added to the Root string in the 

creation of a Word. The four instantiations of Case, 

Implicative, Terminal, and conjunctive particles are of 

this type. And, there are non-additive Right Boundary 

Effects, those rightmost analytical units which are 

internal to a Root. Both the Adverbial particle bakari and 

tense are of this second type of functor. But Adverbial 

particles and tense do not exhaust the members of non-

additive Right Boundary Effects. We return in section 

3.6.1 to the disscussion of the instantiations possible 

for the second type of Right Boundary Effects: here we 

simply point out the fact that there is a Right Boundary 

Effect which is not a Right Part. 
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To summarize this section, we have sketched out an 

analysis of Words and proposed the following instantiations 

of the functor in the creation of a Word. 

(212) I. Additive Right Boundary Effect = Right Parts 

a. Case particle 

b. Imperative particle 

c. Terminal particle 

d. Conjunctive particle 

II. Non-Additive Right Boundary Effect (includes tense 

and Adverbial particle.) 

Given the distinction between Roots and Words, we are 

now ready for the analysis of complex Roots. We turn to 

the discussion of a functor mapping from Roots to Roots and 

a functor taking Roots to Proto Roots. 

3.5.5 The Functor from Roots to Proto Roots 

consider the following including two types of kara: 

one we have called Quasi-Conj and the other, Nominalizing. 

(213) Quasi - ,Conj 

a. tabe-ru-kara-da 
eat 

'(It) is because (you) eat' 

b.* tabe-ru-kara-ga 
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(214) Nominalizing 

a. tabe-te-kara-da 

'(It) is after eating' 

b. tabe-te-kara-ga (i-i 

'After eating is (good)' 

Previously, both karas in the above examples have been 

treated as identical, being called conjunctive. However, 

notice the difference between them in terms of the 

distributional properties: the Quasi-Conj kara cannot be 

followed by the case particle 9£ while the Nominalizing 

kara can. On the basis of this fact, we distinguish them 

from each other and propose (i) that the Quasi-conj kara is 

a functor which takes a Root and yields another Root, which 

is discussed fully in the next section to follow, and (ii) 

that the Nominalizing kara is a functor from Roots to 

Proto Roots. In this section, we are concerned with the 

analysis of the Nominalizing kara. 

The proposal concerning the argument of the 

Nominalizing kara is transparent; it occurs on the Root 

with <Asp> as shown in (214). However, this kara does not 

occur separated from the continuative te as shown in (215). 

(215)* mi-te-bakari-kara 
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Thus, the argument possibility for the kara is stated as in 

(216) . 

(216) Nominalizing kara: < ... te> 
<Asp> 
< ••. > 

\ 
----> V R 

/ R 

Concerning the category of the result in (216), there 

are two possibilities: one is a Root and the other is a 

Proto Root. We take the latter position intuitively, 

although at present we cannot offer any independent 

evidence to show that it is not a Root. However, it is 

obvious in our system that the Proto Root analysis is 

desirable for the match established earlier between the 

semantic generalization and the formal categories. 

Consider, for example, the expression tabe-te-kara in 

(214)b. It is analyzed as consisting of the Proto Root 

tabe 'eat', the Aspect Suffix te, and the particle kara. 

~hus, the tabe 'eat' may otherwise occur in a Word which 

refers to an event of activities. The tabe-te-kara, 

however, is semantically classified as <concept>. And it 

has the formal value <+ case>, as in (214)b., in accordance 

with the relationship between the formal and the semantic 

classes introduced earlier in (141). This fact cannot be 

predicted properly by Root analysis. 
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The formal value of the result Proto Root, i.e., the 

string with kara, is stated straightforwardly, as 

<- tns; + case>, given (214)b. and (217) below. 

(217)* tabe-te-kara-{ 

Regarding the Honorific value, recall from the 

discussion in section 3.4.1 the range of the Honorific 

value in (135) . repeated here. 

(135) 

{ 

Honorific ~. 

{ No :onorif:C S 
(where an Honorific value ranges over honorific, 

polite, impolite, and humble, - - means 

unspecified or the absence of an Honorific 

value, and No Honorific its obligatory 

absence. ) 

We propose <No Hon> for the Proto Root with kara, on the 

observation that the string with kara is incompatible with 

Honorific Suffixes, like Proto Roots which refer to 

concepts which do not belong to an individual (e.g. kisetu 

'seasons'). (218) illustrates this point. 



(218)a. yon-de~kara 

read 

b.* Q-yon-de-kara 
polite 

'after reading' 

This does not mean" however, that kara does not occur on 

Roots which include an Honorific Suffix, as indicated in 

(219) . 

(219 ) o-tabe 
Teat 

-ninat-te-kara 

I 
--- honorific 

The structural analysis of (219) is presented in (220). 
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(220) [ [ [ 0- [ tabe ] _ -ninat] _ -te ] -kara ] _ 
VR VR R VR 

Incorporating the above backgrounds, we complete the rule 

for Nominalizing kara in (216) as in (221). 

(221) 
\ \ 

Nominalizing kara: < ... te> --> < ... te-kara> 
<Asp> <-tnsi+caseino Hon> 
< ... > < ... > 

IR IV R 

(222) below offers rough derivational steps for (214)b. 

(222) 
\ \ 

te: <tabe> -----> <tabe-te> 
<+tnsi-casei- -> <continuative> 
<eat> <eat> 

IV R IR 



\ \ 
kara: <tabe-te> ----> <tabe-te-kara> 

<continuative> <-tnSi+caseiNo Hon> 
<eat> <eat> 

/R /V R 

Identity: <tabe-te-kara> 
<-tnsi+caseiNo Hon> 
<eat> 

\ \ 
---> <tabe-te-kara> 

< - - > 
<eat> 
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/V R /R 

9£: <tabe-te-kara> 
<- -> 
<eat> 

\ 
---------> <tabe-te-kara-ga> 

W 

/ R 

3.5.6 The Functor from Roots to Roots 

As mentioned in section 3.5.5, the Quasi-Conj kara 

attaches to a Root and yields another Root. We will call 

such a functor X and formalize as in (223). 

(223) X: Root ----> Root 

The five Suffixes are subsumed under the rule in (223) 

based on the distributional property that they occur 

preceding a Right Boundary Effect which is a Right Part. 

(224)a. Adverbial particle: Root ---> Root 

b. Copula: Root ---> Root 

c. Modifying particle na: Root ---> Root 

d. Loc/Time particle: Root ---> Root 



e. Quasi-Conj. particle kara: Root ---> Root 

The instantiations of each functor in (224) are given in 

(225), respectively. 

(225)a. Adverbial 

bakari 
dake 
made 
kurai/gurai 
hodo 
nado 

'only' 
'only' 
'even' Root ----> Root 
'about' 
'as much as' 
'etc. ' 

b. Copula 

c. 

da 
datta 

Loc/Time 

kara 
made 
yori 
g 
de 

Root -----> Root 

'from' 
'up to, till' 
'from' Root ----> Root 
'to' 
'at, in' 

(226) offers examples of each functor illustrating their 

distributional properties. 

(226)a .... Adverbial - Right Boundary Effect 

bakari 'working only' 
hatarak-u- ) -9£ 
work 

kak -u-nado-wa 
write 

ne -te-made-mo 
sleep 

'working only' 

'as for such a thing as 
writing' 

'even while sleeping' 
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ne-ru-gurai-wa 'such a thing as sleeping' 

yama-hodo-mo 'so much as a mountain' 

b. Copula - Right Boundary Effect 

da 'although (he) is a child' 
kodomo- { }-keredo 
child datta 'although (he) was a child' 

c. . .. }1odifying na - Right Boundary Effect 

mi-ta-dake-na-noni 
see just 

'although all (I) did was just 
to have seen (it)' 

d. Loc/Time - Right Boundary Effect 

Tokyo-kara-wa \as for from Tokyo' 
made 'as for till Tokyo' 
yori 'as for from Tokyo' 
g 'as for to Tokyo' 
de 'as for in Tokyo' 

e. Quasi-conj kara - Right Boundary Effect 

mi-ta-kara-koso '(It is) I saw it because' 

Before taking up the a~a}ysis of rules involving these 

functors we have more to say about the copula and na, since 

our treatment of these elements diverges considerably from 

previous works. 

3.5.6.1 Copula and Na 

Da, being called a copula, has been generally 

considered as a type of a verb. That is, it is an 

immediate constituent of a sentence, just like regular 

verbs such as YOli1-U 'read'. Contrarily, \':e argue that da 
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is merely part of the morphology of a Word on the basis of 

the phonological fact as in (227). 

(227) tor i - da 

a I m e - da 

h a I n al - da 

h a I n a - da 

'is a bird' 

'is rain' 

'is a flower' 

'is a nose' 

(from Meikai Nihongo Accent ziten (Kindaichi 1958» 

In (227), it is suggested that the copula da does not have 

its own pitch pattern, i.e., it lacks the phonological 

status of an independent word, being like particles and 

tenses as demonstrated in section 3.3. Thus, in our work 

it is treated as a bound morpheme which is a functor 

mapping from Root to Root as noted above. 

There is more to say about our treatment of the 

copula. Previously, the element datta has been considered 

as the past tense of da on the basis of their obvious 

morphological similarity between them. But such treatments 

have not had a completely happy history. For example, 

l1cClain (1981) and Teramura (1982) analyze da and datta as 

follows: 
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(228) stem tense 

MCClain: da -0 

dat -ta 

(229) 

Teramura: d -a 

d -atta 

In the treatment of either McClain, or Teramura, tense 

markers such as 0, £, and atta are peculiar to the copula, 

unlike other tense markers such as ru, ta, i, and katta. 

In contrast to previous analyses, we consider da and datta 

as separate grammatical elements. Further, we argue that 

they have an inherent tense value; da has an inherent tense 

value non-past, and datta, past. 

Turning to the modifying particle na, it has generally 

been treated as the adnominal form of da, as mentioned 

before. That is, na has been considered as a kind of a 

verb. However, we claim that it is not an allophone of da 

or a verb, but is part of the morphology of a Word based on 

the same observation as that of copulas. The Examples in 

(230) taken from Jorden (1963) are illustrative. 

(230) s i z u k a - na 'quiet' 
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i y a I -na 'dislike' 

Having outlined our treatment of the copula and na, we 

now turn to the discussion of the character of the argument 
~. c 

and the result in the rule creating a complex Root. 

3.5.6.2 The Character of the Argument and the Result of X 

The various functors in the rule in (223), i.e., the 

Functor X, require different kinds of arguments, i.e., 

different kinds of Roots, and yield different results in 

terms of the formal and phonological values. In this 

section, we are concerned with the relationship between the 

functor and its argument and between the functor and the 

result in the rule in (223). 

First, we are concerned with the rule for Adverbial 

particles in (225)a. Given examples in (226)a., we 

consider that Adverbial particles do not require any 

condition on their argument in terms of the formal value; 

the formal value of hatarak-u, kak-u, and ne-ru is <non-

past>, that of ne-te is <continuative>, and that of yama is 

<- ->. Thus, ignoring the character of the result, the 

rule for Adverbial is stated as in (231). 

(231) Adverbial particle: < ... > ----> R 
R 



However, this is not entirely adequate as examples below 

indicate. 

(232)a. Ken-wa baka-na/datta-dake-da 
fool 

'It is just that Ken is/was a fool' 

b.* Ken-wa baka-da-dake-da 
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(232) illustrates that the Adverbial particle dake cannot 

occur on the string with da as in b., while it can on the 

string with na or datta as in a. consider now (233) below. 

(233)a. kare-kara-bakari-da 
he from 

'(It) is only from him' 

* kare-kara-na-bakari-da 

b. ne -te-kara-bakari-da 
sleep Nom 

'(It) is only after sleeping' 

* ne-te-kara-na-bakari-da 

(233) suggests that the Adverbial particle bakari cannot. 

occur on the string with Loc/Time or kara followed by na. 

The facts described above are easily stated in the rule for 

Adverbial simply by referring to their phonological value. 

(234) nodifies (231) accordingly. 

(234) Adverbial particle: < ••• > ------> R 
R 



Except: with the phonological value -da or 
Loc/Time / kara-na ending 
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(234), however, is not yet entirely adequate. Consider the 

following. 

(235)a.* hakkiri-bakari-ga 
clearly 

b.* tasikani -dake-o 
certainly 

The expressions hakkiri and tasikani are analyzed as Roots 

which are <- -> just like yama 'mountain'. But there is a 

difference between expressions like hakkiri and those like 

yama: the first refers to manner; the latter, objects. 

The rule in (236) incorporates this addtional requirement, 

by generalizing across the semantic value. 

\ 
(236) Adverbial particle: < ..• > ----> R 

< ••• > 
<no manner> 

/ R 

Except: with the phonological value -da or 
Loc/Time / kara-na ending 

The rule in (236), of course, states only a general-

ization across instantiations of Adverbial particles 

presented in (226)a. Once we break the general rule in 

(236) into more particular rules, some refinements are 

required. However, such refinements are easily incorpo-
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rated, referring to the category of Root, as is the case 

with the rules for Affixes introduced in section 3.4.2. 

For example, nado and hodo do not take as their argument a 

Root with Aspect value. 

(237)* mi -te
see JI.sp 

Further, nado does not take as its argument a Root 

referring to quality while hodo does. 

(238)* 3-satu -nado 
three (books) 

3-satu 'about three (books)' 

The rules below incorporate the requirements just 

discussed. 

\ 
(239) a. nado: <. .. > -----> R 

<No Asp> 
<no manner or quality> 

/ R 

\ 
b. hodo: < ... > -------> R 

<No Asp> 
<no manner> 

/ R 

Except: with the phonological value da or 
Loc/Time / kara-na ending 

On the other hand, the rule in (236) suffices for bakari, 
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dake, made and kurai/gurai. 

We now turn to the analysis of the result Root in 

(236). Concerning the formal value, we propose that the 

Root containing the Adverbial particles has the formal 

value <- ->. Regarding the semantic value, it follows from 

the semantic value of a Proto Root which it contains, since 

the forms added have grammatical content, but not semantic. 

The rule in (240) offers the more specific form of the rule 

in (236). 

\ \ 
(240) Adverbial Particle: < ... > --> < ... Adv. P> 

< ••• > <- -> 
<no manner> < ••• > 

/ R 

Except: with the phonological value -da or 
Loc/Time / kara-na ending 

/R 

Instantiations of the rule in (240) are found in (241) in 

the most specific form. 

(241)a. bakari: <hatarak-u> 
<non-past> 
<work> 

b. made: <ne-te> 
<continuative> 
<sleep> 

\ 
--> <hatarak-u-bakari> 

<- -> 
<work> 

/R 

\ 

/R 

---> <ne-te-made> 
<- -> 
<sleep> 

\ 

/R 

\ 

/R 



\ \ 
c. hodo: <yama> ----> <yama-hodo> 

<- -> <- -> 
<mountain> <mountain> 

/ R / 

Concerning a copula, consider the following. 

(242)a. mi -ta -dake-da/datta 
see past only 

'All (I did) is/was seeing' 

b. ~~ -te-bakari-da/datta 
sleep only 

'(He) is/was just sleeping' 

c. kirei -na-dake-da/datta 
pretty 

'is/was just pretty' 

d. yukkuri-da/datta 
slowly 

'is/was slowly' 
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R 

The formal value of the expressions preceding da in (242) 

is given below. 

(243)a. mi-ta-dake 
<- -> 

b. ne-te-bakari 
<- -> 

c. kirei-na-dake 
<- -> 

d. yukkuri 
<- -> 
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Given these data, we might assume that all Roots with <- -> 

can be the argument of the copula. However, there exists a 

case problematic to such an observation as in (244). 

(244)* sizuka-na-da/datta 

While (242)c., where the copular occurs after na followed 

by the adverbial particle, is acceptable, (244), where it 

appears right-adjacent to na, is not. Thus, we state the 

rule for the copula as in (245). 

\ 
(245) Copula: < ... > 

<- -> 
----------> R 

< ... > 
/ R 

Except: with the phonological value na ending 

This rule, certainly, predicts that a copula does not occur 

after the string including Right Parts, i.e., a Word. 

Thus: 

5 
(246) * Ken-g£-da/datta 

* ik-u-node-da/datta 

5. We exclude sentence-medial da in conversational 
use (which might appear as in the example below), since we 
are dealing with formal grammar, not discourse grammar. 

Ken-ga-da kinoo -da ki -ta-yo 
yesterday come 

'Ken, you know, yesterday, you know, came' 
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Notice that our generalization as presented here is much 

simpler than the generalization that the authors of most 

previous works would be likely to present. While we can 

state the distribution of the copula relatively easily, 

referring to a three-way distinction among Proto Root, 

Root, and Word, and to the formal value as: the argument to 

a copula is a Root with <- -> except the one ending in -na, 

the most that previous grammarians and linguists would 

presumably state would be to describe the distribution of 

the copula as: any categories in a word or in a phrase can 

be the argument of a copula, except a string ending in 

Tns/Asp, Case particle, Conjunctive particle, na, etc. 

We turn to the discussion of the character of the 

result Root in (245). We have noted that a copula contains 

an inherent tense value. As in the case with Plural, we 

propose that the tense value of the argument is not 

affected by the inherent tense value of the functor, but 

the inherent tense value of the functor is reflected in the 
, 

formal value of the result if the argument does not itself 

have a tense value. The phonological value of the result 

Root is obvious, and the semantic value is the same as that 

of the argument Root; a copula does not contain semantic 

content. Then, we have the rule in (247) for a copula. 
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\ \ 
(247) Copula: < ... > ----> < ... copula> 

<- -> <Tns> 
< ... > < ... > 

/ R / R 

Except: with the phonological value na ending 

Instantiations of (247) are found in (248) 

\ \ 
(248)a. da: < ... > -----> < ... da> 

<- -> <non-past> 
< ... > < ... > 

/ R / R 

\ \ 
b. datta: < ... > ------> < ... datta> 

<- -> <past> 
< ... > < ... > 

/ R / R 

(249) offers examples of the rules in (248). 

\ \ 
(249)a. da: <mi-ta-dake> ---> <mi-ta-dake-da> 

<- -> <past> 
<see> <see> 

/ R / R 

\ \ 
b. datta: <yukkuri> -----> <yukkuri-datta> 

<- -> <past> 
<slowly> <see> 

/ R / R 

The rough derivational steps, for examples, in (249) are 

schematized in (250). 



(250)a. ta: <mi> 
<+tns;-case;- -> 
<see> 

\ 

\ 
----> <mi-ta> 

<past> 
<see> 

/V R 

dake: <mi-ta> 
<past> 
<see> 

------> . <mi-ta-dake> 
<- -> 
<see> 

/ R 

\ 

\ 

/R 

\ 

/ R 

da: <mi-ta-dake> 
<- -> 

-----> <mi-ta-dake-da> 
<past> 

<see> <see> 
/ R 

\ 

\ 

/ R 

b. Identity: <yukkuri> --> 
<-tns;-case;No Hon> 
<slowly> 

<yukkuri> 
<- -> 
<slowly> 

datta: <yukkuri> 
<- -> 
<slowly> 

\ 

/V R 

-----> <yukkuri-datta> 
<past> 
<slmvly> 

/ R 

Turning to Loc/Time particles, Roots which lack , ~. 

\ 

/ R 

Tns/Asp value can be their argument, but not otherwise. 

Examples below are illustrative. 

(251)a. Tokyo- kara 
made 
yori 
g 
de 

'from Tokyo' 
'as far as Tokyo' 
'from Tokyo' 
'to Tokyo' 
'in Tokyo' 
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\ 

/R 
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b.* ki -ta
come 

6 
kara 
made 
yori 
g 
de 

On the basis of this observation, we might consider the 

following rule: 

(252) Loc/Time particle: < ••• > 
<- -> 
< .•. > 

\ 
-----> R 

/ R 
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However, (253) below suggests that the rule in (252) is not 

entirely adequate. 

(253)a.* 

b. * 

hakkiri
clearly 

tokui 
be good at 

(253) indicates that the Root string cannot be the argument 

if it refers to manner or states of properties even if it 

is <- ->. (254) modifies (252) incorporating these facts. 

6. This kara should not be confused with the Quasi
conjunctive kara. 



(254) Loc/Time particle: < ... > 
<- -> 
<no manner or properties> 

\ 

/ 
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--->R 

Regarding the character of the result Root, we propose 

that the formal value is <- ->. That is, no change is made 

on the formal value by attaching Loc/Time particles to 

their argument. Clearly, no change is made on the semantic 

value of the result, for the same reason described for 

other examples of Functor X. (255) completes (254), by 

specifying the character of the result. 

\ 
(255) Loc/Time particle:< ... > --> 

<- -> 
<no manner or 
properties> 

/R 

\ 
< ... Loc/Time> 
<- -> 
< ..• > 

/R 

(255) is just the generalization among members of Loc/Time. 

However, refinements required by more particular rules are 

easily stateable in terms of the category, as has been 

clear from the precedin9 discussion. For example, de does 

not take as its argument a string referring to concepts as 

in (256). 

(256)a.* ai 
'love' 

b. * geizyutu--de 
'art' 



Then, the rule for de will be as in (257). 

(257) de: < ••• > 
<- -> 
<no manner, properties, 
or concept> 

\ 

/R 

----> < ... de> 
<- -> 
< ... > 
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\ 

/R 

Our focus is, now, the Quasi-conj particle kara. The 

arguments available to this particle kara is stated 

straightforwardly as in (258). (Recall from the discussion 

on the distributional properties of Suffixes in section 

3.4.1 that kara occurs on the string including tense.) 

(258) Quasi-conj particle: < ... > 
<Tns> 
< ... > 

\ 
-----> R 

/R 

The rule in (258) predicts that the Quasi-Conj kara occurs 

immediately right-adjacent to tense or copulas, but not 

otherwise; the string with tense or copula followed by 

Adverbial or the string with Loc/Time has the formal value 

<- -> (cf. (240) & (255», while the string ending in tense 

or a copula has <Tns>. (cf. (247» The examples in (259)-

(261) are illustrative. 

(259)a. tabe-ta -kara 
eat past 

b.* tabe-ta -dake-kara 
eat past only 

'because (I) ate' 



(260)a. kodomo-da-kara 
child 

'because (he) is a child' 

b.* kodomo-da-bakari-kara 

(261)* Tokyo-ni-kara
in 
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Regarding the result Root, we propose that the string 

with kara has a tense value, <Tns>. Then the rule for kara 

is as in (262). 

(262 ) 
\ \ 

Quasi-Conj: < •.. > 
particle <Tns> 

--> < ... -kara> 
<Tns> 

< ••• > < ..• > 
/ R / R 

Finally, we are concerned with the Modifying particle 

na. Any Root with <- -> can be the argument of this na as 

in (263) below. 

(263)a. gakusei-na (-no-da) '(It is that he is) a student)' 
student 

the forma~ value of gakusei: <- -> 

b. siawase-na (no-da) '(It is that I am) happy' 

the formal value of siawase: <- -> 

c. tasikani-na (-no-da) '(It is that it is for) sure' 
surely 

the formal value of tasikani: <- -> 

d. mi -ta -dake-na-(noni) 
see-past only although 
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'(although) all I did was looking at (it)' 

the formal value of mi-ta-dake: <- -> 

But the examples in (264) below indicate that the 

observations presented above are not entirely adequate: 

Roots ending in na cannot be the argument of na. 

(264) * iya -na-na 
dislike 

Incorporating the above requirements, we state the rule for 

the Modifying particle na as in (265). 

\ 
(265) Modifying particle na: < .•• > 

<- -> -----> R 
< ... > 

/ R 

Except: with the phonological value na ending 

Notice, how simple our generalization of na is, compared to 

the generalization that previous works might state as: na 

attaches to Nouns, Adverbs, Nominal Adjectives, and Verbs 

or the past te'nse of a copula followed by an adverbial 

particle. 

Turning to the analysis of the result Root, we propose 

that the formal value of the string with na is <- ->. 

Thus, we state the rule for na as in (266) specifying the 

character of the result. 
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\ \ 
(266) Modifying na: < ••• > ------> < ... na> 

<- -> <- -> 
< ... > < ... > 

/ R / R 

Except: with the phonological value na ending 

3.5.6.3 Summary 

To summarize section 3.5.6, we have offered five types 

of Functor X as repeated below: 

\ \ 
(267)a. Adverbial particle: < ... > --> < ... Adv. P> 

b. 

< ••. > 
<no manner> 

/R 

<- -> 
< ••• > 

Except: with the phonological value -da 

/R 

or Loc/Time / kara-na ending (=240) 

\ \ 
Copula: < ••• > -----> < ••. copula> 

<- -> <Tns> 
< ... > < ... > 

/ R / R 

Except: with the phonological value na ending 
(=247) 

\ \ 
c. Loc/Time: < ... > 

particle <--> 
---> < ... Loc/Time> 

<- -> 
<no manner or 
properties > 

/ R 

< •.• > 

/ R 

(=255) 
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d. Quasi-Conj particle: 

\ \ 
< ... > I --> < ... -kara> 

I <Tns> <Tns> I 
< ... > / R < ... > / R 

(=262) 

\ \ 
e. Modifying particle na: < ... > ---> < ... na> 

<- -> <- -> 
< •.. > < .•. > 

/ R / R 

Except: with the phonological value na ending 
(= 266) 

We conclude this section with the listing of the 

possible sequences predicted by the rules proposed here. 

(Impossible strings predicted by the rules and those which 

are semantically impossible are omitted.) In (268) below, 

R stands for Root, S for Suffix, Adv for Adverbial 

particles, Cop for Copulas, L/T for Loc/Time particles, Q C 

for the Quasi Conj particle kara, Mod na for the Modifying 

particle na, and Nom kara for the Nominalizing particle 

kara. 

(268) possible sequences 

1. [R - S] 
R 

A. [R S] 
<- -> R 
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i. [R - Adv] e.g. Ken-dake 'only Ken' 
R 

ii. [R - Cop] Ken-da 'is Ken' 
R 

iii. [R - LIT] Tokyo-kara 'from Tokyo' 
R 

iv. [R - Mod na] hen-na 'strange' 
R 

B. [R S] 
<Tns/Asp> R 

v. [R - Adv] 
R 

mi-ta-dake 'all I did was look at it' 

vi. [R - Q C] 
R 

mi-ta-kara 'because I saw it' 

II. [[R - S] - S] 
R R 

A. [[R-S]-S] 
<- -> R R 

vii. [[R - Adv] - Cop] 
R R 

Ken-dake-da 'is only Ken' 

viii. [[R - Adv] -LIT] 
R R 

Ken-dake-kara 'from Ken only' 
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ix. [[R - Adv] -Mod na] 
R R 

Ken-dake-na-(noni) 

'although (there is) just Ken' 

x. [[R - Adv] - Adv] 
R R 

mizu-dake-gurai-(nara) 

'(If it is) about water only' 

xi. [[R - Cop] - QC] kodomo-da-kara 
R R 

'because (he) is a child' 

xii. [[R - LIT] - Adv] Tokyo-e-dake (-wa) 
R R 

, (as for) only to Tokyo' 

xiii. [[R - LIT] - Cop] Tokyo-kara-da 
R R 

'is from Tokyo' 

xiv. [[R - LIT] -I1odna] 
R R 

Tokyo-kara-na-(noni) 

'(although) he is from Tokyo' 

xv. [[R - Mod na] - Adv] 
R R 

kirei-na-dake-(da) 

, (is) pretty, (that is) all' 
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B. [ [R S] S] 
<Tns/Asp> R R 

xvi. [[R - Adv] - Cop] 
R R 

mi-ta-dake-da 

'all (I did) was look at (it)' 

xvii. [[R - Adv] ..... Hod na] 
R R 

mi-ta-dake-na-(nonl) 

'(although) all (I did) was look at it' 

xviii. [[R - Adv] - Adv] 
R R 

mi-ta-dake-gurai-(nara) 

'(if it was) about having seen it only' 

xix. [[R - QC] - Cop] 
R R 

mi-ta-kara-da 

'(It) is because (I) saw it' 

III. [ [[R - S] - S] - S] 
R R R 

A. [ [ [R S] - S] - S] 
<- -> R R R 

xx. [ [[R - Adv] - LIT] - Cop] kome-dake-kara-da 
R R R 

'is from rice only' 
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xxi. [[[R - Adv] - LIT] - Mod na] 
R R R 

kome-dake-kara-na-(noni) 

'(although it is) from rice only' 

xxii. [ [[R - Adv] - LIT] - Adv] 
R R R 

2-zi-gurai-kara-bakari-(da) 

'(is) only from about 2-o'clock' 

xxiii. [[ [R - Adv] - Adv] - LIT] 
R R R 

mizu-dake-gurai-kara 

'from about water only' 

xxiv. [[[R - Adv] - Adv] - Mod na] 
R R R 

mizu-dake-gurai-na-(node) 

'(because it is) about water only' 

xxv. [[[R - Adv] - Adv] - Cop] kome-dake-gurai-da 
R R R 

'is about rice only' 

xxvi. [[[R - LIT] - Adv] - Cop] Ken-kara-dake-da 
R R R 

'is only from Ken' 

xxvii. [[[R - LIT] - Adv] - Mod na] 
R R R 

Ken-kara-dake-na-(node) 

'(because it is) only from Ken' 



xxviii. [[ [R - L/Tj - Adv] - Adv] 
R R R 

kome-kara-dake-gurai-(da) 

'(It is) about only from rice' 

xxix. [[[R - Mod na] - Adv] - Cop] 
R R R 

kirei-na-dake-da 

'is pretty, (that is) all' 

xxx. [[[R - Mod na] - Adv] - na] 

B. [[[R 
<Tns/Asp> 

R R R 

kirei-na-dake-na-(noni) 

'(although she is) pretty, (that's) all' 

S] 
R 

S] 
R 

S] 
R 

xxxi. [ [[R - Adv] - Cop] - QC] 
R R R 

mi-ta-dake-da-kara 
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'because (what I did) was looking at it only' 

xxxii. [[ [R - Adv] - Mod na] - Adv] 
R R R 

mizu-dake-na-gurai 

'such (a thing) as water only' 

xxxiii. [[[R - Adv] - Adv] - Cop] 
R R R 



mi-ta-dake-gurai-datta 

'(What I did) was just looking at it only' 

xxxiv. [[[R - Adv] - Adv] - Mod naJ 
R R R 

mi-ta-dake-gurai-na-(noni) 

'(although what I did) was just looking at 
it only' 

IV • [ [ [ [R - S] - S] - S] - S] 
R R R R 

A. [[ [[R - S] - S] - S] - S] 
<- -> R R R R 

xxxv. [[[[R - Adv] - Adv] - Cop] - QC] 
R R R R 

(sore-o su-ru-no-wa) Ken-gurai-dake-da-kara 
it do 
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'Because (the one who does it) is just Ken only' 

xxxvi. [[[[R - Adv] - Adv] -L/T]- Cop] 

xxxvii. 

R R R R 

(Purezento-o mora-u-no-wa) Ken-gurai-dake-kara-da 
present receive 

'(The one) from (whom I receive a present) is 
just Ken only' 

[[[[R - Adv] - Adv] - LIT] - Mod na] 
R R R R 

(Purezento-o mora-u-no-wa) Ken-gurai-dake-kara-na-(noni) 

'(although the one) from (whom I receive a present) is 
practically Ken only' 



xxxviii. [[ [[R - Adv] - LIT] - Adv] - Cop] 
R R R R 

2-zi-gurai-kara-bakari-da 

'is only from about 2 o'clock' 

xxxix. [[[[R - Adv] - LIT] - Adv] - Mod na] 
R R R R 

2-zi-gurai-kara-bakari-na-(node) 

'(Because it is) only from about 2 o'clock' 

xxxx. [[[[R - Mod na] - Adv] - Mod na] - Adv] 
R R R R 

(Ken-sae) suki-na-gurai-na-hodo (omosiro-i) 

'(It is) so (interesting) that even Ken 
likes it' 

B. [[[[R S] 
<Tns/Asp> R 

S] 
R 

S] 
R 

S] 
R 

xxxxi. [[[[R - Adv] - Cop] - QC] - Mod na] 
R R R R 

kari-ta-dake-da-kara-na-(no-da) 

'(It is) because (what I did) was only 
. borrow ing' 

V. [[[[[R - S] - S] - S] - S]- S] 
R R R R R 

A. [[ [[ [R - S] - S] - S] - S] - S] 
<- -> R R R R R 
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xxxxii. [[ [[ [R - Adv] - LIT] - Adv] - Cop] - QC] 
R R R R R 

2-zi-gurai-kara-bakari-da-kara 

'Because (it) is only from about 2 o'clock' 

xxxxiii. [[ [[ [R - Adv] - Adv] - LIT] - Cop] - QC] 
R R R R R 

(Purezento-o morau-no-wa) Ken-gurai-dake-kara-da-kara 
present receive 

'Because (the one) from (whom I receive a present) 
is just about Ken only' 

xxxxiv. [[[[[R - Mod na] - Adv] - Mod na] - Adv] - Cop] 
R R R R R 

(Ken-sae) suki-na-gurai-na-hodo-da 

'(It) is so ... that (even Ken) likes it' 

VI . [ [ [ [ [ [R - S] - S] - S] - S] - S] - S] 
R R R R R R 

A. [[[[[[R-S] -S] -S] -S] -S] -S] 
<- -> R R R R R R 

xxxxv. [[[[[[R - Adv]- Adv] - LIT] - Cop] - QC] - Cop] 
R R R R R R 

(Purezento-ga sukuna-i no-wa) Ken-gurai-dake-kara-
present scarce 

da-kara-da 

, (That we have few presents) is because they are 
just about from Ken only' 
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xxxxvi. [ [ [ [ [[R - Adv] - LIT] - Adv] - Cop] - QC] - Cop] 
R R R R R R 

2-zi-gurai-kara-bakari-da-kara-da 

'(It) is because (it) is only from about 
2-o'clock' 

xxxxvii. [[[[[[R - Mod na]- Adv]- Mod na]- Adv)- Cop]-QC] 
R R R R R R 

(Ken-sae) suki-na-gurai-na-hodo-da-kara 
even 

'Because (it) is so ... that (even Ken) 
just about likes it' 

VII. [[[[[[[R - S] - S] - S] - S] - S] - S] - S] 
R R R R R R R 

A. [[[[[[[R - S] - S] - S] - S] - S] - S] - S] 
<- -> R R R R R R R 

xxxxviii. [[ [ [ [ [[R-Mod na] -Adv] -110d na] -Adv] -Cop] -QC] -Cop] 
R R R R R R R 

(Ano kurasu-ga ninki-ga ar-u-no-wa Ken-sae) 
that class populality exist 

suki-na-gurRi-na-hodo-da-kara-da 

'(That that class is so popular) is because (it) 
is so (interesting) that (even Ken) likes it' 

VIII. [[ [ R - Nom kara ] _ ] - S] 
V R R R 

xxxxix. [ ... -Adv] 
R 

mi-te-kara-bakari 
see 

.. " f '" 

'only after seeing' 



xxxxx. [ ... - Cop] 
R 

mi-te-kara-da 'is after seeing' 

xxxxxi. [ ... - Mod na] 
R 

mi-te-kara-na-(noni) 

'(although it is) after seeing' 

VIVo [[[[ R - Nom kara ] _ ] - S] - S] 
V R R R R 

xxxxxii. [ [ . .. Adv] - CO?] 
R R 

mi-te-kara-bakari-da 

'(It) is only after seeing' 

xxxxxiii. [[ ... Adv] - Mod na] 
R R 

mi-te-kara-dake-na-(noda) 

'(It is that it is) only after seeing' 

xxxxxiv. [[ ... Adv] - Adv] 
R R 

mi-te-kara-dake-gurai 

'(is) roughly only after seeing' 

xxxxxv. [[[ ... Adv] - Adv] - Mod na] 
R R R 

mi-te-kara-dake-gurai-na-(noni) 

'(Although it is) about only after seeing' 
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xxxxxvi. 

xxxxxvii. 

[[[ ... Adv] - Adv] - Copula] 
R R R 

mi-te-kara-dake-gurai-da 

'is roughly only after seeing' 

[[[ ... Adv] - Mod na] - Adv] 
R R R 

mi-te-kara-dake-na-gurai 

'such (a thing) as (doing it) only after 
seeing' 

3.6 The Word 
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In section 3.5.4, we have defined the Word as a unit 

of pitch and proposed the rule which creates a Word as in 

(200) repeated here. 

(200) Right Boundary Effect: Root -----> Word 

Observe the following examples with their categorial 

identification. 

(269) a. Ken 'Ken' 

<Ken> 
<- -> 
<Ken> 

b. ringo 'apple' 

<ringo> 
<- -> 
<apple> 



c. tabe-ta 

<tabe-ta> 
<past> 
<ate> 
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'ate' 

These are Roots, not Words. Each of the examples in {269) 

can occur internal to a larger string which involves 

another Suffix as shown in (270). 

{270)a. Ken-ga 

b. ringo-o 

c. tabe-ta-node 

The rule in (200) is an attempt to account for the examples 

as in {270). 

(200) Right Boundary Effect: Root-----> Word 

3.6.1 The Functor from Roots to Words 

In section 3.5.4, we have introduced two types of the 

functor Right Boundary Effect: the Right Parts, an 

analytical unit to the right of a Root string, and those 

rightmost analytical units which are not separable from the 

Root string. The list of Right Parts is repeated in (271) 

below. 

(27l)a. Case Particle 

b. Implicative Particle 
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c. Terminal Particle 

d. conjunctive Particle 

All these possibilities are instantiated . 

(272)a. Root - Case .II 
"It 

[ ik-u ] - f@ .u 
"It 

R 

[ der-u ] - Q ;r 

R 

b. Root - Implicative 

[ hanasi-te ] - wa 
speak R sae 

sika 
demo 
koso 
mo 

c. Root - Conjunctive 

ne-ru ] - keredo 
sleep R noni # 

f@ # 
node .II 

"It 

to # 

d. Root - Terminal # 

[ hasir-u ] - ne 
R Y.Q 

ka 

# 
.II 
1t 

# 

.II ;r 

# 

.II 
1T 

# 

'going' 

'going 

# 
.II 
1T 

# 
# 
# 

out' 

'as for speaking' 
'even speaking' 
'only by speaking' 
'even by speaking' 
'speaking (emphasis) , 
'speaking too' 

'although (I) sleep' 
'although (I) sleep' 
'although (I) sleep' 
'because (I) sleep' 
'when (I) sleep' 

'(You) run, don't you' 
, (I) run' 
'Do (you) run ?' 

Regarding the non-additive Right Boundary Effect, 

consider the following: 

(273) Ken-wa Tokyo-kara ki-ta 
come 

'Ken carne from Tokyo' 
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In (273), Tokyo-kara, and ki-ta, which do not have a Right 

Part (i.e., the additive Right boundary Effect), are fine. 

We have noted earlier that in such cases the Right Boundary 

Effect must be localized to the rightmost analytical unit 

in the Root. The rightmost analytical unit in a string 

which does not include an additive Right Part is the right-

most part of the string which is fixed. The possibilities 

are, therefore, easily listed as follows, although some 

suffixes are never the rightmost part: (i) Tns/Asp is such 

a case, since in a sequence as in (274) which is compatible 

with a Right Part, but in which it is not present, this 

will always be the rightmost unit: 

(274) [Proto-Root-Tns/Asp] 
R 

e.g. ku-ru 'come' 

ki-ta 'came' 

i 'is heavy' 
omo - { 
heavy katta 'was heavy' 

(ii) Adverbial particle in a sequence in which a RIght Part 

is not present: 

(275) [ ... -Adverbial] 
R 



e.g. niku -bakari 'only meat' 
made 'even meat' 
gurai 'such thing as meat' 
nado 'meat and so on' 
dake 'only meat' 
demo 'even meat' 

Similarly, (iii) Loc/Time particle: 

(276 ) [ ... -Loc/Time ] 

e.g. Tokyo -kara 
made 
yori 
g 
de 

R 

(iv) Modifying particle na: 

(277 ) [ ... Modifying na ] 
R 

e.g. iya-na 

(v) Copula: 

(278) [ ... - Copula] 
R 

e.g. Ken- { 
datta 

(vi) Quasi-Conj Particle: 

(279) [ ... - kara ] 
R 

'from Tokyo' 
'as far as Tokyo' 
'from Tokyo' 
'to Tokyo' 
'in Tokyo' 

'dislike' 

'is Ken' 

'was Ken' 
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e.g. mi-ta-kara \b~ause I saw' 

(vii) Nominalizing kara: 

(280) [ ... - Nominalizing kara ] 

e.g. non-de-kara 
drink 

'subsequent to drinking' 

Finally, (viii) the Proto Root in sequences as in (281) if 

all such strings contain a particular Proto Root and this 

is the rightmost fixed part: 

( 281) [ Proto Root ] 
R 

e.g. itumo 'always' 

Having a number of distinct instantiations for the 

Right Boundary Effect, we expand the rule in (200) as in 

(282). 

(282}a. Case particle: Root --------------> Word 

b. 

Implicative particle: Root --------> Word 

Terminal particle: Root -----------> Word 

conjunctive particle: Root --------> Word 

Tns(Asp ] : Root --------> Word 
R 

[ ... Adverbial ]: Root -------> Word 
R 



Loc/Time ): Root --------> Word 
R 

Modifying na ): Root ----> \\Tord 
R 

[ Copula ): Root ----------> Word 
R 

[ Quasi Conj ): Root ------> Word 
R 

[ Nominalizing kara ): Root -----> Word 

[ [ Proto Root ): Root ------------> Word 
R 

3.6.2 The Character of the Argument Root 

Not all Right Parts are compatible with all Roots; 
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hence, we have the contrast between a. and b. in (283) and 

(284). 

(283)a. Ken-gg 

b. * yukkuri-gg 

(284)a. ik-u-keredo 'although I go' 
go although 

b. * Ken-keredo 

similarly, not all Roots with one of the properties 

identified in (282)b. can become a Word directly. In this 

section, we attempt to incorporate such facts in the rules 

which yield Words. 
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We begin with strings whose Right Boundary Effect is 

internal to the Root. First, the fourth, the sixth, and the 

seventh rules in (282)b. identify very particular Roots, 

those with na and those with kara. The application of 

these rules to the appropriate Root is, therefore, insured. 

\ 
(285)a. [ · .. na ] < ... na> -------> ~.;;r 

R <- -> 
<properties> 

/ R 

\ 
b. [ · .. kara ] < ... kara> --------> W 

R <Tns> 
< ... > 

/ R 

\ 
c. [ · .. kara ] < ... kara> --------> W 

R <- -> 
< ... > 

/ R 

The rule in (285)a. need refer to formal and semantic 

values as well as the phonological value, since the string 

with na must necessarily also include <- ->, and it cannot 

be a Word unless it refers to properties. Thus: 

(286) a. hen -na .u 'strange' TT 

strange 

The formal value of hen-na: <- -> 

b. gakusei-na-noni # 'although (he) is a student' 
student 

* gakusei-na .u 
1t 
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c. tabe-ta-bakari-Q~-noni 
eat just 

'although (he) has just 
eaten' 

* tabe-ta-bakari-na .u 
7T 

The rules in (285)b. and c. are associated with both phono-

logical and formal values; a Root string which includes the 

Quasi Conj particle kara must necessarily also include 

<Tns>, and the Nominalizing particle kara, <- ->. Thus: 

(287)a. Quasi-Conj kara 

ik-u-kara # 
go 

'because (I) go' 

The formal value of ik-u-kara: <non-past> 

b. Nominalizing kara 

mi-te-kara # 'after seeing' 

The formal value of mi-te-kara: <- -> 

Next, the second rule in (282)b. is more general than 

those just discussed. Any Root resulting from the functor 

Adverbial can be a Word if it does not refer to events or 

states, as illustrated in (288). 

(288)a. asa -dake 
morning 

.u 
7T 

.!! 
7T 

'only morning' 

'only Ken' 

Th~ f6rmal value of asa-dake and Ken-dake: <- -> 

b. tabe-ru-dake-da # 
eat 

* tabe-ru-dake .u 
7T 

'(It) is eating only' 

'eating only' 
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c. waka-i-dake-da # 
young 

'(She) is just young' 

* waka-i-dake .II 
7T 

Hence, we have the more specific rule in (289). 

\ 
(289) [ ... Adverbial] < ... Adverbial> ------> W 

R <- -> 
<no events or 
states> / R 

Third, the last rule in (282}b. identifies Roots as 

those which are <- ->, referring to quality or manner. 

( 290) [ [ Proto Root ] ] ---> 
R 

< .•. > 
<- -> 
<quality or manner> 

The examples in (291) are illustrative. 

(291) a. sukosi 

b. yattQ 

# 

# 

c. * Ken # 

d.* tii # 

'a few" 

'finally' 

'position' 

\ 
---> W 

/ R 

Finally, the first, the third, and the fifth rules are 

the most general of all. Any Root resulting from the 

functors Tns/Asp, Loc/Time, or Copula can be a Word in its 

own right. Recall from the discussion in section 3.5 (i) 

that Roots with Tns/Asp and Copula always have the formal 
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value <Tns/Asp> and <Tns> (for Copula), and (ii) that those 

with Loc/Time particles always have <- ->. The rules in 

(292) incorporate these backgrounds. 

\ 
(292) a. [ ... Tns/Asp ] 

R 
< ... 'I'ns/ Asp> 
<Tns/Asp> 

------> W 

b. 

< ..• > 

... Loc/Time] ---> 
R 

/ R 

< ... Loc/T ime> 
<- -> 
< .•• > 

\ 

\ 
----> \v 

/ 

c. [ ... Copula ] ---> < ... Copula> -----> W 
R <Tns> 

< .•• > 
/ R 

We consider now the character of the argument to the 

Right Parts. The Right Parts can be initially divided into 

three groups according to the character of the Root they 

require: (i) those that require their argument to lack 

aspect value; (ii) those that require their argument to 
, 

lack tense value; (iii) those that place no requirement 

on the Root. First, Case particles require that their 

argument lack the specification of aspect value. 

\ 
(293) Case particle < •.• > ------> Word 

<no Asp> 
< .•• > 

/ R 



(294), where the formal value of the Root is provided, 

supports this claim: 

(294)a. watasi - { 
I Q 

The formal value of watasi: <- -> 

b. oki-ru-9£ 
wake up 

(hayai-ka .... ) 
soon 

'(No sooner had) he awakened up (than .... )' 

The formal value of oki-ru: <non past> 

d.* oki-te - { 
Q 

The formal value of oki-te: <continuative> 

But the specification in (293) is still far too gross. 

consider the following. 

(295)a.* takusan - { 
many Q 

gg 
b.* itumo - { 

always 0 

9£ 
c.* sizuka - { 

quiet Q 

The above examples indicate that Case particles do not 

occur on Roots which refer to quality as in a. or 

manner as in b. or states of properties which are not 
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defined by a time span even if it is <- ->. In other 

words, they occur on the Roots with <- -> referring to 

objects or concepts. Another fact to be noted is that Case 

particles never occur on Roots with <past>, Quasi-Conj 

kara ending (i.e., Tns + kara) , the copula da or na ending. 

Thus: 

(296)a.* ket -ta - { 
kick -past Q 

b.* ik-g-kara- { 
go Q 

* Ken-da/datta-
Q 

c.* ik-u-dake-na- { 
Q 

These facts can be incorporated in the rule as in (297). 

\ 
(297) Case particle: < ... > ----> Word 

no Asp 
< > 

non-past 

<object or concept> 
/ R 

Except: with the phonological value da, na 
or Tns + kara 
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Instantiations of Case particles are clear: 9£ and Q are 

minimally subsumed under the rule in (297). 

Next, conjunctive particles, too, belong to the first 

type of the Right Part. First they occur on the Roots 

which have either specification of tense value or <- ->. 

The examples in (298) are illustrative. 

(298) a. tabe-ru 
eat 

keredo 
noni 
node 
to 
ill! 

'although (I) eat' 
'although (I) eat' 
'because (I) eat' 
'when (I) eat' 
'although (I) eat' 

The formal value of tabe-ru: <non-past>. 

b. gakusei-datta-noni 
student node 

'although (he) was a student' 
'because (he) was a student' 

The formal value of gakusei-datta: <past> 

c. kodomo-na-noni 
child node 

'although (he is) a child' 
'because (he is) a child' 

The formal value of kodomo-na: <- ->. 

d.* tabe-te- keredo 
eat noni 

node 
to 
9£ 

The formal value of tabe-te: <continuative> 

The argument possibilities are easily stated as in (299)~ 

(299) Conjunctive particle: < ... > 
<no Asp> 
< ... > 

\ 
-----> Word 

/ R 
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As has been clear from the preceding discussion, the 

rule in (299) is just a generalization across the members 

of conjunctive particles (i.e., keredo, noni, node, to, and 

9£). The particular rules for each instantiation require 

some refinements. But such refinements are easily 

incorporated in terms of the category of Roots. Consider 

the following. 

(300)* kodomo-na-keredo 
9..£ 
to 

The formal value of kodomo-na: <- -> 

(300) indicates that keredo, 9..£, and to cannot occur on a 

Root which is <- ->. In other words, keredo, 9£, and to 

require their argument to have a tense value. Further, to 

cannot occur on a Root with <past> as in (301). 

(301) tabe-ta-keredo 
f@ 

*to 

(302) and (303) offer the rules subsumed under (299), 

incorporating thes~ backgrounds. 

\ 
(302) keredo: < ... > -----> Word 

f@ <Tns> 
< ••• > 

/ R 
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\ 
(303) to: < ... > -----> Word 

<non-past> 
< •.. > 

/ R 

Regarding noni and node, consider the following. 

(304)a. gakusei-na-noni 
student 

'although (he) is a student' 

b.* gakusei-noni 

(305)a. gakusei-~a-node 

'because (he) is a student' 

b.* gakusei-node 

(304) and (305) show that noni and node occur on the string 

with <- -> which ends in na as in a., but not otherwise as 

in b. 

Now, observe (306) below. 

(306)a. gakusei-datta- { 

b.* 'gakusei-da- { 

The above examples illustrate that noni and node occur on a 

Root ending in datta as in (306)a., but not on the one 

ending in da. Hence, we state the rule for noni and node 



as in (307), incorporating these backgrounds. 

(307) noni: 
node 

< ... na> 
<no Asp> 
< •.• > 

\ 
-------> i'i'ord 

/ R 

Except: with the phonological value -da ending 
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Next, Terminal particles place no requirement on their 

argument. 

\ 
(308) Terminal particle: < ... > ------> Word 

< ... > 
< ... > 

/ R 

As expected, once we divide the general rule above into 

particular rules, some refinements are required. First, YQ 

and ne occur on any type of Roots as shown below. 

(309) Root with <- -> 

Ken- { 

kitto- { 
surely ne 

2-satu-
two (books) ne 

tokui - { 
be good at ne 
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( 310) Root with <Asp> 

Y..Q 
mi -te-
see cont ne 

( 311) Root with <Tns> 

Y..Q 
mi-ru- { 

ne 

Y..Q 
aka-i-
red ne 

Y..Q 
Ken-da-

ne 

On the other hand, the terminal particle ka does not 

take as its argument the Roots ending in da as in (312). 

(312)* Ken-da-ka 

Ken-datta-ka 

Incorporating the refinements demonstrated above, we state 
, 

the rules subsumed under the rule in (308) as in (313) and 

(314) . 

\ 
(313 ) Y..Q < ... > -------> Hord 

ne < ... > 
< ... > 

/ R 



(314 ) < •.• > 
< ..• > 
< ••• > 

\ 
----------> Word 

/ R 

Except: with the phonological value da 

Let us turn our attention to Implicative particles. 
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The argument possibilities for the members of Implicative 

particles (i. e. , wa -, demo, sika, mo, sae, and koso) are the 

least general of all Right Parts. First, the Implicative 

wa occurs on any type of Roots exactly like the Terminal 

particles YQ and ne as illustrated in (315)-(317). 

(315 ) 

( 316) 

Root with <- -> 

itumo-wa 
always 

takusan-wa 
many 

Root with <Tns> 

tabe-ru -wa 
eat -non-past, 

kodorno-dajdatta-wa 
child 

"' "' 

'As for eating .... ' 

(i-i-ga) 
good 

'As for his being (having been) a child (is 
ok, but ..... )' 

(317) Root with <Asp> 

it-te-wa 
go 

ikena -i 
must not 
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'You must not go' 

'(lit) As for going is not good' 

(318) offers the rule for wa. 

(318) Wa: < ••• > 
< ••• > 
< ••• > 

\ 
--------> Word 

/ R 

Second, demo and sika, too, can be grouped under the 

Terminal particles, but they require their argument (i) not 

to have <past> or the phonological value da; and (ii) not 

to refer to manner. The examples below are illustrative. 

(319) Root with <Tns> 

demo 
a.* Ken-da- { even 

koso 

demo 
even 

b. ik-y- { } 
sika 
only 

c.* it-ta- { 

(320) Root with <Asp> 

-nai 

a. mi -te-demo i-i 
see gooe 

'He does nothing not 
even going' 

'We can do nothing but 
going' 

'It is (demonstrably) ok even by looking 
(at it)' 



b. mi-te-sika wakara -na-i 
understand not 

'We understand it only by seeing' 

(321) Root with <- -> 

demo 'even a cat' 
a. neko- { 

cat sika 'only a cat' 

demo 'even a sound' 
b. oto- { 

sound sika 'only a sound' 

demo 'even three 
c. 3-nin- { 

three (people) sika 'only three 

demo 
d.* itumo - { 

always sika 

(322) presents the rule for demo and sika 

(322) demo 
sika 

< ••• > 
<no past> 
<no manner> 

\ 
-------> Word 

/ R 

Except: with the phonological value da 
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people' 

people' 

However, demo and sika are not entirely alike: demo occurs 

on the Root referring to states of properties while sika 

does not as in (323) and (324). 

(323)a. naga-i-demo-na-i (mizika-i-demo na-i) 
long not 



'It is not long (but it is not short either)' 

b.* naga-i-sika 

(324)a. hen -demo 
strange 

(i-i) 
good 

'(It's ok) even it is strange)' 

b.* hen-sika 
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Then, we have the more specific rules for demo and sika as 

in (325) amd (326). 

(325 ) 

(326) 

\ 
demo: < ... > ---------> Word 

<no past> 
<no manner> 

/ R 

Except: with the phonological value da 

\ 
sika: < ... > 

<no past> -----> Word 
<no manner or states 
of properties > 

/ R 

Except: with the phonological value da 

Third, the argument possibilities for IDQ are similar 

to those for Case particles, except that mo occurs on the 

Root referring to quality, or states of properties. The 

examples in (327) illustrate these facts. 



(327)a. Root with <- -> 

Ken-mo 

takusan-mo 
many 

* tootoo-mo 

sinsetu-mo 
kind 

b. Root with <Tns> 
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Ikas-u -mo 
keep alive -also 

koros-u-mo 
kill -also 

(anata sidai -da) 
you depend 

'Whether or not to keep (them) alive (is up to you)' 

* Ikasi-ta-mo korosi-ta-mo 

* Ikas-u-kara-mo 

* Ken-da/datta-mo 

* mi -ru-dake-na-mo 
see only 

Hence, the rule for mo is stated as in (328). 

\ 
( 328 ) mo: < ... > --------> Word 

no Asp 
< > 

non-past 
< no manner > 

/ R 

Except: with the phonological value da, na, 
or Tns + kara 

'Finally, sae and koso require their argument not to 

have a tense value as illustrated in (329). 



(329)a.* mi -ru
see-non-past 

sae 
{ even 

koso 
emphatic 

The formal value of mi-ru: <non-past> 

'even by seeing' 
b. mi-te

cont 'seeing (emphatic)' 

The formal value of mi-te: <continuative> 

c. Ken-sae 

The formal value of Ken: <- -> 

Further, consider the following. 

sae 'even apple' 
(330)a. ringo - { 

apple koso 

b. sukosi-sae 'even a few' 
a few 

takusan-koso 'many (emphatic)' 
many 

sae 
c.* iya- { 

dislike koso 

sae 
d.* kitto-

surely koso 

sae 
(331)* Ken-na-

koso 
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* iya-na-{ 

(330) indicates they occur on the Root with <- -> if they 

refer to object as in a. or quality as in b. but not if 

they refer to states of properties as in c. or manner as in 

d. (331) illustrates that sae and koso do not occur on a 

Root with na. The rules for sae and koso, then, are stated 

as in (332) incorporating the facts just mentioned. 

(332) sae: < •.. > 
<no Tns> 
<no states of properties> 
or manner 

\ 
---------> ~\1ord 

/ R 

Except: with the phonological value na 

We can not offer any explanation for the fact that 

there is no generalization made across the members of 

Implicative particles. 

To summarize this section, we have introduced three 

types of the additive Right Boundary Effect and eight types 

of the non-additive Right Boundary Effect both of which are 

repeated here. 

(333) Additive Right Boundary Effect (=Right Parts) 
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\ 
a. Case particle: < ... > ----> Word 

b. 

no Asp 
< > 

non-past 
<object or concept> 

/ R 

Except: with the phonological value da, na 
or Tns + Kara 

Implicative mo: < ... > 
no Asp 

< 
non-past 

<no manner> 

> 

(= 297) 

\ 
-----> Word 

/ R (= 328) 

Except: with the phonological value da, na 
or Tns ± kara 

\ 
conjunctive particle: < ... > -------> Word 

Implicative 
(sae/koso) 

<no Asp> 
< ••• > 

/ R (= 299) 

< ••• > 
<no Tns> 
<no states of 
properties or manner> 

\ 
----> Word 

/ R (= 332) 

Except: with the phonological value na 

\ 
c. Terminal particle: < .•• > -------> Word 

Implicative wa < .•. > 
< .•• > 

/ R (= (308) & (318» 
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\ 
Implicative demo/sika: . < ... > ----> Word 

<no past> 
<no manner> 

/ R 

Except: with the phonological value da 
(= 322) 

(334) Non-Additive Right Bou~dary Effect 

a. ... na ] 
R 

b. [ ... kara ] 
R 

c. [ ... kara ] 
R 

< ... na> 
<- -> 
<properties> 

\ 
------> Word 

/ R (= 285a.) 

< ... kara> 
<Tns> 
< ••• > 

\ 
-------> Word 

/ R (= 285b.) 

< ... kara> 
<- -> 
< ••• > 

\ 
-------> Word 

/ R (= 285c.) 

\ 
d. [ ... Adverbial] 

R 
< ... Adverbial> 
<- -> 

---> Word 

e. [[ Proto Root ]] 
R 

<no events or 
states> / R (= 289) 

\ 
< ••• > --> ~'lord 
<- -> 
<quality or manner> 

/ R 

(= 290) 



f. [ ... Tns/Asp ] : 
R 

< ... Tns/Asp> 
<Tns/Asp> 
< ... > 
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\ 
-----> Word 

I R (= 292a.) 

g. 

h. 

... Loc/Time] : < ... Loc/Time> 
R <--> 

... Copula ] 
R 

< ..• > 

< ... copula> 
<Tns> 
< ••• > 

\ 

\ 
-----> Word 

I R (= 292b.) 

-----> \vord 

I R (= 292c.) 

Tha specific string possibilities for Words need not 

be provided here given the rule creating Words presented 

above and the string possibilities provided in (268): they 

comprise the Roots presented in (268) plus an adequate 

Right Part and the Roots in (268) which include a non

additive Right Boundary Effect. 

To conclude, what is important to note is that the 

character of the argument possible to various functors in 

words is precisely described in terms of the categories 

proposed for Roots. 

3.6.3 The Analysis of Words 

In this section we attempt to claryfy the character 

of the result Word in the rule in (200) repeated here. 
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(200) Right Boundary Effect: Root ------> Word 

A Word, like any category, is associated with a phonol

ogical value, a semantic value, and a formal value. As in 

the case of a Proto Root and a Root, we have little to say 

about the first two, assuming that the phonological value 

of a Word is given by its symbolic representation and that 

the semantic value of a Word is simply the semantic value 

of the argument in rule (200). Some functors in Words 

clearly have a meaning (for example, keredo 'although' and 

mo 'also'), but the meaning is of the type commonly called 

"grammatical" as opposed to "lexical". So, the meaning of 

the functors is reserved for the formal value of a Word. 

The formal value of a Word occupies most of our attention. 

We propose that the formal value of a Word is contributed 

by its functor particle. That is, it is associated with a 

specification for a particle which is a Right Boundary 

Effect or its absence. The choice of this property for the 

formal value of a Word is based on the observation that all 

Words consist of a particle and that this property 

identifies subsets of Words. And this formal value of a 

Word has properties obviously distinguishing it from a 

Root: the formal value of a Root is associated with the 

Tns/Asp value, and the formal value of a Word is associated 

with the particle value. The particle value is just the 
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spelling of a particle itself. So, each Word in (335) has 

the formal value presented below. 

(335)a. Ken-ga 

The formal value <ga> 

b. Aiko-dake-o 
only 

The formal value <0> 

c. ki -te -kara -mo 
come-cont-after-even 

The formal value : <mo> 

d. ne -ru-ka 
sleep Q 

The formal value <ka> 

(336) gives all rules that involve for the formation of the 

Word in (335)b.- d. 

(336)a. Aiko-dake-o 

\ \ 
Identity: <Aiko> ---> <Aiko> 

<- tnsi+casei- -> < - - > 
<Aiko> <Aiko> 

IV R IR 

\ \ 
dake <Aiko> ---> <Aiko-dake> 

< - - > < - - > 
<Aiko> <Aiko> 

I R I R 
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\ \ 
Q <Aiko dake> ---> <Aiko-dake-o> 

< - - > < 0 > 
<Aiko> <Aiko> 

I R I \\1 

b. ki-te-kara-mo 

\ \ 
te: <ki> -----> <ki-te> 

<+tnsj-casej- -> <continuative> 
<come> <come> 

IV R IR 

\ \ 
kara: <ki-te> _._---> <ki-te-kara> 

<continuative> <-tnsj+casej- -> 
<come> <come> 

I R IV R 

\ \ 
Identity: <ki-te-kara> -----> <ki-te-kara> 

<-tnsi+casei- -> <- -> 
<come> <come> 

IV R IR 

\ \ 
mo: <ki-te-kara> ------> <ki-te-kara-mo> 

<- -> <mo> 
<come> <come> 

I R I R 

c. ne-ru-ka 

\ \ 
ru <ne> ---> <ne-ru> 

<+tnsj+casej- -> <non-past> 
<sleep> <sleep> 

IV R IR 
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\ \ 
ka <ne-ru> -----> <ne-ru-ka> 

<non-past> <ka> 
<sleep> <sleep> 

/ R / W 

If a Word does not include a Right Part, then the right 

most particle contributes to the formal value of the Word 

since it is the Word functor. So, for example, the Word 

Aiko-dake 'only Aiko' has the formal value <dake>. 

Not all Words are associated with a particle. Some 

words which are yeilded by the non-additive Right Boundary 

Effect, [ ... Tns] being one of examples, are of this type. 

The formal value of such a Word is < - - > which is meant 

to refer to the absence of a particle value. So, for 

example, the Word tabe-ta has the formal value < - - >. 

To summarize this section, we have proposed that 

the category of a Word is a triple, including its 

phonological value, its formal value, and its semantic 

value, and that the formal value of a Word is a particle 

value which is a Right Boundary Effect. 

3.7 Above the level of Words 

Our analysis of Words is not, of course, the last 

stage in the analysis of Japanese structures. Words are 

built up to larger units such as Constituents, and to 

clauses and sentences. At this moment, we are not ready to 



present a complete discussion of syntactic units larger 

than Words. However, we provide perspective to the 

sentence formation to present a rough picture of how 

sentences are composed, leaving the complete discussion 

open for future study. The rules needed in building 

Japanese sentences are as in (337) below. All the terms 
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employed in these rules may not be familiar. Some terms, 

like constituent, are standard although their application 

is not presumed here. Others, like Propositional Radical 

and Proposition, are adopted from An Encyclopedia of Aux 

(Steele et ale (1981)). Others, like Argument-Categorizing 

Element, are taken from A Syntax of Luiseno (Steele 1986). 

All are roughly defined below. 

* 
(337)a. Constituent Functor: Word -----> Constituent 

where * refers to any number including o. 

b. Y constituent -----> constituent 

* 
c. Argument-Categorizing Element: Constituent ----> 

propositional Radical 

d. Propositional Functor : Propositional Radical ----> 
proposition 

e. Clause-Defining Element: proposition ----> Clause 
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f. Sentence-Defining Element: proposition --> Sentence 

concerning the rules in (337)a. a constituent Functor is a 

condition of an order requiring that a particle is final. 

It takes any number of Words and yields a constituent which 

is defined as a category to which the syntactic rules of 

Japanese refer (and not to its subparts). Suppose, we have 

Words sono 'that' and ie-o 'house'. They are mapped into a 

constituent sono ie-o 'that house' by a Constituent 

Functor. 

A Constituent can serve as the argument to a Functor 

Y, which yields another constituent as in the rule in 

(337)b. The Functor Y includes Constituent strings with 

the Modifying particle no which is discussed in chapter 4 

and the Modifying particle na. An example of this case is 

kirei-na 'pretty' presented in (338) showing its function. 

(338) kirei-na <sono ie-a> ----> <kirei-na sono ie-o> 
canst const 

As in the rule in (337)c., a collection of Constit-

uents is, then, mapped into a propositional Radical by an 

Argument categorizing Element. The Argument Categorizing 

Element refers to an element which carries with it a 

certain requirement as to the number of its arguments. So, 

the Argument Categorizing Element yatou 'employ' requires 
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that there be two arguments (employer and employee). The 

members of a Propositional Radical can occur in any order 

relative to one another. For example, the Propositional 

Radical comprising the constituents Ken-wa, Ziroo-o, and 

tatai-ta 'hit' have the six possibilities as in (339). 

(339)a. [ Ken-wa, tatai-ta, Ziroo-o ] 
V P 

b. [ Ken-wa, Ziroo-o, tatai-ta ] 
V P 

c. [ ziroo-o, Ken-wa, tatai-ta ] 
V P 

d. [ Ziroo-o, tatai-ta, Ken-wa ] 
V P 

e. [ tatai-ta, Ken-wa, Ziroo-o ] 
V P 

f. [ tatai-ta, Ziroo-o, Ken-wa ] 
V P 

Through the rule in (337)d., a Propositional Radical 

is, then, mapped to a Proposition by a Propositional 

Functor, which is a condition requiring that an Argument 

categorizing Element'is final. 

Finally, a Proposition is mapped to a Sentence or a 

Clause by a Sentence-Defining Element or a Clause-Defining 

Element, respectively. Instantiations of the Sentence

Defining Element include rising or falling intonation 

contour, while those of the Clause-Defining Element 
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include particles which are characterized as a Right 

Boundary Effect. For example, the sentence Ken-wa so-no 

ie-o kat-ta 'Ken bought that house' is composed roughly in 

the following manner as in (340), where the detailed 

descriptions are ignored. 

(340) 

a. (constituent Functor) 

Particle Final Order: [ie-a], [sana] --> [sana ie-a] 
W W Canst 

Particle Final Order: [Ken-wa] ----> [Ken-wa] 
W Canst 

b. (Argument-Categorizing Element) 

kat-ta: [sana ie-a], 
Canst 

[Ken-wa] -----> 
Const 

[sana ie-a, Ken-wa, kat-ta] 
V P 

or 

[Ken-wa, katta, sana ie-oJ __ _ 
V P 

or 

[kat-ta, sana ie-a, Ken-wa] __ _ 
V P 

c. (Propositional Functor) 

Argument-Categorizing Element Final Order: 
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[any V P in b.] 
V P 

---> [sono ie-o, Ken-wa, kat-tal 
P 

or 

[Ken-wa, sono ie-o, kat-tal 
P 

d. sentence Defining Element: [sono ie-o Ken-wa katta] --> 
(falling intonation contour) P 

or 

3.8 Conclusion 

[sono ie-o Ken-wa kat-tal 
S 

[Ken-wa sono ie-o kat-tal --> 
P 

[Ken-wa sono ie-o kat-tal 
S 

To sumarize this chapter, we have attempted to 

present the analysis of Japanese Words with a hypothesis 

that they are analyzable in terms of functors and 

arguments. The following is a set of the rules for the 

formation of Words proposed here. 

(341) Rules 

a) Affix: Proto Root ------> Proto Root 

examples of the functor: Honorific, Plural, and 
Adjectivizing Affix 

b) Root Functor: Proto Root ------> Root 

examples of the functor: Tns/Asp & Identity 
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c) X: Root ----> Root 

examples of the functor: Adverbial particle, 
Lac/Time particle, Quasi
conj particle, Modifying 
particle na, and Copula 

d) Nominalizing Particle kara: Root ------> Proto Root 

e) Right Boundary Effect: Root ----> Word 

(i) Additive Right Boundary Effect: Root ----> Word 

examples of the functor: Case particle, Implicative 
particle, conjunctive 
particle, and Terminal 
particle 

(ii) Non-Additive Right Boundary Effect: Root ---> Word 

examples of the functor: [ ... Modifying na], 
R 

[ ... Quasi-conj kara], 
R 

[ ... Nominalizing kara], 
R 

[ ... Adverbial] , 
R 

[ ... Tns/Asp], 
R 

[ ... Loc/Time] , 
R 

[ ... copula] and 
R 

[ [Proto Root]] 
R 
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Through this study, we have suggested what features are and 

where they belong to: features are defined on the basis of 

morphological properties from which semantic generaliza

tions are predicted; and they are not just the property of 

lexical items but of syntactic as well. 

To conclude, the central idea underlying our work has 

been that a Word is defined, on phonological grounds, as a 

pitch unit and that the rules are defined in terms of 

categories comprising phonological, semantic, and formal 

values. This idea is necessarily associated with the 

organization of grammar we have assumed. In a theory 

developed by Chomsky and others, distinct systems of 

grammar, such as syntax, semantics, and phonology are taken 

to be associated with distinct "linguistic level". 

However, the framework adovocated here assumes that 

semantics, syntax, and phonology, though they are distinct 

systems, do not constitute a distinct linguistic level. 

Thus, it allows "non-autonomous rules" in Oehrle (1981), 

which are meant to refer to rules that are not only 

syntactically conditioned but also semantically and 

phonologically conditioned. Further, it has been shown 

that the analysis of Words proposed here is a necessary 

process in the composition of sentences, questioning the 

necessity of "morphology" ',·;hich involves infra word 



operations as a system distinct from "syntax" which 

involves supra-word operations. (for this position, cf. 

Schmerling (1983)) 

Finally, although in transformational grammar the-
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'--
works on Japanese particles are limited to certain types, 

such as case particles, no and sika, many works have been 

offered by traditional grammarians who proposed various 

kinds of categorizations for particles. However, none of 

the previous analyses compare to the simple and uniform 

account proposed here. In traditional grammar the term 

"adverbial particle" whose members include bakari 'only' 

and dake 'only' has had a semantic base; the term "terminal 

particle" whose members include ka and ne has been based on 

distributional property; and the "case particle" has been 

offered on the basis of grammatical function. It seems 

that the terms presented above are substantially correct. 

However, there has been no account of the relationship 

among distinct types of particles, in structural 

descriptions, to sentences. In short, there has been no 

explanation of the stage of formulation of generative rules 

for sentence composition. This limitation in previous 

works has led to the complete omission of any account on 

the puzzling particle-order phenomena in the literature of 

Ja~anese. 
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On the other hand, we have attemped to specify the 

basic regularities of the language in a generative grammar 

which differs very much from the one by Chomsky. with this 

goal, we have proposed the analysis of Japanese particles 

based solely on their function in terms of the formation of 

Japanese Words. Further, the puzzling order of particles 

relative to one another has been explicitly presented. He 

believe that our uniform approach to Japanese particles not 

only provides the reader with extremely easy access to the 

comprehension of Japanese, but also casts a light on the 

study of Japanese syntax. 



Chapter 4 

An Analysis of NO 

4.1 Proposal 

Given the three way distinction among a Proto Root, a 

Root, and a Word, we are ready to consider the place of no. 

Under the examination of no within a kind of extended 

categorial grammar, it is proposed that Japanese includes 

two distinct nos illustrated in (342) and (343). The first 

we have been calling the Modifying particle no and the 

second, the Nominalizing particle no. 

(342) 

The Modifying no 

kodomo-no 
child 

kasa -ga 
umbrella 

ir -u 
need 

\(1) need a child's umbrella' 

The Nominalizing no 

(343) kodomo-no-ga ir-u 

\(1) need a child's' 

Throughout the history of Japanese grammar the nos in (342) 

and (343) have been presumed to be the same on the hypoth-

esis that there is a missing noun after the no in (343). 

This is schematized as in (344) and (345), respectively, 
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where the missing noun is identified by [e]. 

(344) 

(345) 

[kodomo]-no [kasa]-ga 

[kodomo]-no [e]-ga 
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In opposition to this view, we argue, on morphological 

and phonological grounds, that the no in (342) and the one 

in (343) are distinct from each other, suggesting that 

there is no missing NP after no in (343). First, notice 

the fact that the no in (343) occurs internal to the 

particle 9£ while the no in (342) does not. 

Next, before discussing the phonological facts of the 

above examples, let us discuss, in more detail, the accent 

system of Japanese introduced in chapter 3. As mentioned 

in section 3.3, all Words contain a single high pitch, but 

there are accented and unaccented Words in Japanese: a Word 

is considered to be accented if it contains a single high

pitched mora or uninterrupted series of high-pitched moras 

followed by an abrupt drop to a low-pitched mora; 

otherwise, it is considered to be unaccented. Whether or 

not a Word is accented (as well as the location of a high 

pitch in a Word) is crucial in distinguishing one Word from 

another Word. For example, hasi 'chopstick' and hasi 

'edge' contrast with each other in terms of the place of a 

high pitch. Hasi 'chopstick' takes the high pitch on ha 
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while hasi 'edge' takes the high pitch on si as illustrated 

in (346). 

(346)a. h a lsi 'chopstick' 

b. h a lsi 'edge' 

On the other hand, hasi 'edge' and 113si 'bridge', both of 

vlhich take the high pitch on si, contrast with each other 

in terms of the fact as to whether or not it is accented: 

hasi 'edge' is not accented, but hasi 'bridge' is, as in 

(347), where ' , indicates a high-pitched mora 
I 

followed by an abrupt drop to a low-pitched mora. 

(347)a. h a lsi 'edge' 

b. h a lsi 'bridge' 

Returning to the pitch pattern of the examples in 

(342) and (343), consider (348) and (349) below. 

(348) k old 0 m 0 - no ( 'kafs a - ga 

(349) k old 0 m 0 - no I ( - ga ) 

kodomo-no in (348), which contains the no we have called 

the Modifying particle, is unaccented while kodomo-no in 
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kodomo-no-ga in (349), which includes the no we have called 

the Nominalizing particle, is accented and the accent 

occurs on the no. This phonological fact, as well as the 

mophological fact mentioned above clearly suggests that the 

no in (342) and the one in (343) are distinct from each 

other. Some more examples which support our approach to no 

follow. 

(350 ) 

( 351) 

olt 0 k 0 -no 

men 

'men's umbrella' 

olt 0 k 0 -no-I-o 

ka"ls a 

umbrella 

(Ibid. ) 

otoko-no in (350) is not accented while otoko-no-o in 

(351) is. 

These two nos are, of course, analyzed equally as part 

of the morphology of a Word since they, like other parti

cles, do not have lexical content or the phonological 

status of a Word, but they do have a function distinct from 

each other. The issue now is to clearify their function in 

terms of the forma'cion of Words. We propose that the no in 

(342) (i.e., the Modifyipg DQ) is a functor which takes as 

its argument a Root and yields a Word, that is, it is a 
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member of Right Parts; and the no in (343) (i.e., the 

Nominalizing no) is a functor which takes a Root and yields 

a Proto Root like the Nominalizing kara discussed in 

chapter 3. This formal function of each TIQ is stated as in 

(352) and (353), respectively. 

(352) Modifying no: Root ---> Word 

(353) Nominalizing no: Root ---> Proto Root 

4.1.1 The Nominalizing NO 

We begin with the discussion of the Nominalizing no, 

which is stated as in (353) above. The proposal that the 

argument of the Nominalizing no is a Root is based on the 

assumption that the no in kodomo-no in (342), for example, 

is the same as the no in okot-ta-no in (354) below; both 

nos occur internal to a particle. 

(354) okot -ta-no-wa Ken-da 
get angry 

'The one who got angry is Ken' 

Recall that tense markers are members of the functor which 

takes a Proto Root and yields a Root; therefore, the string 

okot-ta 'got angry' is a Root and so is kodomo 'child' 

analyzed as a result of the application of the Identitity 

fu~ctor. 
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Concerning the result of the application of no to its 

argument, there are two possibilities we can offer, as in 

the case with the Nominalizing kara: one is a Root and the 

other is a Proto Root. Like the case with kara, we assume 

the latter case intuitively, because of the relationship 

established earlier between the semantic generalization and 

the formal categories. Consider, for example, the expres-

sion okot-ta-no in (354). It is analyzed as consisting of 

the Proto Root okot 'angry', the Tense Suffix ta, and the 

particle no. Therefore, okot 'angry' may otherwise occur 

in a Word which refers to an event of activities. The okot-

ta-no, however, is semantically classified as <objects>. 

And the formal value of~okot-ta-no is <+ case> as 

illustrated in (355) below, in accordance with the match 

between the formal and the semantic classes introduced 

earlier in chapter 3. (Recall that all Proto Roots with 

<+ case> refer to objects or concepts.) 

(355) okot-ta-no-~ make -da 
loser 

'The one who got angry is a loser' 

The above fact could not be predicted properly if we 

assumed that the string with no is a Root. 

We are now concerned with the analysis of the rule 

proposed in (353), in order to clarify the relationship 
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between the Nominalizing no and its argument and between 

the no and the result Proto Root. The argument 

possibilities for the no are easily stated. Obviously, the 

Roots with a specified tense value and those which lack 

tense value can be the argument of the no, given the 

examples above. (356) offers the formal value of okot-ta 

'got angry' in (354) and kodomo in (343), respectively. 

to. 

(356)a. okot-ta: <past> 

b. kodomo: <--> 

In addition, no occurs also on the Root with a specified 

aspect value as seen in (357). 

(357) Suwat-te-no sigoto-wa i -i-ga 
sit work good but 

tat-te-no-wa iya -da 
stand dislike 

'Work by sitting is good, but work by standing is not 
good' 

The formal value of tat-te is given in (358). 

(358) <continuous> 

Given these facts, we might consider that any Root can be 

the argument of no. However, some Roots with <- ->, should 

be excluded from being the argument of no, as illustrated 

in (359). 



(359)a.* hakkiri-no-wa 
clearly 

b.* yuruku-no-wa 
loosely 
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(359) indicates that a string referring to manner cannot 

be the argument of no. Further, no cannot occur on a 

string ending in da or the Quasi-Conj kara (i.e., tns+kara) 

although it can on datta, as illustrated in (360). 

(360)a.* baka-da-no-wa .... 
fool 

b. baka-datta-no-wa .... 

'The one who was a fool .... ' 

c.* tabe-ta-kara-no-wa 
eat 

Having identified the character of the argument, we state 

the rule for no in more specific form than the rule in 

(353), as follows: 

(361) Nominalizing no: < ••• > 
< ••• > 
<no manner> 

\ 
----> Proto Root 

/ R 

Except: with the phonological value da or tns+kara 

Let us now consider the character of the result in the 

rule in (361). The semantic value is associated with the 

semantic value of the argument Root on the basis of the 
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observation that no does not have a semantic content. As 

for the formal value, clearly, it has the combinatory 

possibility of <-tns;+case> as illustrated in (362). 

(362)a. Ken-no-{ 'Ken's' 
Q 

b.* Ken-no - { 

with respect to Honorific value, we propose that an 

expression containing this type of no has the inherent 

Honorific value <impolite>, like the expression vatu 'guy' 

and kisama 'you'. This proposal is based on the 

observation of the examples in (363) which involves the 

honorific form of a verb. 

(363)a. 

b.?? 

(Yamada sensei -no okusan-wa eigo -0 
teacher wife English 

o-hanasi-ninara-nai-keredo) Kimura sensei-no 
speak -not-but 

okusan-wa eigo-o o-hanasi-ninar-u 

'(Prof. Yamada's wife does not speak English, but) 
Prof. Kimura's wife does' 

(Yamada sensei-no okusan-wa eigo-o 

o-hanasi-ninara-nai-keredo) Kimura sensei-no-wa 

o-hanasi-ninar-u 

'Prof. Yamada's wife does not speak English but) 
Prof. Kimura's does' 
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While (363)a., where the subject Kimura-sensei-no okusan 

'Prof. Kimura's wife' is used together with o-hanasi-ninar-

g 'speak', (the honorific form of hanas-u 'speak'), is 

entirely accepta.ble, (363)b., whE=re the subject Kimura-

sensei-no 'Prof. Kimura's' is used together with the verb 

in the honorific form, is strange. This can be explained 

naturally if we assume that the string with no is 

<impolite>, together with the assumption that there is no 

missing NP after the no in b., as noted above: (360)b. is 

strange because there is a conflict between the subject 

Kimura sensei-no <impolite> and the predicate o-hanasi-

ninar <honorific>. Hence, we identify the formal value of 

the Proto Root containing no as <-tnsi+caseiimpolite>. The 

rule for the DQ is completed as in (364), by specifying the 

character of the result. 

(364) 

Nominalizing 
no 

< ••• > 
< ••• > 
<no manner> 

\ 

I 
R 

--> < ... no> 
<-tnsi+caseiimpolite> 
< ••• > 

Except: with the phonological value da or 
tns+kara 

\ 

I
V R 

Instantiations of the rule in (364) are found in (365) in 

specific form. 



(365 ) 

a. no: <okot-ta> 
<past> 
<get angry> 

b. no: <o-waka-i> 
<non-past> 
<is young> 

\: 
---> <okot-ta-no> 

<-tnsi+caseiimpolite> 
<get angry> 

\ 

I R IV R 

\ 
----> <o-waka-i-no> 

<-tnsi+caseiimpolite> 
<get angry> 

\ 

I R IV R 

We would like to emphasize that an expression 

containing no is <impolite>, but this no can occur on a 

Root which is yielded from a Proto Root containing an 

Honorific Suffix. Take, for example, the expression 0-
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kake-ninar-u-no 'the one who sits'. The derivational steps 

of this expression are as in (366). 

( 366) 
\ 

o ... ninar:<kake> --> <o-kake-ninar> 
<+tnsi-caseihonorific> 
<sit> 

<+tnsi-casei- -> 
<sit> 

IV R 

\ 
u: <o-kake-ninar> ---> <o-kake-ninar-u> 

<non-past> <+tnsi-caseihonorific> 
<sit> 

\ 
no: <o-kake-ninar-u> ---> 

<non-past> 
<sit> 

<sit> 
I V R 

<o-kake-ninar-u-no> 
<-tnsi+caseiimpolite> 
<sit> 

\ 

\ 

IV R 

\ 

IR 

I R IV R 
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One comment on the Nominalizing DQ, before turning to 

the Modifying no. In chapter 3, we have dealt with the 

non-additive Right Boundary Effect, which includes 

[ ... Nominalizing kara]. Some Roots ending in the 
R 

Nominalizing no can become a Word directly. That is, the 

Nominalizing no can be identified as the Right Boundary 

Effect, since in a sequence as in (367) in which a Right 

Part is not present, it is the rightmost analytical unit: 

(367) R-Nom no # 

e.g. Ik-u-no # 

'You go/Do you go' 

4.1.2 The Modifying NO 

It has been made clear by the discussion in chapter 3 

that what we have called the Modifying particle no cannot 

be followed by another Suffix like Case, Implicative, 

Conjunctive, and Terminal particles. Given this fact, the 

function of this no is obvious; it is one of the Right 

Boundary Effects that is additive, i.e., a Right Part. 

Hence, the rule for the Modifying particle no is as in 

(352) repeated here. 

(352) Modifying no: Root ---> Word 

Our task now is to determine the character of the argument 
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and the result in (352). Recall now that the Right Parts 

divide into three groups according to the character of the 

Root they require. The Modifying particle no behaves like 

the Implicative particles sae and koso in that it requires 
1 

its argument to lack a tense value. This is demonstrated 

in the examples in (368). 

(368)a. Ken-no hon 
book 

'Ken's book' 

the formal value of Ken: <- -> 

b. kirei -na-dake-no zyoyuu 
pretty only actress 

'an actress who is pretty and that's all' 

the formal value of kirei-na-dake: <- -> 

c. mi -te-no tanosimi 'enjoyment by seeing' 
see enjoyment 

the formal value of mi-te: <continuative> 

1. One might argue that the Modifying DQ occurs on the 
string with tense, as claimed by Soga and Fujimura (1978) 
who have offered the following examples. 

a. kanarazu katsu DQ shinnen 
surely win conviction 

'conviction to win for sure' 
b. issei Q odorokasu no daijigyoo 

the age surprise enterprise 
'(lit.) big enterprise that surprises the current world' 

(Examples and translations are taken from Soga and 
Fujimura, but English glosses and underlines are ours.) 

In the above examples, the no certainly occurs right
adjacent to tense, as no after kats-u in a. and after 
odorokas-u in b. However, these phenomena should be 



d. 

e.* 

umare -ta-bakari-no 
be born just 

akatyan 
baby 

'a baby who was just born' 

the formal value of umare-ta-bakari: <- -> 

umare -ta-no 
be born 

akatyan 
baby 

the formal value of umare-ta: <past> 

Notice, however, the unacceptability of the examples in 

(369) . 

(369)* kirei-na-no zyoyuu 
pretty actress 

the formal value of kirei-na: <- -> 

(369), suggests that the no cannot occur immediately 
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adjacent to pa although it does occur separated form na as 

in (368)b. Incorporating these facts, the argument 

possibilites for the Modifying DQ is stated as in (370). 

separated from the discussion we are handling now, since 
the expressions preceding the no in the above examples are 
quotes as in the title of the Book by Okutsu (1978) below. 

"Boku ~ Unagi da" no Bumpoo 
'Grammar of "I am an eel" , 

Indeed, quotes accept anything at all as the following 
examples illustrate. 

a. "wa" no kenkyuu 'a study of "wa" , 
study 

b. "yappari" no maki 'a volume of "after all" , 
after all a volume 
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\ 
(370) Modifying no: < .•• > ----> Word 

<no Tns> 
< ... > 

/ R 

Except: with the phonological value na ending 

This rule predicts that no does not occur on a string 

ending in the Quasi-conj kara (i.e., kara preceded by tense 

or copula) as in (371)c. although it does on the string 

ending in Loc/Time kara or on the Nominalizing kara as in 

(371)a. and b. 

(371)a. Loc/Time 

Tokyo-kara-no kyaku 
visitor 

'a visitor from Tokyo' 

The formal value of Tokyo-kara: <- -> 

b. Nominalizing 

sotugyoosi-te-kara -no 
graduate after 

keikaku 
plan 

'a plan after graduation' 

The formal value of sotugyoosi-te-kara: <- -> 

c. Quasi-Conj 

* sotugyoosu-ru-kara-no keikaku 

The formal value of sotugyoosu-ru-kara: <non-past> 

The character of the result Word in the rule in (370) 

is stated straightforwardly, given the categorial identifi-

cation of Words presented in section 3.6.3 in chapter 3: 
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the phonological value is given by the symbolic representa-

tion, the semantic value follows from the semantic value of 

the argument in the rule, and the formal value is a speci-

fication for a particle which is a Right Boundary Effect, 

i.e., <no>. Hence, (372) completes the rule for the Mod-

ifying particle no, specifying the character of the result. 

\ \ 
(372 ) Modifying no: < ... > -----> < ... no> 

<no Tns> <no> 
< ... > < ... > 

/R /W 

Except: with the phonological value na ending 

(373) offers instantiations of the rule in (372). 

(373}a. no: <Tokyo-kara.> 
<- -> 
<Tokyo> 

\ 

/R 

------> 

\ 

<Tokyo-kara-no> 
<no> 
<Tokyo> 

\ 

/W 

b. <umare-ta-bakari> 
<- -> 

--> <umare-ta-bakari-no> 
<no> 

<be born> <be born> 
/R 

4.1.3 Summary 

To summarize the preceding two sections, we have 

proposed the two distinct types of no presented in (364) 

and (372), respectively. Possible strings invo~ving both 

nos are easily predicted by referring to the possible 

strings listed in (268) in chapter 3 and to the rules 

\ 

/W 
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proposed for DQ in (364) and (372). That is, any strings 

presented in (268), except those ending in da or the Quasi-

conj kara, are combined with the Nominalizing no. And any 

strings in (268), except those ending in na are attached by 

means of the Modifying no. Further, the Proto Roots 

containing the Nominalizing no are expanded according to 

the rules proposed in chapter 3. (cf. (194) and (268)) So, 

for example, the Proto Root kin-kara-no 'the one from gold' 

is attached by the Adverbial particle dake 'only', yielding 

the Root string kin-kara-no-dake 'only the one from gold'. 

Moreover, given the rule in (364), the Nominalizing no is 

expected to apply recursively. Thus, we have the strings 

in (374). 

(374)a. yasai -dake-DQ -na-no -da 
vegetable only Nom Nom 

'(It) is that (it) is the one (made) of vegetables only' 

b. umare -ta-bakari-no -na-DQ -da 
be born Nom Nom 

'(It) is that (it) is the one which was just born' 

The structure in the above examples is analyzed as in 

(375)a. and b., respectively. 

(375) 

a. [[[[[[[yasai-dake] -no] _ ] -na] -no] __ ] -da] 
R VR R R VR R R 
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b. [[[[[[[[umare-ta] bakari] -no]_ ]-na]-no] __ ]-da] 
R R VR R R VR R R 

Further, our rules predict occurrence of both nos ... , 
i.e., the Nominalizing no and the Modifying DQ. (376) 

offers some examples illustrating this point. 

(376)a. kodomo-no -dake-no mise 
child Nom only Mod store 

'a store for childre,1' s 
(one) only' 

b. siken-ni oti -ta -no bakari-no guruupu 
test fail Nom only Mod group 

'a group of only those who failed a test' 

(377) presents the structural analysis for the examples in 

(376) . 

( 377) a. [[ [ [ [kodomo] -no] _] -dake] -no] 
R V R R R W 

b. [[ [[ [oti-ta] -no] _ ] bakari] -no] 
R V R R R W 

Finally, our rules certainly predict the sequential no 

string as given in (378), the discussion of which we return 

to in the next section. 

(378) kinli-no -no ue -ni oke 
you Nom Mod top-on put 

'place (it) on the top of 
yours' 

To conclude, we present a general picture of the 

organization of the grammar for the Word formation we have 

proposed for indicating the place of no. 



(379) W 

Right Boundary Effect ---> i 
---------> 

Additive R.B.E = Right 
Parts (Case, conjunctive, 
Terminal, Implicative, 
Modifying no) 

Non-Additive R.B.E. 
([ ... rrns/Asp], [ ... Adv] , 

R R 
[ ... Loc/Time], [ ... Cop], 

R R 
[ ... Mod na], [ .. . QQ] , 

R R 
[ ... Nom kara] , 

R 
[[Proto Root]], 

R 
[ ... Nom no]) 

R 

Nominalizing ----------> 
(kara, no) 

R l' 
X 
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~R 
(Adverbial, Loc/Time, 
Copula, Quasi-Conj, 
Modifying na) 

----------------------------------> 
I I 

Root Functor -------------> 
(Tns/Asp, Identity) I 

v 

V R f 
Affix (Honorific, Plural, 

Adjectivizing) 

"> 
V R 

Figure 4.1 Organization of the Grammar for the Word 
Formation 
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4.2 Comparison with Previous Accounts on No 

Having identified the function of two distinct nos, we 

are now concerned with the analysis of some interesting 

phenomena surrounding Japanese no, comparing our analysis 

with the previous accounts of no. To begin with, our 

proposal of no characterizes no appearing in various kinds 

of structures as follows: 

(380) Nominalizing No 

a) Aiko-no-ga i -i 
good 

'Aik,Q'S is good' 

b) it-ta-no-wa Ken-da 
go 

'The one who went is Ken' 

c) Ken-ga it-ta-no-wa sit-te i-ru 
know 

'I know that Ken went' 

d) Ken-ga it-ta-no-da 

'It is that Ken 

e) Ken-ga it-ta-no 

'It is that Ken 

(381) Modifying No 

a) Aiko-no uti -wa 
house 

went' 

went' 

are-da 
that 

'Aiko's house is that (one)' 



b) gakusei-no Ken 
student 

'student Ken ll 

c) suwat-te-no sigoto-wa raku-da 
sit work easy 

'To work sitting is easy' 

d) tuki-no de -ru koro 
moon rise time 

'The time the moon rises' 
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Based on the distributional properties shown in the above 

examples, we can simply state that it is the Nominalizing 

no if it is followed by another particle (see (380)a. - c.) 

or the copula da (see (380)d.) or nothing, i.e., the no 

which ends the sentence as in (380)e. On the other hand, 

it is the Modifying no, if it is followed by a Word. (see 

(381» . 

Previously, the no in (380)a. has not recieved a 

completely happy treatment. Kuno (1973) claims that it is 

a contraction of the genitive no and the pronominal no (the 

"formal noun" for Kuno) , based on the observation of the 

following examples. 

(382)a. John ga katta hon to Mary ga katta hon 

'The book that John bought and the book 
that Mary bought' 

b. John ga katta hon to Mary ga katta no 



'The book that John bought and the one 
that Mary bought' 

(383) a. John no hon to I1ary no hon 

'John's book and Mary's book' 

b.* John no hon to Mary no no 

c. John no hon to Hary no 

(384)a. Akai han a to tyairo no hana 
red flower brown is flower 
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'A red flower and a brown flower (lit., a flower 
that is red and a flower that is brown) , 

b.* Akai hana to tyairo no no 

c. Akai hana to tyairo no (Kuno 1973:119) 

Kuno states that no as in (382)b. "is a formal noun that 

roughly corresponds to the pronominal 'one' in English. 

Now, when this no is preceded by the genitive no or the 

coplulative no, we get a single occurrence of no, and not 

no no .... Since (383)b. and (384)b. are the expected 

forms, the ungrammaticality of these two must be due to an 

obligatory contraction of no no to a single no." 

(Kuno:119) Jorden (1987) also takes the same position as 
2 

Kuno's saying "/connective no + nominal nol is contracted 

2. A connective no used by Jorden refers to the 
possessive DQ in the usual sense. 
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into a single no which is at once the connective and the 

nominal" (Jorden 1987:127). Henderson (1943), like Kuno 

and Jorden, assumes that there is another no he calls 

"substantial" after the DQ in question. However, unlike 

Kuno and Jorden, he remarks that the nQ in question is the 

"postpositional" no (=possessive no in more common usage) , 

assuming that the "substantial" no is deleted. But, there 

is no evidence supporting either of these analyses. 

contrary to previous studies, we consider the no in 

(380)a. and b. as simply the Nominalizing no, which has the 

function of taking a Root to a Proto Root of the class 

<- tns;+case;impolite>; so, it is no longer necessary to 

consider whether this no is a result of a deletion or a 

contraction. 

Now, consider (380)b. and c. The no in (380)b. which 

has been taken as a pronominal previously, and the one in 

(380)C. which has been taken as a nominalizer, are 

analyzed as the same no which has the function of taking a 

Root to a Proto Root just like the no in (380)a .. As 

mentioned before, in our work no dependent morpheme is 

treated as pronominal. Thus, the pronominal no is 

discarded from the grammar of Japanese. The fact that no 

does not have its own pitch pattern, unlike other regular 

nouns, supports our claim. (385) offers our analysis of 
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the string it-ta-no-wa in both (380)b. and c. 

( 385) [ [ [ [ [ it] _ -ta] -no ] _] -wa J 
V R R Nom V R R W 

The difference in meaning between the no in (380)b. and the 

one in (380)c. is beyond the scope of our study here. But, 

we argue that we are able to account for'the semantic 

difference, in association with the structural difference 

preceding the no, without postulating two distinct nos, one 

being a nominalizer and the other, a pronominal. If the 

clause preceding no contains a variable, no is translated 

as 'one' in English as in (380)b.; if the clause preceding 

no does not include a variable, no is translated as '(a 

fact) that' as in (380)c. This is schematized as in (386) 

and (387), respectively. 

(386) [[variable] it-ta]-no-wa Ken-da 
cl 

(387) [Ken-ga it-ta]-no-wa sit-te-i-ru 
cl 

Regarding no in (380)d., there has been disagreement 

among scholars. For example, for Kuno (1973), it is a 

nominalizing no, and for Jorden (1987) it is a nominal no 

with the meaning 'matter/case'. We argue that the no in 

question is the Nominalizing no on morphological grounds. 

In other words, the no in the string ... no-da as in (380)d. 
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is identical with the no in the string ... no-ga as in 

(380)a. and in the string ... no-wa as in (380)b. and c .. 

Further, it is considered the same as the no in (388) belov! 

on morphological grounds, regardless of the difference in 

meaning between them. 

(388) Kore-wa Ken-no-da 
this 

'This is Ken's' 

The no in these examples is a functor taking a Root to a 

Proto Root which is compatible with case particles. 

The no in (380)e., has been often treated as a 

terminal particle (cf McClain (1981) among others). But in 

this study, it, too, is analyzed as the Nominalizing no. 

The intuition that there is no difference between (380)d. 

and e. in meaning, except the speaker's emotional 

dif~erence, supports our analysis. (The speaker's emotion 

which can be translated as 'I declare' is stronger in d. 

than that in e.) 

Let us now turn our attention to the Modifying no. As 

noted in chapter 2, the no in (381)b. has been treated as 

the attributive form of da. However, we' consider it to be 

the same as the no in (381)a., which has been ~aken as the 

possessive: the no in (381)b. is a functor from a Root to a 

Word, thus dispensing with the verbal no. 
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We are now concerned with the no in (381)d., which 

has been considered as an optional sUbstitute for the case 

particle gg. In our work, it, too, is analyzed as the same 

no as the one sometimes called the possessive. This 

involves the observation that there is no rule such as the 

ga-no conversion rule discussed in chapter 2. Moreover, we 

argue that there is no relationship whatsoever between 

examples (3?1)d. and (389) below although Bedell (1972), 

who argued against the gg-no conversion rule, offered a 

restructuring rule, assuming (381)d. and (389) to be 

related to each other. 

(389) tuki-gg de -ru koro 
moon rise time 

'The time the moon rises' 

In Bedell's framework, (389), the source of (381)d., 

is considered to have the structure represented in (390) 

below. 

(390) NP 
I \ 

S koro 
/ \ 

1--\ 
tuki ga deru 

(390) is changed into the structure in (391) through an 

ad hoc rule called a restructuring rule. 



(391) NP 
I \ 

tuki NP 
I \ 

S koro 
I \ 

1--\ 
deru 
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No is, then, inserted between [tuki]NP and [deru koro]NP in 

(391), according to the first of his two formal conditions 

in (392) below, by which he assumes the distribution of 

Japanese no to be accounted for. 

(392) (A)No is introduced between any two nouns or noun 

phrases which are constituents of the same 

larger noun phrase. 

(B) No is introduced into the 'head' position of 

any tensed subordinate clause if no noun or 

complementizer occurs there. 

(Bedell 1972: 9-10) 

Bedell's ?pproach, is not plausible, however. Recall what 
, 

was presented in (62) - (65) repeated here. 

(62) kimi-no iki-tai kimoti -wa wakar -u 
you go want feeling understand 

'I understand your feeling of wanting to go' 

(63) kimi-ga 
you 

iki-tai kimoti -wa wakar -u 
go -want feeling understand 

'I understand the feeling that you want to go' 



(64) kimi-no sono 
you that 

iki-tai kimoti -wa 
go -want feeling 

wakar-u 
understand 

'I understand that wanting to go feeling of" yours' 

(65)* kimi-gg EQDQ iki-tai kimoti-wa wakar-u 
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The idea that (381)d. and (389) are related to each other 

may not seem entirely inadequate, given the possibility of 

(62) and (63) above. But, the difference between (64) and 

(65) reveals a difficulity for Bedell. Bedell cannot 

account for the difference between (64) and (65) unless he 

assumes that kimi-no in (64) is distinct from that in (62). 

However, as noted before, evidence that the nos in (62) and 

(64) are distinct from each other is difficult to obtain. 

Furthermore, it is simpler and preferable to consider the 

no in (62) to be identical with the one in (64) with the 

observation that (62) and (63) are not related with each 

other. Additional examples supporting our position are 

given below. 

(393)a. Nihonzin -no 
Japanese 

seizi -ni 
politics 

taisu-ru 
face 

3 
taido 
attitude 

'The attitude of Japanese toward Politics' 

b.* Nihonzin-gg seizi-ni taisu-ru taido 

3. lowe the example in (393) to Bailey. 
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The above examples show that there exist nos which cannot 

be replaced by S£ as in (393)b. Given these facts we 

argue that (381)d. and (389) are not related with each 

other opposing Bedell's position .. And we analyze the no in 

(381)d. as a functor which takes a Root and yields a Word, 

just like the no in (381)a. which has generally been 

called a possessive particle. The structural analyses of 

Aiko-no in Aiko-no uti in (381)a., and tuki-no in tuki-no 

de-ru koro in (381)d. are presented in (394) and (395), 

respectively. 

(394 ) [ [ [ Akiko J ___ (identity) ] no] uti-wa 
V R R W 

(395) [ [ [ [ tuki ] ___ (identity) ] no] ] de-ru koro 
V R R W 

Both the Words Aiko-no and tuki-no are the members of the 

Word which has the formal value <no> modifying the 

following noun: Aiko-no modifies uti-wa, and tuki-no 

modifies koro. 

One more comment on Bedell's analysis of no before we 

turn to the discussion of the sequential no. Bedell's 

approach is similar to our approach in that his two rules 

in (392) are an attempt to account for all occurrences of 

nos on the basjs of 'their distributional properties 

although there are differences between us. Now, consider 



(381)c. repeated here. 

(381)c. suwat-te-no 
sit 

sigoto-wa 
work 

raku-da 
easy 

'To work sitting is easy' 

While our work identifies the no in (381)c. as the 
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Modifying no naturally given the argument possibilities in 

the rule in (372), it is a problem for Bedell for which no 

simple account is offered; rule B. in (392) cannot apply, 

since no appears after the verb in the te-form --- i.e., 

the verb which is not tensed ---, and rule A. cannot apply 

either, unless Bedell's NP includes lexical items which are 

intuitively defined as a verb. So, it seems that in order 

to account for this type of no, Bedell needs a third rule 

(or another type of no which might be considered as base-

generated) . 

Let us now turn to our attention to the sequential no. 

In general there is an avoidance of a double DQ. But it is 

some times used, and our analysis predicts it as noted in 

section 4.2. Henderson (1943) discusses a case with two 

no's corning together offering the following example. 

(396 ) kimi 
you 

no no ue ni 
top 

oite 
put 

kudasai 
I ask 

'Please put it on top of yours' 
(from Henderson 1943) 
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He states that in (396) "both D..Qs are postpositions 

("possesive" in the more usual sense)" (Henderson 

1943:221). This means that he assumes that the source of 

(396) is as in the following, for instance. 

(397) kimi-no boos i-no ue-ni oite kudasai 
hat 

'Please put it on top of your hat' 

Boosi 'hat' in (397) is omitted later to get a sequential 

no as in (396). The structure of kimi-no-no in (396), 

then, would be presented as follows: 

(398) [ [ kimi ] -no 
possessive 

] [[ e] .... no 
possessive 

] ue-ni 

In the previous literature, Henderson's analyses would be 

supported by most scholars although different terminology 

might be used. 

However, under the assumption proposed in this study, 

a double no in (396) is analyzed as the Nominalizing no 

plus the Modifying D..Q as schematized in (399). 

(399) [ [ [ kimi l - no 
Nom 

] - no 
Mod 

] ue-ni 

The rules for the string kimi-no-no are provided below. 



\ 
(400) Identity: <kimi> ---> 

<-tns;+case;- -> 
<kimi> 
<- -> 
<you> <you> 

<kimi> 
< - - > 
<you> 

\ 
---> 

I R 

/ 

\ 

IV R 

<kimi-no> 
<-tns;+case;impolite> 
<you> 

\ 
Identity: <kimi-no> ---> <kimi-no> 

<- -> 
<you> 

<-tns;+case;impolite> 
<you> 

no: <kimi-no> 
<- -> 
<you> 

\ 

IV R 

---> <kimi-no-no> 
<no> 
<you> 

I R 

\ 

/ w 
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\ 

IR 

\ 

IV R 

\ 

/R 

.} • 

There is another interesting problem concerning no. 

Observe, first, the following: 

( 401) ringo-no aka-i-no-o 
apple 1 red 2 

'I ate a red apple' 

tabe-ta 
eat 

'(Lit.) I ate an apple, red one' 

Previously, most linguists have agreed that no in (401) is 
4 2 

a pronominal, differing from no. On the other hand, 
1 

4. There are opponents of this position. Kuroda (1965) 
accounts for this no as the automatic result of the 
inversion of adjective-noun order. That is, from the basic 
structure below: 

aka-i ringo-o tabe-ru 



whether no as in (401) is an option of g£ (cf. Kitagawa 
1 

(1973», a copula (cf. Martin (1975», or a possessive 

particle (cf. Makino (1968), Tanaka (1977» has been a 

controversial issue. Under our analysis, no is taken as 
1 

the Modifying no simply because it is a Right Boundary 

Effect in a Word, and no is the Nominalizing no for it 
2 
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occurs internal to the particle Q. (402) and (403) provide 

the structural analyses for both no and no in (401), 
1 2 

respectively. 

(402 ) [ [ [ringo ] _ ] -no ] 
V R R Mod W 

(403 ) [ [ [ [ [aka] _ -i] -llQ ] _] -0] 
V R R Nom V R R W 

Finally, consider the following. 

We get the following: 
ringo-no aka-i-no-o tabe-ru 

by an inversion rule and an insertion rule of the "empty 
carrier" DQ. So, for Kuroda no and llQ are the same element 

J. 2 
called an i1empty carrier". Additionally, for Kitagawa and 
Ross (1982), no and no are the same elemen-t, since they 

1 2 
argue that Japanese has only one no which is inserted by a 
rule called Prenominal Modification Marker Insertion Rule 
presented below. 

MOD Insertion Rule 
[ X NP] ------> [ X MOD NP] 
NP NP 

where X stands for any category functioning as a modifier, 
and MOD stands for a Prenominal Modification marker, that 
is, no in Japanese. (Kitagawa & Ross: 23) 



(404) ne -ru-no-wa 
sleep 

akatyan-no 
baby 

sigoto-da 
job 

'Sleeping is a job for babies' 

Previously, the no appearing after a verb, regardless of 

whether it is a nominalizer or a pronominal, has been 
5 

assumed to be attached to a clause. Under this proposal 

the no in (404) would also be analyzed as following a 
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clause whose source would be as in (405), where a missing 

noun is indicated by [e]. 

(405) [ [e] ne-ru ]cl-no-wa akatyan-no sigoto-da 

However, we consider, on morphological and phonological 

grounds, that the no in (404) is part of the morphology of 

the Word ne-ru-no-wa, i.e., it attaches to the verb ne-ru, 

not to the clause. Our analysis that the no attaches to a 

verb not to a clause is also supported by the semantic fact 

that in (404) ne-ru 'sleep' is not necessarily associated 

with some one. In fact, the examples in (406), where a 

subject occurs before ne-ru are all ill-formed. 

(406) * akatyan-ga ne-ru-no-wa akatyan-no sigoto-da 
* anata-ga 
* kare-ga 

5. Cf. Makino (1968, 1980) and Bedell (1972) 
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4.3 Conclusion 

To summarize this chapter, we have demonstrated that 

our proposal of two distinct DQS based on their function in 

the formation of Words can naturally and simply account for 

problems left unsolved by transformational approaches 

offered thus far. We hope that the approach proposed in 

this study can account for every occurence of no, advancing 

the learnability of Japanese no. 

To conclude, we have discussed and demonstrated 

through the examples in chapter 2 and chapter 4 that the 

range of interpretation of Japanese no is (, like that of 

the English possessive determiner and other pre-nominal 

modifiers in English,) huge. We assume that this aspect of 

the problem should be split off from and dealt with 

separately f)om the distributional property of no. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

To summarize this dissertation, we have investigated 

two types of no in Japanese, the Nominalizing no and the 

Modifying no. In the description of these nos, we have 

dealt with two important questions: what functions do they 

have in the formation of Words?; and where do they fit into 

the grammar of Japanese? 

Previously, the analysis of no has been treated in a 

component of syntax in a common framework. That is, 

various instances of the occurrence of DQ have been 

accounted for by using transformational rules. But, as 

mentioned in this study, these transformational approaches 

run into a number of difficulities for which no simple 

solution is offered. In view of the inadequacies of 

previous studies, we have adopted for the analysis of 

Japanese a kind of extended categorial grammar, which 

requires only a small number of assumptions, unlike 

transformational theory. Within this grammar we have 

proposed a set of rules in order to account for the 

function of bound morphemes including no in the formation 

of Words. 

246 
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However, where our analysis crucially differs from 

all other proposals offered previously is in the way the 

role of bound morphemes is defined. We have assumed that 

bound morphemes occur internal to a Word on the idea that a 

Word is a pitch unit. Moreover, bound morphemes have been 

taken to play an important role in syntax. That is, they 

have specific syntactic functions associated with them. As 

we attach a case particle or tense, for example, to a Proto 

Root, we are not simply building morphologically more 

complex expressions, but with each process, we are also 

forming syntactically more complex expressions as a process 

of composition of sentences. These functions have been 

explicated in the rules proposed in chapter 3. The place 

of two distinct nQS, then, has been defined naturally; one 

is a functor taking Roots to Proto Roots and the other is 

one taking Roots to Words. with the approach to no 

presented in this study, we are able to provide a simple 

and explicit account of various phenomena surrounding no. 

Our work in this dissertation has important implica

tions for the study of categories. It is standard to 

assume universally applicable categorial labels and the 

distinctions which they presumably name. So, the 

categories such as Noun and Verb are primitive efforts 

toward universals, although cross-linguistic identity among 
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categories in different languages seems to be difficult to 

obtain. In contrast, our work has suggested only the 

abstract base upon which categories of all natural 

languages are determined. A category is a functor, the 

argument to the functor, and the result of the application 

of the former to the latter. It is associated with a 

triple value comprising semantic, phonological, and formal 

values; and the formal value is associated with a set of 

features referring to the properties of closed-cl~ss 

elements. 

There is another implication made by our work, which 

concerns the organization of grammar. In our attempt at the 

analysis of Words, we have defined Words on phonological 

grounds. And the rules proposed have been stated not only 

with regard for syntactic conditions but also for 

phonological and semantic conditions. These imply that 

"phonology", "semantics", and "syntax", though distinct 

systems, do not constitute distinct "levels" in the sense 

of the grammar developed by chomsky and others . 
.. 

To conclude, while the framework advocated here 

differs importantly f~om that developed by Chomsky and 

others, both in its assumptions about the form of grammars 

and in the way in which it idealizes language acquisition, 

at the same time it enables us to provide the explicit 
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description that Chomsky has moved linguistic theory to 

adopt. Further, we feel through this study that the more 

restrictive the assumptions are, the easier the task of 

formulating rules about the structure of a language. 

Under the framework adopted here, the analysis of 

Japanese particles is far different from any of the 

previous accounts. We concede that our analysis requires 

further study, since the analysis of particles presented 

here is not exhaustive. Nor, at present, has the formal 

function of some particles (, for ex~mple, ni,) been worked 

out. Neverthless, we believe that our new and simple 

approach provides a linguistically significant generaliza

tion of Japanese particles and particle-order phenomena, a 

matter which has never been clarified and has always been 

problematic for the study of Japanese. Finally, while 

specific details of our characterizations of bound 

morphemes may turn out to be ill-chosen, we hope that our 

study of Words will prove useful to Japanese grammarians 

and linguists. 
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